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Transmit the following in

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO s DIRECTOR-, FBI (100-3-68)

CP, USA - MEMBERSHIP
IS - C

HANDLING. OF THE
RE MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH
INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN IN ORDER TO

SINCE THIS
L
iBH

BUREAU AT THIS TIME.

jmsa'I6swxs,£i ior xne Bureau are mree copies
an informant ’ s statement dated January 11, 1962, containing
information ©rally furnished on. January 11, 1962, by CG 5824-^*,
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD
W„ HANSEN. This information was reduced' to writing on January
11,. 1962, and the original report is maintained in CGfile
A) 134-46-7208.

In view of the fact that GUS HALL, in outlining the
membership figures noted herein, listed only the ’’South Region”,
no effort has been mad® to disseminate copies of this informant’s
statement to the numerous offices which could conceivably be
encompassed by this description as it was felt this information
would have no significant value to them. . pn
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CG 100-33740

• •

Copies:

3-Bureau (Enc. 3) (RM)
1-Albany (RM)

(1-100- (CP, New York State - Membership)
1-Baltimore (RM)

(1-100- (CP, Maryland District - Membership)
1-Butte (RM)

(1-100- (CP, Montana District - Membership)
1-Boston (RM)

(1-100- (CP, New England District - Membership)
1-Buffalo (RM)

(1-100- . . (CP, New York State - Membership)
X-CXeveXand (RM)

(1-100- . . (CP, Ohio District - Membership)

1-

Cincinnati (RM) _

(1-100- . „ (CP, Ohio District - Membership)

2-

Detroit (RM)
(1-100-13420 (CARL WINTER)
(1-100- (CP, Michigan District - Membership)

3-

Indianapolis (RM)
(1-100-9529 (EMANUEL BLUM)
(1-100-3474 Y (CP, Indiana District Membership)
(1-100- (CP, Indiana District - Organization)

1-Los Angeles (RM)
(1-100- (CP, Southern California District - Membership)

1-Milwaukee (RM) ,

(1-100- _ „ (CP, Wisconsin District - Membership)
1-Minneapolis (RM)

(1-100- _ (CP, Minnesota-Dakotas District - Membership)
1-Newark (RM) » .

(1-100- . „ (CP, New Jersey District - Membership)
A&New York (RM) ...

(1^100-84994, (GUS HALL)
ifc£l00-80638 (CP, USA . Membership)
(1-100-80641 (CP, USA - Organization)

.
(1-100- (CP, New York State - Membership)

1-Oklahoma City (RM)
(1-100- .(CP, Oklahoma District - Membership)

(see page iii for additional copies)
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CG 100-33740

Copies; (Con’t.)

1-Philadelphia (EM)
(1-100-32208 (CP,Eastern Pennsylvania & Delaware Dist. - Membership)

1-Pittsburgh (EM) .
...

(1-100-8664, (CP, Western Pennsylvania - Membership)
1-Portland (EM)

,

(1-100- . . (CP, Oregon District - Membership)
1-San Francisco, (EM)

(1-100-26239 (CP, „Northern California District — Membership)
1-St. Louis (EM)

(1-100- _ (CP, Missouri District - Membership)
1-Seattie (EM) '

.

(1-100- . . (CP, Washington District - Membership)
6-Chicago

(X-&) 134-46-7208)
(1-100-3470* (MORRIS CHILDS)
(1- 61-867 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
(1-100-18953 ,(CP, .Illinois District - Organization).

N
(1-100-18952 (CP, Illinois District - Membership) „

HWH;MDW . _

(36)
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January 11, 1962

Gus Hall, on January 10, 1962, met secretly and
privately in Chicago, Illinois, with Claude Lightfoot, Carl
Winter, and Morris Childs. During the discussion occurring
at this meeting, Hall reported on the current membership
figures for the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA).

According to Hall, these current membership figures
had been arrived at on the basis of the total twelve months * dues
payments received by the Party during 'the calendar year 1961
and then divided by twelve to establish the average paid-up
membership in the various districts of the CP, USA.

There is set forth below, as outlined by Hall, the
total dues payments by the various CP districts during the
year 1961 and the membership of that district based on a monthly
paid-up dues average:

District Total 1961 Dues Payments 1961 Average Monthly Paid-
.

Up Membership
^

Ohio 900 74
Michigan 767 63 .

5

Illinois 2,295 192
Wisconsin 394 32
Minnesota 900 75
St. Louis,

*

including Okla. 102 9
South Region 6T 6
Indiana 0 0
New York 15,000 1,221
New Jersey 755 63
Philadelphia 333 28
Pittsburgh 88 7.75
New England 700 58
Oregon 288 24
Washington 500 42
Montana 36 3
Southern! Calif. 4,375 364
Northern Calif. 1,108 92
Maryland (no figures)

Total 28,608 2,354.25



When the figures in relation to Philadelphia were
mentioned by Hall, the participating group expressed great
shock at the diminished membership because always in the past
Philadelphia had been recognized for its importance and size
of Party district.

In connection with the Pittsburgh figures recited
by Hall, the group was pleasantly surprised since in 1960
there had been no record of dues payments from that district.

In regard to Indiana - reporting no dues payments
or membership, Hall was very disturbed and it had been his
intention, had a meeting materialized for January 11, 1962, to
have discussed this matter with Manny Blum in order to ascertain
the reasons therefor.

- 2



1-10-62
Routing fill!*.

0-7 (Rev. 3-31-

TO SAC:

Albany
Albuquerque
Anchorage
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Butte
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
El Paso

D ate

(Copies to Offices Checked)

Honolulu
j-^Lj Houston

j

Indianapolis

j—

j

Jacksonville
l—J Kansas City

Knoxville
Das Vegas
Little Rock
Los Angeles

L—I Louisville
Memphis

j-—

I

Miami
I—

j

Milwaukee
j—

j

Minneapolis
Mobile

I—I Newark
New Haven

Cb^^yTYor^Cltj
tZTNorfSlk^
j—

I

Oklahoma City
t_) Omaha
I

|

Philadelphia

j

I Phoenix
I I Pittsburgh
l_J Portland
1 .. I Richmond
U3 St. Louis
I-—

i

Salt Lake City
San Antonio

I I San Diego
\ I San Francisco
I i San Juan

Savannah
Seattle
Springfield

I I Tampa
I_J Washington Fieldn Quantico

TO LEGATt
i—

I

Bonn
I I London0 Madrid

Mexico D. F.
Ottawa

1 I Paris
I I Rome
I \ R in de Janeiron Tokyo

rex COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
MEMBERSHIP
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

GO For information 1 _J For appropriate action

I I The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, jTjL—1 ojQ^eal

all sources, l J paraphrase contents. _ 14

I I Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA
dated ..

— *
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ReGGairtel dated January 12, 1962, to. Director with
copies to all offices receiving lastamt. communication

.

EXTREME CARE WST BE. UTILIZED IH CONNECTION WITH THE
HANDLING OF

_,m^IlFORMATOT SET FORTH HEREIN IH ORDER -TO. PROTECT
fffi 'IDENTITY . OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE *--

. • SINCE- THIS . iWORlfi.™
TIOH . WAS.. COEFIDEHTIALLY RECEIVED AM? BECAUSE BY ITS VERY NATURE"
It tends to identify. this source,. it is recommended that- unless
IT IS CORROBORATED .THROUGH MOTHER . SOURCE, . 'THAT IT .NOT BE BIS- '

~ SRHINAT® OreSIDE .TEE

'

BUREAU AT. THIS TIME.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies of
am informant * s' statement dated January 15, 1962, containing
information ©rally furnished ©m .January .15, 19‘62, by CG 5824~S$,
who has furnished • reliable information im the past, to SA
RICHARD W. HANSEN. This information was reduced to writing on.

January 16,. 1962, and the original report is maintained in
CGfile A) 134=46^7216 „ •

. ....

RWH-.MDW
(See page- ii for copies)

GALE L£? ' S'QC.
IDAtiPrs

" "1 "



CG 100-33740

Copies: ’

3-Bureau (Enc, 3) (RM)
1-Albany (RM)

(1—100—,, . (CP, New York State - Membership)
1“Baltimore (RM) 1

(1-100- . . (CP, Maryland District - Membership)
1-Butte (RM) „ „

(1-100-r . (CP, Montana District - Membership)
1-Boston (RM) - „

'

(1-100- . . (CP, New England District - Membership)
1-Buffalo (RM) 1

(1-100- „ . (CSP, New York State - Membership)
1-Cleveland (RM) . .

(1-100- „ . (CP, Ohio District - Membership)

1-

Cincinnati (RM)
(1-100- . .(CP, Ohio. District - Membership)

2-

Detroit (RM) ...

(1-100-13420 (CARL WINTER)
(1-100- (CP, . Michigan District - Membership)

3-

Indianapolis (RM) . .

(1-100-9529 . (EMANUEL BLUM)
(1-100-3474 V (CP, Indiana District - Membership)
(1-100- „ (CP, Indiana District - Organization)

1-Los Angeles (RM) . .

(1-100- . (CP,; Southern California District - Membership)
1-Milwaukee (RM) .

(1-100- „ . „ (CP, Wisconsin District - Membership) *

1-Newark (RM)
~ (1-100- . . „ (CP, New Jersey District - Membership)
(ji-New York (RM) . _ . .

(1-100-56579. (PHIL BART)
(1-100-84994 (GUS-HALL)

„

a(l-100-80638 (CP, USA.- Membership)
(1-100-80641 (CP, USA - Organization)
(1-100- (CP, New York State - Membership)

1-Oklahoma City (RM)
(1-100- -(CP, Oklahoma District - Membership) .

(see page iii for additional copies)



CQ 100-33740

Copies: (Con*t,)

1-

Minneapolis (RM)
(1-100- (CP, Minnesota-Dakotas District - Membership)

2-

Philadelphia (RM) . .

(1-100- . (PHIL BART)
(1-100-32208 (CP,Eastern Pennsylvania & Delaware Dist-Membership)

1-Pittsburgh (RM) . „
(1-100-8664. .(CP, Western Pennsylvania District - Membership)

1-Portland (RM) . .

(1-100- . (CP, Oregon District - Membership)
1-San Francisco (RM) „

(1-100-26239 .(CP, Northern California District - Membership)
1-St. Louis (RM) . .

(1-100- . . (CP, Missouri District - Membership)
1-Seattie (RM).

(1-100- . . (CP, Washington District - Membership)

3-

Chicago . .

(1-A) 134-46-7216)
(1-100-18952 (CP, Illinois District - Membership)

RWHjMDW
(35) .

iii -
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January 15, 1962

On January 13, .1962, GUS HALL, while referring to
the membership figures ©f the .Communist Party, USA (CP, USA),
.which he had discussed previously on. January 10, 1962, and',
which had been based on the average monthly paid up dues,
stated as follows;

While the average paid up monthly' 'membership figures
which he had previously provided were current ' and.} y

.

accurate based on the final 1961 figures available at the time
of his. departure from New York City on January 8, 1962, it was
anticipated there would be some, upward revision on this final
total-. This revision would result from the possible receipt
of additional late 1961 dues payments' from the districts which
had not been received by the time |ie left New York City. f At
the most , such

-

additional” late dues payments would not raise
the final total of average monthly paid up 'members of 2,354.25
by more than 10% to 15%. r

Among those districts where there might be such an
upward, revision, HALL mentioned the Eastern Pennsylvania District
and stated that in fact PHIL BART was making a trip to that area
on January 13-14, 1962, to. look into the matter of membership
and. other. Party business.

/
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TO DIRECTOR (100-3-68)

PROM : SAC, BUTTE (100-721C) (RUC)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - MEMBERSHIP
IS - c
00: Hew York

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 1/12/62.

Reairtel sets out the following figures for the
Montana CP District:

Total of 1961 Dues Payments 36
1961 Average Monthly Paid-Up
Membership 3

In evaluating the information in reairtel, the follow-
ing may be of some assistance to the Bureau and receiving Offices:

have advised that per capita dues
is submitted quarterly by the Montana District to the CP national
Office.



BT #1QQ-721C

3 - Bureau (Reg.)
1 - Albany (Reg)

(100- CP, New York State - Membership)
1 - Baltimore (Reg.)

(100- CP, Maryland District - Membership)
1 - Boston (Reg.)

(100- CP, New England District - Membership)
1 - Buffalo (Reg.)

(100- CP, New York State - Membership)
2 - Chicago (Reg.)

(100-10953 - CP, Illinois District- - Organization)
(100-10952 - CP, Illinois District - Membership)

1 - Cleveland (Reg.)
(100- - CP, Ohio District - Membership)

1 - Cincinnati (Reg.)
(100- CP, Ohio District - Membership)

1 - Detroit (Reg.)
(100- CP, Michigan District - Membership)

2 - Indianapolis (Reg.)
(10G-3474-V - CP, Indiana District - Membership)
(100- - CP, Indiana District - Organization)

1 - Los Angeles (Reg.)
(100- CP, Southern California District -Membership)

1 - Milwaukee (Reg.)
(100- CP, Wisconsin District - Membership)

1 - Minneapolis (Reg.)
(100- CP, Minnesota-Dakotas District - Membership)

1 - Newark (Reg.)
(100- CP, New Jersey District - Membership)

(j$J- Newjfork (Reg.)
4^100-30638 - CP, USA - Membership)
(100-80641 - CP, USA - Organization)

—^(10Q— - CP, New York State - Membership)
1 - Oklahoma City (Reg.)

(100- CP, Oklahoma District - Membership)

(See Page lb for additional copies)



BT #100-721C

1 - Philadelphia (Beg.)
(100-32208 - CP, Eastern Pennsylvania and
Delaware District - Membership)

1 - Pittsburgh (Reg.)
(100-3664 - CP, Western Pennsylvania - Membership)

1 - Portland (Reg.)
(100- CP, Oregon District - Membership)

1 - San Francisco (Reg.)
(100-26239 - CP, Northern California District -

Membership)
1 - St. Louis (Reg.)

(100- CP, Missouri District - Membership)
1 - Seattle (Reg.)

(100- CP, Washington District - Membership)
% - Butte

b7D

lb -



BT #1Q0-721C

In 7/61, 36 dues parents by 12 members were submitted
for the second quarter of 1961.

In 10/61, 30 dues payments by 10 members were submitted
for the third quarter of 1961.

Dues for the fourth quarter of 1931 are to be submitted
during 1/62.

2 -
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date:j7>^ Ki /(a (9(s>'^

Transmit the following in
, _

(Type in plain text or code)

Vig AIRTBL REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

L

TO s . DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3=69)

FROM*. SAC, CHICAGO (100=33741)

CP, USA = ORGANIZATION
IS - c
(0O:NY)

EXTREME. CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH THE
HANDLING OF INFORMATION SET"FORTH. HEREIN. IN ORDER. TO PROTECT.' THE
IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE. . SINCE - THIS INFOMATION

''

WAS . CONFIDENTIALLY . RECEIVED - AND BECAUSE BY ITS. YERf 'MTURE'W
TENDS TO. IDENTIFY THIS .S©0RCE, .IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT UNLESS. IT
IS CORROBORATED THROUGH ANOTHER . SOURCE, THAT IT -NOT BE DISSEMI=
RATED OUTSIDE THE BUREAU AT. THIS TIME. .. 771 !

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies of
an informant’s, statement dated January 15, 1962, containing
information ©rally furnished on.January 15, 1962, by CG 5824-S*,
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SA
RICHARD, W 0 . HANSEN. This information was reduced to writing on
January 16, . 1962,’ and the original report is maintained in
CGfile A) 134=46=7212.

b6

I 1
b7C



CG 100-33741

Copies : (Con * t .

)

6-Indianapolis CRM)
(1-100- [_
(1-100-9529 (E
(1-100- (C
(1-100=3474 V (C
(1-100-11093 (C

^(1-100-8745 (C
f%iHew York (RM) .

(1-100-84994 . (G
(1-100-80638 (C
(1-100-80641 (C
(1-100-81675 (C
(1-100-89590 (C

I-San Francisco (RM
• (1-100- - (G
II-Chicago

(1-A) 134-46-7212)

(EMANUEL BLUM)
(CP, Indiana District
(CP, Indiana District
(CP, Indiana District
(CP. -Indiana District Strategy in Industry)

(GUS HALL)
(CP, USA -
(CP, USA -
(CP, USA - Pamphlets' & Publications) .

Strategy in Industry)

(1-100-24729
(1-100-26652
(1-100-3470
(1-100-17517
(1- '61-867 .

(1-100-18952
(1-100-18953
(1-100-19431
(1-100-22014

RWH:MDW
(27) .

[EMANUEL BLUM)

Illinois -District
Illinois District Organization)

Strategy in Industry)

- ii



January 15, 1962

As a result of arrangements previously made by CLAUDE
LIGHTFQOT with MANNY BLUM, these individuals met privately and
secretly with GUS HALL and MORRIS CHILDS in Chicago, Illinois,
on January 15, 1962. This meeting, which had been originally
requested by HALL, had been arranged in order that HALL might
have an opportunity to solicit from BLUM the reasons for his
failure to carry out any organizational activities as State
.Chairman, Communist Party (CP) of Indiana, during the. past
period of six to eight months.

When questioned ©n this matter by HALL, BLUM explained
that I bad now left him; that for the, past year
she has had mental problems accompanied by, hallucinations and
even apparitions of her youth. • She has now left him and living
with the president of the shop local in the plant where she
had been employed. The man she is living with has three
children and has not divorced his wife. Because of these
marital problems, BLUM has been engaged continuously in an
effort to make a living for himself and his son who has remained
with him and sides with him in this difficulty. According to
BLUM J | has already stopped receiving ”The Worker" and he
is now of the opinion she will leave the Party very soon.

BLUM emphasizi
him and his. wife had b@<
carry out any of his ©r
He then directly placed
to whether they underst'
agreed that they did.

ized .that these marital problems involving
been the. total cause for his failure to

'

organizational responsibilities in Indiana,
ed the .question to HALL and LIGHTFOOT as
stood and appreciated.' this fact„ . .Both

There then followed
organization of the CP of Indi
cussion, it wafe agreed by all

;

state-wide Party organization
and BLUM will bo longer be con
tional activities there. The
group will he given an autonom
responsibility this gram
in the hands of|
sentative of the CP of Illinoi
and from time to time

|

meetings of the CP of Illinois

a discussion regarding the state'
ana. As a result of this dis-
participamts that the now' existing
of the CP of Indiana will be. abolished
sidered; responsible for organiza-
currentiy existing South Bend Party
lous status, with organizational -

being at least temporarily placed
If this materializes, a repre-

si will maintain contact with l |

will’, be called in to. .attend .
'

*



The’ present CP of Indiana members employed in steel
in the Gary, Indiana, vicinity and organized into steel clubs '

in that locality will be merged into the Steel. Section of the
CP of Illinois. BLUM will be given the organizational responsi-
bility for these Party steel workers in Gary. In regard to the.
remaining membership of the Party throughout Indiana, BLUM '

described these individuals' as extremely scattered and elderly.
The decision was made that there would be no attempt to organize
these people on any local level. Occasionally, however, perhaps
up to several times a year, someone from the CP of Illinois will
attempt to meet individually with, such Party members

.

As a result of the decision to abolish the Indiana
Party organization, it was decided that BLUM will be taken on
as a member of the State Board of the CP of Illinois in order
that he might attend such meetings and give guidance in con-
nection with his organizational responsibility relating to the
steel workers of Gary.

As toBLUM’s immediate Party task under this new
situation, HALL has . instructed him to do some research on
material relating to steel. This information is to be gathered
as soon - as possible so that it might be forwarded to HALL at
San Francisco, the first stop on his West Coast tour which is
scheduled to commence on January 16, 1962. - HALL will then use.
this material in connection with a pamphlet he. is presently
engaged in writing on the steel question.

When the meeting concluded, BLUM turned over $50 which
he had reportedly secured from the CP members in Indiana which
was to be a contribution to the National Office in connection with
the current fund drive. This money was given to CHILDS for the
purpose of transmittal to. the National Office. ....



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 0Z-14-Z01Z

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
January 26, 1962

CONFIDENTIAL

Bureau 100-372598

Re: Communist Party, United States
of America vs. United States
Government
Internal Security - C
Internal Security Act, 1950

On January 24, 1962, a confidential source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, furnished the
following information:

On January 19, 1962, Phil Bart, Organizational
Secretary of Communist Party, United States of America (CPUSA),
while at CPUSA Headquarters, 23 West 26th Street, New York
City, had in his possession a chart reflecting dues
payments of the CPUSA by district. According to the
source, this chart in part listed dues payments reflecting
the membership of certain CP districts as follows:

New York
Southern California
Northern California
Illinois District
New Jersey District

1100 members
360 members
90 members

200 members
62 members

Bart also had a chart by CP district reflecting
number of copies of Premier Khrushchev's two reports on the
Twenty Second Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union (CPSU). This chart showed that purchases of these reports
totalled 1100 copies nationally. Bart expressed concern for
the failure of the CP districts to fully distribute and utilize
these two reports. He pointed out that the two Khrushchev
reports and other material on the Twenty Second Congress of
the CPSU obtained from the Soviet Union would cost the purchaser

INDEXED.This document contains
recommendations nor con'
of the FBI. It is the broperty, 1QW
of the FBI and is loaned to

yqrk
agency; it and its content^^sSss^^
not to be distributed--ot|tsIde [ j

your agency.
^

/4W C

9
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tiONFIDENTIftir

Re: Communist Party, United States
of America vs. United States
Government
Internal Security - C
Internal Security Act, 1950

over $1.00. He said that Crosscurrents Press Incorporated,
Xw Iork clty

-> has Published in two paper-hack volumes all
the Twenty Second Congress literature except the CPSU
Party program". These volumes, according to Bart, can

he purchased at $.10 a copy. He said that the CP leadership
wants to make a great effort to have these two volumes
distributed to as many CP members as possible.

Bart add&d that CP leadership also wants to "push"
the distribution of a book "The Case of General Heusinger"
published by Translation World Press, 22 West Madison Street,
Chicago 2, Illinois. This he said normally sells for
a $1.25 a copy but that the CP can obtain it for $.60.

- 2 -
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLAS S I F ICAT ION GUIDE
DATE 02 - 14-Z 012 w f n

Date: 1/26/62

Transmit the following in . PLAIN, TEXT

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-372598)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-102320)

SUBJECT: CPUSA vs. US Government
IS-C
ISA, 1950

Attached hereto are 6 copies of a letterhead memo-
randum suitable for riigaarnination containing information
furnished by I I to SA JOHN A. HAAG, NYO, and SA
RUSSELL H. HORNER, Newark Offl.ce, on 1/24/62. This
information was obtained by the Informant at CPUSA Headquarters,
NYC, on 1/19/62.

This memorandum is being classified "Confidential
because it contains information which could reveal the
Identity of the source who is of continuing value and this
in turn would have a detrimental effect upon the national
defense interests of the US Government.

4 - Bureau (100-372598) (Ends . 6 )(rm)
(1 - 100-63)(0FUSA-MEMHERSHIP)

2 - Chicago (ICO- ) (CPUSA-MEMBERSHIP) (Ends . 2) (RM)
(1 - 100- ) (TRANSLATION WORLD PRESS)

1 - Los Angeles (100- ) (CPUSA-MEMBERSHIP) (Enel. l)(RM)
1 - Newark (100-
1 - San Francisco

TL>- NY 100-dOb3»
-r - ny 100-99878
1 - NY 100-81675 )

1 - NY 100-102320

) ( CPUSA-MEMBERSHIP ) (Enel . 1 ) (RM)
0- U

cp
rSA-MEMBERSHIP ) (Enel . 1 ) (RM)

( CPUSA-MEMBERSHIP ) ( 4l5

)

(CROSSCURRENTS PRESS) (4l)
(CPUSA-PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS) (415)
(415)

JAH:rvs
(16 )

/M.'t

Approved: Sent
Special Agent in

Charge
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.« UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
" MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-4931) DATE: 2/27/62

PROM : SA JOSEPH V. WATERS

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
IS-C

Report of SA JOSEPH V. WATERS dated 1/19/62, at
NY, reflects activity of the CPUSA, for the quarterly
period 10/1/61 to 12/31/61 . Details of such activity may
he found in this report under the following:

Organization
Funds
Factionalism

i-m
-NY

1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY

1-NY
1-NY
1-NY

[100-80641} (CPUSA - ORGANIZATION) (415)
100-80638

)
(CPUSA - MEMBERSHIP) (415) .

100-74560) (CPUSA - FUNDS) (415)
100-81338) (CPUSA - SECURITY MEASURES) (415)
100-96985) (CPUSA - UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS) (415)
100-87211) (CPUSA - FACTIONALISM) (415)
[100-86624) (CPUSA - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (4l5)
[100-88123) (CPUSA - UNITED NATIONS) (415)
100-87212) (CPUSA - COLONIAL MATTERS) (415)
100-79717) (CPUSA - POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) (415)
100-80636) (CPUSA - LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES) (415)
100-89691) (CPUSA - DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES) (415)
100-80640) (CPUSA - NEGRO QUESTION) (415)
100-80644) (CPUSA - YOUTH MATTERS) (415)
100-80643) (CPUSA - WOMEN MATTERS) (415)
100-80634) (CPUSA - FARMERS MATTERS) (415)
[100-88297) (CPUSA - CULTURAL ACTIVITIES) (415)
[100-79498) (CPUSA - VETERANS MATTERS) (415)
100-54651} (CPUSA - NATIONAL GROUPS) (415)
100-80864} (CPUSA - RELIGION) (415)
100-81675) (CPUSA - PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS) (4l5)
[100-80633) (CPUSA - EDUCATION) (415)
100-133902) (CPUSA - ATTEMPTS OF CP TO INFILTRATE MASS

ORGANIZATIONS) (415)
100-140277)

(
CP INTEREST IN PUERTO RICAN INDEPENDENCE) (4l3)

100-145839) (PUBLIC APPEARANCES 0^ PARTY LEADERS) (415)
100-4931) (415)

JVW: jad/rmv
(26)

-7^/
1 Searched. . . . Indexed^ . . 1/
1 Serialize^C^rFi^eG.Vrr-

A



NY 100-4931

International Relations
Political Activities
Negro Question
Youth Matters
Farmers Matters
National Groups
RbX tL 0* jLon
Pamphlets and Publications
CP Interest in Puerto Rican Independence
Public Appearances of Party Leaders

No information suitable for inclusion in this report

was developed during the period 10/1/61 to 12/31/61 s concerning

the following activities of the CP, USA:

Membership
Security Measures
Underground operations
United Nations

Colonial Matters
Legislative Activities
Domestic Administration Issues
Women Matters

Cultural Activities
Veterans Matters
Education
Attempts of CP to Infiltrate Mass Organizations,

2-



File where original is located if not attached

Remarks:

- New
1 -
1 -
1 —
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

1 -
1
1 -
I -
1 -
1 -
1 ~
1 -
X

<£>:

1 -

York (RM) 2 - Buffal
100-93290 I I 1 - 1C
100-109560
100-123494 3 - Newark
158-36

|
I 1-10

100—111165
100-104040L |

100-82905 (WILBUR mni,^
, OAcbmg

100-83193 I ram
158-37 | |

100-26018 (LOUIS WEXNSTQCK)
100-1181741

I

100-23825 (BEN DAVIS)
100-48663 (IRVING POTASH)
100- ("Progressive Labor")
97-169 ("The Worker"

)

100-140536
1 I

100-128821 (CP, NYD, FACTIONALISM)
100-87211 (CP, USA, FACTIONALISM)
100-128817 (CP, NYD, MEMBERSHIP)
100-80638 (CP, USA, MEMBERSHIP)
100-128809 (CP, NYD, STRATEGY

IN INDUSTRY)
100-89590 (CP, USA, STRATEGY

IN INDUSTRY) ^
100-128813 (CP, NYD, PAMPHLETS

& PUBLICATIONS)
100-132491 (CP, NYD, RAILROAD /

REGION) (J

Buffalo (100-
1 - 100-10454

Newark
1 - 100-35539

/ B 1o‘4
-

' i =

SEARCHED, .™/IN0EXEa^..

SERWkfZED

fAR 13 1962
SBf—tteWkYORK-



NK 100-31822

There was a meeting of t
(CP) Railroad Club at
City on the evening or January ±T7"
of the Railroad Club were present;

January 12 , 1962

The following members

would be one point
from the CP of

|

person* I

BROMS* I

|

opened the meeting by announcing that there
)f discussion ! nstme^l \r . -t-ho expulsion

|
and a third

Tadvised that the third person was WILBUR

.
Each person at the meeting had a chance to express

himself, and the meeting was largely a cross discussion of
those present.

| |
pointed out that none of those

expelled from the up nad been officially notified by the CP
National Office, but BILL SCOTT said he had been in touch that

with LQU WEINSTOCK °£ the CP National Office, and WEINSTOCK
i°

a
] u°

ld
J I

and BROMS were expelled
by the Executive Board of the Wew YnWr pp state Committee, and

| were expelled too.

The discussions brought out that BEN DAVIS, LOU
WEINSTOCK, and IRVING POTASH of the CP National Office formed
na investigating committee to question those expelled.

|

. Jsaid that those expelled had decided to submit to
questioning only as a group and nnt i individually or they would
not cooperate. Apparently,!

| went before the investi-
gating committee once by himself and a second time wit hi I

aad
I I It was said that

| Twent once by
himself* WILBUR BROMS said he refused to go before the committee
but spoke to WEINSTOCK on the telephone and told WEINSTOCK he
refused to be questioned. WEINSTOCK answered "Well, you know
what this means," and BROMS answered yes*

2



NK 100-31822

„ I 1 said that when he talked with WEINSTOCK.
WEINSTOCK told him that if h:%>-did not cooperate he would be

. exnftjfl led, and notice of the expelling would be published.
I 1

said
| |interrupted and told WEINSTOCK that such

questioning shows WEINSTOCK for the dirty blackmailer that he is.

The meeting resulted in the passage of a three-point
resolution put forth by

| |

as follows:

1. The Railroad Club does not recognize the expulsions t

2, Another meeting of the Railroad Club would be
called, and the New York CP State Committee would be invited to
send representatives,

| | and BRQMS would bepresent at thxs meeting.

The Railroad Club rejects the characterization of
antx-Party" which was recently applied to the publication
"Progressive Labor".

The above resolution passed seven to one. th e> one vote
registered against it coming from

| bad attemptedto have hxs own resolution passed 1 put xt was tififPat.Piii seven
to one, the only vote for I Iresolution coming from!hxmself

* | __l resolution called for another meeting of the
*
roa” discuss the expellings to which the New York CP

. State Committee would be invited to send representatives, but
I and BRQMS were not to be present at this

meeting* From what I
[
said at this meeting, it appears that

is in contact with LOU WEINSTOCK of the National Office andthat he xs sympathetic to the present leadership of the CP.

Everyone at this meeting had something to say towardexpressxng their feelings about the expulsions. Judging fromthese conversations it would appear that the expulsions werea dxrect outgrowth of the recent printing of the new publicationcalled "Progressive Labor" edited byl
Some of the feelings expressed were as xoijlows

:

I I
said that when reading in "The Worker"the

.

charges against those expelled his only thought was
resxgnatxon from the CP.

| |
felt that the lies of the CPleadershxp vxolated the sanctity of the CP.

3



NK 100-8.4935

I ~~lfelt that democratic procedure was
probably violated, and he was horror-struck by the language
in "The Worker”, Isaid that while he is in the CP
he will try to correct these abuses.

it was so boggec
friends said he
the Church.

|
said he left the Catholic Church because

lown in dogma, ritual, and heretics, and his
lined the CP because it was dogmatic like

| felt that this whole business was silly.

WILBUR BROMS stated he had also left the Catholic
Church, He said his mother was at the founding convention of
the CP, and his father had been jailed for CP activities*
BROMS said he loved the CP dearly, and it hurt him to see
such bureaucracy in the CP. He said that when his friends
read about his expulsion in "The Worker" they must believe it
because they can't Lear the other side. WILBUR traced his
history in the CP, going back go his early days in Minneapolis
and in New York City. WILBUR said he actually shouldn't even
be in the Railroad Club because he does not work in the
railroad industry. It was mentioned that I land WILBUR
BROMS planned to give a concert to raise money for "Progressive
Labor *

"

I I reviewed his appearance before
the investigating committee * He said he was asked for the
names of those who produced "Progressive Labor", and he
refused to give these names* He said he was asked if he
had anything to do with producing "Progressive Labor", and
he said he answered yes.

I 1 said he refused to answer the
Questions, and he kept asking the investigating committee
questions himself , such as what was wrong with "Progressive
Labor"* I I said he got no answer to his questions*

| |

said th&t the investigating committee was interested in now
somoone on relief could put out such a paper, and| |said
that he and

| |were accused of stealing money from
the CP and also obtaining money from the FBIi l I said he
asked the committee how they arrived at such accusations but
got no answer to his question*. I Ifelt it was despicable
of the CP leadership to accuse him ox stealing money.

|

said he was accused of being in contact with the Albanians
and the neo-Trotskyites, and he denied such accusations. I I

humorously asked the question what is a neo-Trotskyite, saying
that he hardly knows what a Trotskyite is.

4
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I 1 both mentioned thatl of
the Railroad Club had called to advise that he had been visited
by the FBI; and although he wanted to attend this meeting, he
did not do so because he feared he might be followed by FBI
agents.

meeting*
City at the hoipe of[
-ini T

. i
introduced a note of controversy in the

J referred to a recent meeting in New York
]and said he saw a resolution

home which had been passed by the Albanian CP,
.
said he had typed it from a Chinese magazine and

that his mere possession of the Albanian resolution meant
nothing* From the very beginning of the meeting,

| I took
the position that the meeting was illegal. Be said no one
from the State Committee was present and that those present
who were not expelled were endangering themselves by meeting
with expelled members,

| | referred to his contact with
WEINSTCCK before the meeting, and he accused those expelled
of infractions while at the same time he defended the CP
leadership*

I Isaid that whoever associates with those
expelled would suffer dire consequences.

Another meeting of the Railroad Club was set for
two weeks from .formnyy n y 1962, and will be held at the



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21 -58) 4k
TO: SAC, V
FROM: SAC, NEWA
TO: SAC, 9 YORK (100-84935)
FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-31822)
SUBJECT: COMINFIL RAILROAD INDUSTRY

IS - C

krs: 3/12/62

Date received n 1 1 1 r ine or symbol number) Receiv
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|
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NK 100-31822

January 17, 1962

In a recent conversation with
| lof

the New York COMMUNIST PARTY (CP) Railroad Club, | \

mentioned that h« hari v-i si -a-orf i i ~-p Railroad
Club at

|— on Broadway
in New York.

I Isaid he spent three to four hours talking
with

| waited on customers. The conversation
was concerned with the recent expulsion from the CP of three
Railroad Club members.

| Itook the position
that those expelled were liars . | [apparently believes
the pro-Albanian charges brought against those expelled and

, .
[was largely responsible for

•cnese cnarges.
| I said he was the one who observed the

copy of an Albanian resolution in the home of
| |

one of those expelled. I ~l described I |'as one who sided
entirely with LOU WEINSTOCK and the CP national leadership.
He said|

I claimed that a review of the past year showed
that those expelled from the CP had been trying to get the
CP to go way out "left", andl beeIt suspicions about the
source of the money to print "Progressive Labor"*

I I said that I I quit a job that LOU
WEINSTOCK got for him and

| wondered how I I

COUld contribute any money to "Progressive hp^anao
I
had been on relief* I l indicat.firii the

CP had received information thai| [visited the Albanian
United Nations delegation so the money for "Progressive Labor"
must have come from the Albanians.

that I

the CP frt

|
spoke further about [_spoke of a recent meeting oj

J position, saying
lissident elements of

saxa
l I belonged t.n fchg Ktew VrvHr r>p

Railroad Club. said that someone in the group told -hi

CP National Headquarters about the meeting. I

claimed he had talked to
|

~

1 of the New York CP Railroad Club and these three
have taken the position of the three expelled Railroad Club

2
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b7C

members* LOU WEINSTOCK, IRVING POTASH, or 38N DAVIS of the
CP National Office is supposed to attend the nest Railroad
Club meeting and answer question^ of the railroad members-

[
Idescrib ad I

that speaks ofl
ana yet considers

f

I

ui i/iits rcuxioau mtafloers>
a.s cvjiical, and

|
said

in a derogatory manner
his friend.

I
|
accused those espelled of

flaunting their anti—CP leadership feelings against
WEINSTOCK, POTASH, and DAVIS, and therefore could not go on
calling themselves communists,,

I Ifelt the CP a
right to defend itself and those espelled knew what they were
doing when they took their anti-leadership position* and yet
they took that position anyhow*.

3
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Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

Iwho has furnished «*
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| reliable info in the past. I

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)
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If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents Date of Report
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Transcribed
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January 10, 1962

|
Iannounced that WILBUR BROMS, I

I

I fwere recently expelled from the CP.
I also indicated that the entire Buffalo CP leadership

was also expelled. I Iwere
expelled. I

|did most of the talking at this meeting,
and I I said very little. | I said that he, BROMS,
and

|
|were "called down" one at a time and questioned

by BEN DAVIS, LOUIS WEINSTOCK, both of the CP National Office,
and by an unidentified individual.

|
|said they were

questioned about their knowledge of the printing of the new
paper called "Progressive Labor", edited by I land

| said he refused to answer the questions
and was therefore expelled. I Isaid he was questioned
about the origins of the money to print this paper and was
questioned about the paper *s origin and those involved in its
production. I Isaid BROMS refused to answer their
questions, andl I gave the impression that all of those
who were questioned refused to answer.

Judging from the conversations it appears that at
least one more copy of "Progressive Labor" will be printed,
but the future of his paper is in doubt.

| ~l said he
would fight his expulsion. Apparently, the Rnf-fafn leadership
suffered because they are friends of I I Those present
at the meeting indicated that they felt the expulsions from the
Railroad Club were not democratically done because the club was
given no opportunity to pass on the expulsions. It wasannounced
that a meeting of the entire Railroad Club was scheduled for the
evening of January 11, 1962, at

|
|home for the purpose

of discussing these expulsions.

# sj: # Of.

For New York f s information,
| originally

understood that the third person who sat with BEN DAVIS and

2
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LOU WEINSTOCK, above, was the unsub from Westchester who was
o be the monitor of the Railroad Club. On 1/12/62, b?D
advised that at a meeting of the Railroad Club on
he above third person was named as IRVING POTASH

instead of unsub from Westchester* This info has been
incorporated in a signed statement concerning the railroad
meeting of 1/11/62 and will be disseminated to New York.

3
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FD-306 (3-21-58)

T<H
FROM:

^SUBJECT:

SAC, NM^mKC(l00-80638£>
SAC, NEWARK ^0'0^¥2'S5d)
CP, USA
MEMBERSHIP
IS - C

DATE: /19/62

Date received Received from (nanie or symbol number) 1 Received by

1/30/62 who has furnished SAs
2/7/62 reliable info in the past and

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

l^gJin person I 1 by telephone I I by mall orally CZ) recording device I _l written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents

Date

Dictated to

Transcribed

Date of Report

1/30/62
2/7/62

Date(s) of activity

Authenticated
by Informant . 1/28/62

b6
b7C
b7D

Brief description of activity or material

Meeting of enlarged state CP

leadership File where original is located if not attached

|4 (1 - 100-97167)
(1 - 100-84995)
(1 - 100-23825)
(1 - 100-87211)
(1 - 100-74560)
(1 - 100- )

(1 - 100-81675)

(PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS)
(POLITICAL AFFAIRS)
(GUS HALL)
(BEN DAVIS)
(CP, USA - FACTIONALISM)
(CP, USA - FUNDS)
(CORE)
(PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS)

1 - Chicago (100- ) (CP, USA) (info) (RM)
1 - Philadelphia (100- ) (CP, USA) (info) (RM)

34 - Newark
(1 - 100-19491) (PAT T0OHEY)
(1 - 100-20886) f
(1 - 100-38837)

|

(1 - 100-32233) (LEW MOROZS)
(1 - 100-45751) (CHARLES JOHNSON)
(1 - 100-45682) r
(1 - 100-35100)
(1 - 100-30926)
(1 - 100-43745)
(1 - 100-25417)
(1 - 100-17002)

COPIES CONTINUED:
0AC:mam
(45)

b6
h7C

Block Stamp ^ ^
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SEARCHED.
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January 30, 1962

There was an enlarged state leadership meeting
of the New Jersey COMMUNIST PARTY (CP) at the L and G Hall,

PAT TOOHEY reported that he expected to have
25 to 30 people present at this meeting, but because of
sicknesses and deaths only the above number showed up*

reported that MAX GETLIN died recently
and that GETLIN was the third person ia

j |
group to die.

I indicated that his group had been hampered by these
deaths

T
CHARLIE JOHNSON reported that| |and

Iwere sick and were unable to attend

.

b6
b7C
b7D

TOOHEY stated that a representative from the CP
National Office was supposed to be present and give a report
on a recent meeting in New York held on January 11, 1962,
and also speak on Party unity and the fight against
disrupters* TOOHEY said New Jersey was notified that this
representative would not be- present, so TOOHEY suggested
that this meeting discuss the CP defense, its press, and
general remarks* All agreed to this suggestion*

/ Concerning defense TOOHEY remarked that the CP
has stood up in the face of attacks by the enemy. TOOHEY
said that today only the most loyal, formidable, and hard-
core CP members remained who, unlike five years ago in the
face of reactionary attacks, are not running, dropping out,
or getting excuses. TOOHEY said that since the Supreme
Court decision last June, no leader has faltered even though
the Department of Justice has sent out subpoenas* TOOHEY
said the CP knows who its members are that received these
subpoenas* TOOHEY said the CP was indicted and was scheduled

2
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to be heard bn February 1, 1962. He said this date had been
postponed until March 5, 1962, TOOHEY said the CP will
fight for its existence and will fight for freedom of the
press for its papers,

TOOHEY said the Me Carran Act is a ticklish law
and it involves the rights of all citizens in the United
States, He said the reactionaries must find ways to get
at the CP because they were thrown out of court in the past
for failure to prove their point. He said the reactionaries
attack from all sides, utilize paid disrupters and some
disrupters have set up a printing press which is contradictory
to the CP line. Among these disrupters TOOHEY referred to
the

|

-
I group « who TOOHEY said were paid by Washington

and who have taken over the leadership of the peace movement
in Bergen County, He saidT

I
got together a group in

Bergen County, and set up the meeting of about 25 people,
of which 20 later walked out on the meeting after seeing
the shenanigans going on there.

Regarding the press TOOHEY said that New Jersey
has only about 250 subscriptions to the weekend edition of
"The Worker" and only about 44 subscriptions to the mid-week
edition. He said these subscriptions represent the lowest
number for New Jersey in many years. He said the CP has in
its files stacks of cards of expired subscriptions. He said
there is no reason why every CP member can*t take a weekend
and mid-week subscription to "The Worker," and also sell or
give subscriptions to friends. He asked that a discussion
be held in evejy club concerning how many "Political Affairs"
and "Workers" are needed and by the next state meeting these
lists should be turned over to LEW MGROZE.

Regarding the fund drive, TOOHEY said that the
New Jersey CP has a 1962 quota of $2500 with Essex County
carrying the major load of $1200. He said the quota for
Bergen County is $400; for Passaic County - $400; for
Hudson County - $100; for Mercer County - $200; and for
Middlesex County - $200. He said that the quota for
Union County is undetermined. TOOHEY said that at a
recent national meeting, New Jersey was criticized for *

low dues payments and he urged that there be an increase
in dues payments and in contributions.

b6
b7C
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Concerning general remarks, the unidentified
man, possibly from Bergen County, referred to the German
General HEUSINGER, who has a post in NATO and an office
at the Pentagon. This man thought that a campaign could be
worked up to get HEUSINGER out. He suggested the campaign
should involve social and neighborhood clubs, etc., and it

would be good work for the CP to become engaged in. He
felt there would be no red baiting in an activity like
this, and he expressed the feeling that HEUSINGER should
be tried just as was ADOLPH EICHMANN in Israel. He mentioned
that the CP National Office is now printing a book entitled
"True Facts About Heusinger", which should be out in about
sixty days. He suggested this book be read and discussed
in the CP clubs.

LEW MOROZE brought up a discussion of the possi-
bility of a fight on taxes in New Jersey. There were not
many remarks about this subject, but it was said that the
new government in New Jersey is talking about an increase
in taxes. LEW felt there was work the CP could do in this
matter, and he mentioned a three—man subcommittee which
had been appointed to study the tax question and report on
it at the next state meeting.

PAT TQOHEY remarked about added burdens placed
on the CP leadership by disrupters, who are pitting one
leader against another. TOOHEY said that he and GUS HALL
and other leaders had received anonymous letters denouncing
one leader to another, and he said such activity has been
going on in Philadelphia and Chicago. TOOHEY urged that by
next July every CP member from the leadership on down should
join some club and be active in it. He also said that each
club chairman should study the recent statement by the
National Office regarding Party unity and recent disruptions
and discuss this statement within the club.

Concerning the Negro Liberation Movement , | |

^reported that busloads of students, sponsored by
the COMMITTEE ON RACIAL EQUALITY (CORE) would drive from
Newark to Washington, D.C. on February 16 arid 17, 1^62

.

to participate there in a demonstration for peace.
did not say to what extent the CP has an interest in this
demonstration but he made it clear that if any club has a
young person who would like to go to this demonstration, the
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club should furnish that young person's name to|
|

and he would see that the person got a seat on one of the
buses

*

TOOHEY made remarks about the encouraging signs
from American colleges. He said more colleges are requesting
CP leaders to speak on the campus and young students are
reading more and more CP literature. He referred to the
invitation that BEN DAVIS received from a college, which
was cancelled by the college faculty. TOOHEY said such
cancellations have happened on several occasions much to
the displeasure of the students who threatened to go off
campus and hire, their own hall to listen to the CP Speaker.

'

. * . * s*e
:

"

. February 7, 1962

The individual in a photograph of a white male
described by the name of

|

~| is identical to the
white male, possibly from Bergen County, who attended an
enlarged state leadership meeting of the New Jersey
COMMUNIST PARTY at the L and G Hall, 108 Clinton Avenue,
Newark, New Jersey, on Sunday, January 28, 1962.

* *

February 7, 1962

The -individual in a photograph of a white female
described by the name of l Tis identical to
the unidentified white female who attended an enlarged
state leadership meeting of the New Jersey COMMUNIST PARTY
at the L and G Hall, 108 Clinton Avenue, Newark, New Jersey,
oh Sunday, January 28, 1962.
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2/13/62

I

In-, a conversation recently with I lof the
NJCP.I [mentioned that he was recently in contact with

I in Jersey City, N.J., and I I had mentioned
to

|
that she had been picketing at the UN in NYC.

According to I
|
said she was in

touch with a young girl student in NYC who is a member of an
organization of the Young Progressives who called themselves
"YIPPEE" (ph) and | | said that

| | remarks about this
girl indicated this girl is so progressive that she should
be in the CP.

|
[said she did not want to bring this girl

into the CP now and let her see how everyone in the CP is
bickering and fighting with each other,

f

~|said that
I also mentioned that she was interested in getting her

new boy friend, a Greek boy, who works in N.Y., into the CP.

friends
and whol

CP statement 01

andl

having heard
in NYC where I

Affairs.
|

picked up a co
starting novj_
Afffl-irg fvtim *1

to

I also referred to her continuing
h a Negro female named

|who lives near
|

has known for quite awhile.

said he talked with I about the recent
n Party unity and the fight against disruptors

I she already knew about the statement,
Pout .ic from a person namedr lin a book store

Igoes to get CP literature such as Political
mentioned that l I in the pant has always

uv of Political Affairs for
| | too and

I
will get two extra copies of Political

his book store to bring back tol l and also
of the NJCP.

In discussing the above-mentioned Party statement
on unity and its fight against disruptors,
mentioned that one of the CP members who was recently expelled
from the CP in NYC was a member of the NYCP Railroad Club,
of which I I estranged husband is also a
member .

1 1

| |
described

! |
as someone who is contented

to continue her relationship with the CP as it has been over
the past few months. I I wants to work for the
CP as she is doing by helping with CP activities and doing
various independent jobs for the CP.

2
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claimed she would not be happy working with old CP people
and she feels that the people she is presently in contact
with now are more personable and more to her liking, I ~l

referred to her pending divorce from l
J
saying

thatl lor she will make a trip soon to Mexico
to obtain a quick divorce. | |

said she is anxious to get
the divorce accomplished soon in order that she will be able
to marry her Greek boy friend, whose mother f I said is ah
alcoholic.

For info of New York, I at the present

,

has no information available to further identify the "young
girl student in NYC who is a member of ah organization of the
Young Progressives" called Yipper (oh), nor can informant
identify! I who works in NYC
and whose mother is alcoholic. Informant has been alerted
to obtain the identities of these people, but informant cannot
question! I directly about them without jeopardizing
himself J

It is being left to New York*s discretion whether
or not to open cases -on these individuals at this time since
information presently available as to their identity is
extremely vague.
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TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM; SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THE ENCLOSED STATEMENT
MUST BE CONSIDERED AS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE AND CHICAGO FEELS THAT
ANY DISCLOSURE THEREOF COULD JEOPARDIZE THE BUREAU* S MOST HIGHLY
PLACED SOURCE. IN VIEW OF THIS, EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED
IN CONNECTION WITH ANY HANDLING OR UTILIZATION OF THIS INFORMATION
AND IT IS RECOMMENDED BY CHICAGO THAT THERE BE NO DISSEMINATION
AT THIS TIME; OUTSIDE THE BUREAU. IN THIS SAME REGARD, IT IS TO
BE NOTED ALL DISCUSSIONS REFERRED TO THEREIN WERE OF A HIGHLY
CONFIDENTIAL NATURE AND THAT THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
ON ANY SINGLE OCCASION NUMBERED SI2, INCLUDING THE SOURCE.
IN VIEW OF THIS, CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH
THE DEVELOPMENT OF INVESTIGATIVE LEADS FROM THIS MATERIAL IN
ORDER THAT IT WILL NOT REFLECT UPON THE SOURCE.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 4 copies of an
informant *s statement dated April 11, 1962, containing information
orally furnished on April 11, 1962, by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. This
information was reduced to writing on April 12, 1962, and the
original report is maintained in Chicago file A) 134-46-7405.
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April 11, 1962

Following GUS EWs return to Chicago from a short
trip to northern Wisconsin on April 9 and 10* 1962* HALL requested
that there be arranged for him a meeting with the current leader-
ship of the CP of Illinois for the ©ventng of- April 10* 1962.
In accordance with' the request of BAH*, such a mooting was
arranged and held at the residence of JAC! SLING in Chicago.
All of those who attended this meeting with HALL took extreme
precautions in order to be' .certain that they had not been
followed to the meeting place or in other manner Jeopardized
the meeting 9 s security* Participating in this meeting in addition
to HALL were JACK SLING, KOBRSS CHILDS* FLO BALL* SAU EBSHNER*
and CLAUDE LIGHTECOT,

GtJS HALL* in opening this discussion* initially was
sharp and critical in regard to the current work of the Illinois
District and of the fact that he had-been informed that there
were still some liquldationist views being evidenced in this
District* However* as the discussion progressed* he became less
critical and stated that perhaps things were not as bad As he
had been informed* HALL did not state who had been advising him
regarding the Illinois District but it was the assumption of
several of those, present that it may have been CARL WINTER of
Detroit*

Following GBS HALh's opening remarks* FLO HALL gave
a general report which was based upon and almost a repeat of the
report she had given at the last State Hoard meeting of the CP -

.of Illinois held March 22* 1962* in which oho dealt with,
security problems*, problem© of transfers* registration* and.
'organizational work within the. District*

Then LIGHIP60T followed by raising the need for
relieving JACK SLING of much of the work- he now handles in the
Jewish field but still leaving him* .at least in name * as the
nominal head of this work for tin*' District* LXGBFFCGT felt
this .step was necessary since FLO HALL would soon be giving up



0

her organizational duties and leaving the Illinois District
and

| |
who is being considered t© £111 this vacated spot,

would not be available until a number of moatho, after his
release from prison in July, 1902* bimm®2 felt that KLING
was the only person capable of stepping into the job as
Organizational Secretary during the interim period between FLO
HALl/s departure and availability » Ha then noted
that he was considering proposing at the nont meeting of the
District's leadership 9 the creation of a Secretariat consisting
of three people which would include himself, JACK ELZKG, and
possibly MORRIS CHILDS or

OHS HALL then stated that the present political
analysis of the Party was that "Wo don't have to go underground,
though we must tatco some necessary security precautions" * This
analysis, he noted, was based on serious consideration of the
current situation and the fact that it had been proved already
that any legal process against the Party would be prolonged
which would give the Party opportunity to consider its future
moves.

b6
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HALL then commented that when KOTO hid recently been
freed, he had shipped with the $15,000 which had been posted as
bail bond for him in hio wife's name* According to HALL, all
the people lihe KOTO feel they need some compensation for what
they have gone through for the Party and that this had been
KOTO's way of securing it. This action of KOTO, he noted, had
caused some serious problems because other people had money
involved in these bail funds,

: HALL then advised the group that the agenda had been
' pretty well set for the big June "Defense Conference" which will

probably be held between June 1 and the middle of the month*
The agenda for this mooting would include 8 specific points and
documents are presently being drawn up to cover each of these
points. There will he some discussion of the items making up
the agenda for the June "Defense Conference" at the preparatory
meeting scheduled for ISay in Kew fork City which will be attend*
ed by all members of the old Hbtlenal Executive Committee* HALL
then listed the agenda described above as follows s

cm 2



1 0 The World Situation and the New Epoch, the United
States and the European Cowman Murket, and Current Differences
Between the World Communist Parties o

2. The Ultra Bight , The Upsurge of Peoples and
Democratic Movements, and the 2EH1U3DY Administration as it
Delates, to the Right.

*

3. Prospects for the 1962 and 1964 Election and a
Discussion of the Rights of the Party and Row the Party is
Being Deprived of -Such Electoral Rights.

4. The Left»N©w and Old, and the Relation of the
CP, USA, Thereto.

5. The Work of the CP, USA, During the Last Ten
Months and the Relation Thereof to Clubs, fisss Work, and the
Press.

6. The Negro People 0s Struggle,

7. Trade Union Work,
\

6. Youth.

In regard to Point 3 above, HALL noted that at the
present time, a detailed and thorough inquiry as to how the GP
is being deprived of its electoral rights is being carried on
by Party attorneys.

At this point, HALL took up what he described as the
CP, . USA's chief point of concentration today, the youth. He

.

pointed out that the Party is starting and ;ls already working
on, a drive to organise the youth and the aim is to bring into
the Party in the next few months, at least 250 new members.

I lls now taking this subject matter up on the West
Coast in conjunction with his activities in regard to the Eighth
World Youth Festival delegation. HALL presently feels that the
goal of 250 members will be met and everyone, he says, agrees

b6
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with him, Suck new youths, according to HALL, will. Iso organized
into secret Party groups , names of which will bo unimportant,
in various localities. Shoy will, however, bo piaeod" in
separate clubs and not bo combined with existing clubs . However,
there map be instances where they could bo attached to on exist*
ing club, this recruiting and organisation of the youth is the
only way, according to HALL, to gill the wag© gap in tho Party".

In ordor to indoctrinate and educate those youth,
HALL stated' there will probably b© sot up ultimately a Marxist
Institute which could also fee utilised to educate present Forty
people. Some youth attending such study courses might not,
therefore, be immediately attached to the Forty organisation.
Ultimately, this new Marxist Institute, acting os a main
center, would send out lecturers, hold schools, and organise
symposiums, and which may lead to tho possibility of eliminating
the workers 9 schools and schools of social science now in
operation.

Once the youth have boon organised, BALL is of the
opinion that such youth must be drawn into the leadership, even
if they have not os yet fully developed,

HAIL then noted that he had been ipit© impressed by
the fact he had been Informed that there were, in tho City of
Chicago, 17 youths between the ages of 16 and 10, studying
regularly lforxlem«>Leniniom. Such youth, it was pointed out to
him, have no meeting place hut move from house to house for
their studies, with the last such meeting of this study group
being held at the residence of WUIEB*

According to HALL, the ymt&Jtm tafeo bad been in the
(

Party involved with the left U&a I
I

had now been completely cleared out except in the Los Angeles
District. Here, HALL stated, th@ro were still some of such
youths who were “no good beatnik^” but action would be taken to
eliminate them.

the role
HALL
that

that he had
had been

been too happy as to
g the youths here
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in Chicago, Xtk HALL9r opinion I I

^esBinlstk a, line and h©_ biased
& week oreo ago,., the Party had oily one
of Chicago, Howa

the

litti©

:

last. week,. th© Partynow had a ©oupl© more. at
looking towards the future,, M&d* was optimistic

putIeoh would bo raised

.

following too,
fast that up to
at th©' University

for, . ao of ...

the school. In .

and folt that

: Ike discussion then
Worker” and the abolishing of
to HAI&, the Midwest edition of "The Worker" will
as of April 28, 1962, While
opinion on the. natter, . the decision to
KUSHNER, who was previously editor
Chicago, stated he agree]
However, HAlh noted that

of "The

with tho decision to

WINTEB of Detroit were very such against the mov©
he had been very upset and disgusted with
in Michigan on this natter, and particular
sharp letters: to the editor, ”.Th© Worker”
liquidation of the. Midwest edition

.

be abolished
of

It will stand.
edition in

abandon it.
and CABh
Midi noted

on;

attitude of those
regard to their .

question of

HAM* then criticised H© claimed that
she had. not, since "The .Worker” a. few souths ago carried -the'

,

statement that the paper did on a number of occasions reflect
the voice of the CP, sent in any news -under her own byline or
with the Cleveland dateline to

It was then:.disclosed
"The Worker” will no longer
but there will be a ”

that under the new arrangement*
an editorial office in Chicago

in the person of

• ..• : It was then mentioned that has committed
himself .to speaking dates in' Wisconsin for the .period of.

; ,

Hay 3“6, ' 1992. < However, specific details regarding such
speaking engagements were not mentioned. Following this
Wisconsin appearance, MM& .will ©ca© to the Chicago area for .

a few more days and for a few more speeches. Including on© which
has been tentatively lined up at the University of Chicago.

*
'
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AIRTEL

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3=69)

FROM | SAC, CHICAGO (100=33741)

CP, USA * ORGANIZATION
IS - C

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau dated 4/10/69, captioned
"CP, USA - YOUTH, IS « C".

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THE ENCLOSED STATEMENT
MUST BE CONSIDERED AS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE AND CHICAGO FEELS
THAT ANY DISCLOSURE THEREOF AT THIS TIME COULD JEOPARDIZE ONE
OF THE BUREAU* S MOST HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANTS. IN VIEW OF
THIS, EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH ANY
HANDLING OR UTILIZATION OF THIS INFORMATION AND IT IS RECOMMEND-
ED THAT THERE BE NO DISSEMINATION AT THIS TIME OUTSIDE, OF THE
BUREAU. IN THIS SAME REGARD, IT IS TO BE NOTED THAT THE
DISCUSSIONS REFERRED TO IN THE ENCLOSED STATEMENT WERE OF A
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL NATURE AND AT NO TIME DID THE NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED NUMBER IN EXCESS OF 4, INCLUDING THE
SOURCE. IN VIEW OF THIS, CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF INVESTIGATIVE LEADS
FROM THIS MATERIAL IN ORDER THAT SUCH ACTIVITY WILL NOT
REFLECT UPON THE SOURCE.
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CG 100-33741

Enclosed herewith for th© Bureau aw® 8 <s©pi®s ©f an
informant ®s statement dated April 13 and 15, 1962 9 oont&ining
information ©rally furnished on April 13 and 15 9 1962 9 by
CG 5824=S* 9 who has furnished reliable information in the
past a to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. . This information was reduced
t© writing on April 17 9 1962 9 and -the original report is
maintained in Chicago file A) 134=46=7418

.

in Bureau
FESTIVAL COMMITTEE (EIGHTH WORLD TOWS

With regard t© the financial matters discussed herein
on page^ sevens, CG S824-S* advised that h© feels that he will
ultimately be able t© supply the Bureau with the details
concerning the decisions reached ©n the handling ©r changes in
Party bookkeeping records. Chicag© will closely follow this matter.

b 6

b7C
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April 13 and l&9 1962
'"A

It has . new. been learned- that- on April- 12. , 003
HALL and MORRIS .CHILDS proceeded to Detroit,.- Michigan,: .frees,
Chicago, Illinois, in. the personal automobile owned by MORRIS
CHILDS* They..arrived in the Detroit, area at approximately
IsOO posa. at which time they proceeded to the WHITER residence
in that city » ... ...

. During .the period of .April 13 to.- 13, , 1962:„ HALL .and
CHILDS mat - with CARL and HELBD WXDTER on several occasions*

,

While^nc, one other, than HALL* CHILDS, and the. WINTERS .particle
pated' ip any ©£ these discussions, which were .held 1

in’ the, ,

-

WHITER residence? it ha© been learned tfeatl I

had' .been present at the WILIER, hose as a temporary - guest

«

reportedly had been up to Milam,. Michigan, visiting, her
husband wh© is ©©nfimed to th© pederal Correctional Institution
in that city and between her visits was - staying at the WHITER
residence

„

CHILDS cam©
in

on.- by HALL

arrival at -the WINTER residence, -by :-HALL
and no preparatory .steps, had >.been-

prepare the WINTER© for the discussions carried
all discussions were held at the WIDTER.

a m m

location but . rather each secured individually accommodation© at
the Motel Aristocrat located at 9825 6rand Diver? Detroit » In
this motel, it -pt® -learned that HALL, wa® :

registered. -in ;ro©as. 16
and, that- CHIIDS' was registered .in room 3- for..the,.evening, of.:

April 13, -1962* Since .this motel was located only, .several . ,

-
s ,

bloo&s.away from, the WPSTESR residence, CHILDS and, .HALL.-.werejible

it was further learned
at this location made

that - neither HALL nor CHILDS while - staying
personal contact with each other o

During discussions which involved the WIDTHS© » HALL,
and CHILDS during the period April 12 to 13, 1962, the following
matter© came up for discussions
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Reg Publication "Labor Today"

According to WHITER,
| |is mm in Detroit and

; will take over as th© Editor of "Labor Today*** The first issis©
of this publication should appear by April 20 ©r at tb© latest \

April 27 1 19S2# While the domestic subscription rates for th© ,

.

sin issues of this publication will b© oot at 02 # 5© per year, I

thore has not bo@a established, as y©t, a foreign subscription $.

rat©® -Y
5

In discussing this publication, both CARL WHITER and l

HALL felt that it was imperative that the various CPs throughout =

• th© world b© informed ©f this new forthcoming publication in 1

I

• ©rd®r that th©y might pass ©a this information t© th© various
i trad© union organisations within their countries and bar® thorn -!

r order subscriptions to ito While both f©lt it was aecesoary •

['.- that word got to the variono foroigp Parties regarding this
> 'publication, they also omphasiaod that any subscriptions or
!

. bundl© ©rd©r© for th© publication b© applied for in the mta© .

of trad© union organisations in sach countries and not in th© '

;.

aaE3© of that Party# This, th©y emphasised, was important because *,

• they do not want th© publication "Labor Today*9 to haw© direct ’>

dealing© with ouch Parties in order that th© publication be
.

;

' protected from being identified as sponsored by th© CP, USA or ’!

any CP abroad#

In addition to tks suggested contact with th© various
CPs abroad, CARL WSOTES also noted that th© publication would

,
©end independently letter® to trad© unions throughout th© world
advising them of this now publication and requesting that they
subscribe in their names#

H@r@, MALL pointed out th© details of th© Party °s
campaign for bringing into th© organisation 25© new youths
within th® a©sst few months# WHITER agreed completely with HALL
that th© objective of 21® now youths in th© Party during that
period could b® obtained. H© also agreed with HALL that th©
Party should organise ouch youth into separate clubs and ,

sections but ©wen went further to th© ©stent of suggesting
th® creation within th© national organisation of th® CP, USA

t#6 3 09
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o£ a now youth division to handle this matt©r,

tt was at this point that MAMa noted that if his
recent trip to th®. Eidvoot, of which th© Betroit visit was a
part, had t© fe© descriteed, he mid "characterize it a©' a trip
for th©

.
youth <>

”
.

-
•

•

E©g The Eighth World ¥©nth Festival.

H&&& disclosed th© Eighth World 3tat$lt Festival with
hath CAEla and ESI® WI)OTFB<, H© presented to thsm in written

'

fom th© names of four to fiw© yoaths whichh© had brought with
him to the discussion which h® felt the WXBXBPo might utilise
for pcosibl© consideration in the selection of delegates r©pr©<»
©eating Michigan in th© ®„B q Youth Festival Delegation* In
this regard, he acted that th® Hiehigam District should. givo
consideration for finally ©electing a total ©f two to three
delegates from that area as member© of the B a S 0 delegation,

In this connection ., the WIHflBs preseated the
.
name

®£ I 1m a possible delegate D While U&M^>
woa&d aot commit .himself on this matter, h© advised that con<*
©id©mtion would fe© given to their suggestion*

Whoa discussing the matter of. the $*3* delegation to .

th® World Youth Festival, WMSa again, as he had 'reportedly done
in the past during similar discussions with others, laid down'
th© requirement that any delegate to b© considered for parties.-*
pation in th© U 0 S 0 delegation mast b® close to th© Party and r

agre© without • Sseoitation t© travel to. th© Soviet Union for two'
to thro© w®®lm after the ©loo© of the Festival in Bslelahio

In discussing th® Hinnesota situation, HA&h noted
th© District 0© chairman is presently under susp
and that th© organisational secretary, I is ©oming
Chicago to replace BAtt EBBllKEB* Because of this, there had

© k w>(w'*A**

3
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i

: SAVOBA in an effort to convince hits to move to - Minneapolis to
take over the District’s leadership* HA1«1> notes that ho had

. been unsuccessful in hi© efforts to convince, 8&WLA to mo?®..
from Wisconsin to Minnesota* At this point, WIEIT&B noted that
h© had been previously acquainted with SAVOIA and felt that
HAU^g consideration of him as a possible leadership replacement
in Minnesota was good and was disappointed that h© had not been
successful in this regard

«

tira®, At this point, WfiM* mad® th© suggestion which h© felt
.van worthy of consideration that th© idea bo looted into of

and detaching from th® Minnesota District th© Datetas area and

o . .*& Baaca a a® Tsasosa* mmm was os ©pim>©»

and had merits

Mo action was t&ten nor, was' any decision mad© in regard
to .the above at this time., w did either BMda or MtMTBU indicate
that at- the present time th© matter would be given additional •

attention p-
. ,

Beg - Midwest IS
,W -

-

,
,

•

; ; Doth BAH* and CABIs WSli^K dpent considerable time dis*4 '

©ussing th® recent decision of the national Center to abolish
th© Midwest Edition of "fte Worter While lAUs fully supported b6
this decision regarding the ,Midwest 'Edition* WIUfSE was not fully' b?c
in accord* WlMfEl’n ©pinion ms that the Midwest Mition should
b® temporarily retained* at least until I Tmoves permanent*4

ly to Chicago as: the replacement for BAM K^STOER* According to
WISH®* the opportunity should be given t© DAVIS to see whether •

'

he can do better in his position in the handling of the Midwest

.

Edition than ISfSHMSB* who WllIfM characterised as laay and as a
person who had failed to give his, best in this regard*
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MMcL th@a raised Mo ©bjecti©a with Will'll in relation-
to ©on© lottos^ which ha tfanogihad on '’iaoultiag*8 which h© < -

stated ! bad coat, to VSba Worbor" •->

protootiag tho abolishisag of the nidweot Sditi©h'« .

Earing mm of their diocsassioffio regarding the Hidwest'-
Edition mo WXOTEE ever able to ©onwiace BAI& that tbs paper •

should mot bo abolished.

Is this o&e© regard# the discuosiosi© turned m to
whoa night b© dram in to work nor© closely with "fine tforkor** •-.'

ib Chicago, Hors 8 WXSfEB acted that while oh© eould act b©
pit in charge of tho moer.P lohcaald bo dram tauch
closer and utilised nor© MEjr as oh© was a rosy competent persosi

:Ho feel© that oh© is a good writer sand worker and ha© in- the-
articles t© th© :pap©r -regularly
In -addition

felt that tfe© Illinois Pistrict should git?© consideration to
biteiag into us© an ©Ed^tia© aewspapermm fey the nan© ©f J

~

[who now resides is B^anot©©# Illinois# I Iat ©so
tiiae oaf©rod his. soryico© to teat ted sot' been utilised
1© h

m

the esspori®m® necessary that the pages’ seeds, and if •
.

dram- is. ©ouHd gather mteriat for articles and writ©- stories-

In. regard t® soss© previous cosaeuts reportedly »d©
kLla relating to his dimppointramt in the failure, of I .

It© ©utait articles recently under her by«4is&© frm
leveiand# MEk tfgSJfflBQ had the following t© ©ays

3?r©sa Mo inf©reaction# I bow ha© a Job- which
she claim ’she would bs subject t© l©s® if it b©cc©es feaom .

©h© is writing for a Cocaupist pafelicatioss, $ksr©i©r©'o when
**fhe Sorter" published its otat©E©at that it does on may
oeoaBloas publish the wi©ws ©2 the CP# she felt that by adding
her by<*iis© to ©tori©© oh© had written for "fh© Worker" # thi©
would result in the l©ss of her Job, $h© had# therefore# die®
continued ©ending stories Am under her fey«li®a and Clerelamd
dateline teat# according t© WOT®# has continued to suteait
article© not appearing under her saas© to "fh® .Worker" contrary
to Ml®) 5© iaformtisao Ha view ©f th© danger I feared
ia relation to her Job# TJXSfBE felt the action taken- br l

was justified and M> agreed.



able

ati© gntugs

According t© M&Ma, the Party is preseatly preparing
If© pit ©at is& ®ew §©rh City a piper Xm tbs Epoaieh languages 0

Preesatiy, £©r the lacis ©2 {Maasans bettor* ho is ©©n©id©yl®&-
£8BV8 GOKAXgr for Editor oad the pipes’ will fe© pafelished m At
least a weehly basis,) Wh$* stated that emoh a paper ia the
Spanish laag&ag© is tepert&st because ©2 the large auofeer ©2
%asioh«speahisag p®©pl© which they coast reach* MU feel®
that the isasaae© ©2 aaach a popes? is ©2 ©efficient importance
that they sa&st g© thresh with this mtter even if it Emus
giving up seoethias ©Is© soa®pl&©©<>

tm B®m®m to g® t® Isiti t® !®®h 1st® the Party ©itnation
there* "She Party is Ssiti s &©es©rdiag t@ Wi^Ma & is ’"split ap i

ways'® and ©inc© th© ssiteoattm ©zx&si&Eg there ia a remit ©2
V»9* - iE^i6rialisg3 8 th© AEsrioaa Party has sea© responsibility
ia straightening sat the cess* Presently® h© has s© ©sue is i

for this assignment feat 2©©1© that the pers@m for this tasls
east fee Qualified is qp©G&l®g th© Preach loagaag© and* there
he was qpen t® any saaggast&ssso
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B®§ Planned Audit of Financial
_ 'Eecords of CFn VB&"- —

r i nmm 11T711 ii a i*~it~i nr j i rmi-miHiiiirTf~iiiinii

As a result ©£ a discussion carried ©n between HELEH
WIHYER* a$mis CHILDS* and CHS HALL* it mm decided that HELEN

"

WIHTEp* as a ©ember ©f the national Review* Audit and Appeals
Cosaissi©©* should plan to go to Hew York City on April 16* 1962

o

The purpose of this trip by WIWYER was to lay the groundwork for
complete audit of all ©f the Party 0 © financial records „ Baring
discussion on this subject; it was learned that these individuals
•had desired such an audit because Party attorneys who had looked
into the matter of the Party 0 © financial records previously; feel
that the present bookkeeping methods present an "impossible
situation" o However* before doing any groundwork regarding this
matter* WIOTRB will discuss the problem with Party attorneys,,
After such discussion* her task at this time will then be to see
that all money received is going to the Party* for ©ssapple* money
from WOFSf* and to trace the manner in which it is being -receipt**
ed for, Sn this latter regard* ’ these individuals emphasised they
did not want a repeat of some carelessly made receipts- which -had
appeared in some of "Yh© Worker" records and which tended t©‘ •'

indicate -the conclusion that some of "“She Worker" funds might
'

have been drawn from- foreign sources as support for- "fh© Worker

"

0

-

_

In line with this discussion of Party financial matters*
HALL mentioned* without naming names* that he will' go through '

• •

with his plan to set up a small national Finance ©omittee' to *

handle funds received through ' regular Party channels* for ' example*
from dues* contributions* ©tc« However* this ©mall financial'
committee would not handle or be given any information concerning
such funds as the CP reserve fund*, money 'possessed by WOPS?*- or'

received from other confidential sources

„

Bee Schedule of Future Votings

Office* GPn
i , ,

HALL advised both CARL and HELEH- WIOTER that' there
'

had been scheduled for Hew York City on April 18* 1962* a meeting

» --
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between certain CPj USA, leaders and representatives, of three
Districts, namely, Illinois, ’ Michigan, end Ohio, At this
meeting, the work of the. three Districts present would be
discussed in detail o In addition, there would be some pre«* •

par&tory groundwork laid for & "Defense Conference" to be held
during early June. in £few York City* I3hile .it was learned that
as of April 13, 1962, no decision had been specifically made as
to who would proceed to Hew York City from Detroit for the
meeting of April 18» 1962, it was HALL 9 ® hope that either HELEN
WINTER or I I might be able

, to ‘ attend 0 ,

.3Sow©ver ,
' ,in .

regard to f l it was felt that this individual might encounter
some difficulty in securing time off from his work to attend this
affair, and,, therefore, it might be up. to WINTER to participate

. ,

in this meeting o As noted above, HELEN WINTER.will proceed. to .

New York City on April 16, 1962, in . connection with another task
and,, therefore, might be in a position to take on this additional
responsibility o

.

,
HALL then advised both, of the WINTERS that in- New.

York City on either Kay 8 or 7, 1962,. the individuals who had
• constituted the old .National Executive Committee would ' assemble
to essence a two. to three day meeting. This, meeting. would. be ..

held t© . f the preparations for the holding of the
**Befuqaje Cbnf©rence’V in New fork, '<24ty which would be held, .during
•early', June, According to BALL, this ..Sun© ."Defense Conference**'.
will bring'.together about 200 people and, .in BALL® s words,, might
amount to a substitute, for a Party invention,.

.

'

Reg- .Miscellaneous Information v„
'

nrrrK‘ <! l i
.l u CunWTrtfli rKCMmi

-i^ mm n»a m jLiLWj^ji^urtwiicoiwsinm i LjwauMM imtJiw e mbi»> <». <. < i ,

* ' * ;
'

According to CARL WINTER, he .had ij€$|>j|v®d infcaci^t^Bfcj^
.indicating that I

~ Iwas then in’ Detroit,.-; however $ . WINTER;.

'

jurpose of ] current .'Visit
,

'there , , In.did ,not/kn< „
.discussing I I WINTER described him' as..

a'
"gentleaaan.

revolutionary" who now feels, that in his present position,, 'the
.only contribution to the movement he must now' make is, that, of

'

a financial nature,
.

-
,

During the course of their diseussioh,\''CARL 'WINTER':, ;'

informed HALL that under the current instructions ' of his doCtbr,'
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he will still be confined to home for a number of weeks and
Hill be required to undertake definite periods of rest each
day in order to fully recover from his bout with pneumonia*
In addition, he mentioned $hat his present condition has been
somewhat complicated by ttfe fact that his doctor has not? also
discovered that he has an ulcer.

I

9 CO



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-63) DATE? I\ff[ I /8,/96Z

FROM? SAC, CHICAGO (100-33742)

SUBJECTS CP, USA - FUNDS
IS - C

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH
ANY HANDLING OR REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN
IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE,
SINCE THE INFORMATION BY ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIFY
THIS SOURCE, IT SHOULD BE COMPLETELY PARAPHRASED IF FOUND
NECESSARY TO BE SET FORTH IN ANY REPORT FOR DISSEMINATION,

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two copies of
an informants statement dated April 15, 1962, containing
information orally furnished on April 15, 1962, by CG 5824-S*,
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD
W, HANSEN. This information was reduced to writing on April 17,
1962, an4 the original report is maintained in Chicago file
A) 134-46-7416,

2 - Bureau (Ends. 2)(RM)
2 - Indianapolis (RM)

(1 - 100- CP, INDIANA DISTRICT - FUNDS)
('1 - 100-3474V CP, INDIANA DISTRICT - MEMBERSHIP)

C3> New York (RM)
(1 - 100-74560 CP, USA - FUNDS)
Ul - 100-80638 CP, USA - MEMBERSHIP)
(1 - 134-91)

5 - Chicago
(1 - A) 134-46-7416)
(1 - 100-3470 MORRIS CHILDS)
(1 - 61-867 CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
(1 - 100-17769 CP, ILLINOIS DISTRICT - FUNDS)



CG 100-33742

CG 5824- on April 15, 1962, advised he had no
knowledge as to how the dues payments referred to herein were
transferred from the CP of Indiana to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT of the'
CP of Illinois, In addition, when LIGHTFOOT turned this money
over to him, no comment was made in this regard by LIGHTFOOT^."
CG 5824-S* further advised that the dues noted herein willbe
transmitted by him to NY 694-S# in the near future in the form
of a personal check made out to NY 694-S*, In turn, NY 694-S*
will be requested, when convenient, to turn an equivalent amount
of money over to a CP, USA, representative at a future contact.



April 15, 1962

During early April, 1962, CLAUDE LIGHTFGOT was heard
to state that he had then in his possession certain money,
amount not stated, representing the CD dues from the Indiana
District which he was to turn over to a representative of the
CP, USA, in New York City. Subsequently, it was learned that
LIGHTFGOT had not turned over such funds to a CP, USA,'
representative and, therefore, on April 13, 1962, delivered
them to MORRIS CHILDS in order that this individual could
handle such transmittal. When this money was turned over
to CHILDS, it was noted that it was contained in a sealed
envelope.

It has now been learned that the total amount of
money contained in the above envelope was in the sum of $25.00.
This money was accompanied by a note which read as follows:

“Indiana. Dues January, February, March, 1962.
Based on 50 members. No breakdown, many unemployed because
of strikes and etc. $25.00,“
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DATE: 5/3/62

United states government
MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-4931)

FROM : SA JOSEPH V. WATERS

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
IS-C

Report of SA JOSEPH V. WATERS dated 4/18/62,
at New York, reflects activity of the CPUSA, for the
quarterly period 1/1/62 to 3/31/62. Details of such
activity may he found in this report under the following:

Organization
Funds
Factionalism

1-NY (100-

1-NY (100-

1-NY (100-
JVW : rmv
(26)

-8064l) (CPUSA - ORGANIZATION) (415)
-80633) (CPUSA - MEMBERSHIP) (415)
-7456o) (CPUSA - FUNDS) (415)
-81338) (CPUSA - SECURITY MEASURES) (415) „ v

-96985) (CPUSA - UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS) (415)
-8721l) (CPUSA - FACTIONALISM) (415) x ,, .

-86624) (CPUSA - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415

)

-88123) (CPUSA - UNITED NATIONS) (415)
-87212) (CPUSA - COLONIAL MATTERS) (415),
-7973.7) (CPUSA - POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) (415)
-80636 ) (CPUSA - LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES) (415)

% ,, %

-89691 )
(CPUSA - DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES) (415)

-80640 ) (CPUSA. - NEGRO QUESTION) (415)
-80644) (CPUSA - YOUTH MATTERS) (415)
-80643) (CPUSA - WOMEN MATTERS) (415)
-80634 )

(CPUSA - FARMERS MATTERS) (415)
-88297) ( CPUSA - CULTURAL ACTIVITIES) (415)
,79498 ) (CPUSA - VETERANS MATTERS) , (415)
-54651 )

(CPUSA - NATIONAL GROUPS) (415)
-80864) (CPUSA - RELIGION) (415)
-81675

)
(CPUSA - PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS) (415)

-80633) (CPUSA -EDUCATION) (415)
133902) (CPUSA - ATTEMPTS OF CP TO INFILTRATE MASS

ORGANIZATIONS) (415)
140277) (CP INTEREST IN PUERTO RICAN INDEPENDENCE) (413

145839) (PUBLIC APPEARANCES OF PARTY LEADERS) (415)

'CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
[CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
(CPUSA
(CPUSA
CPUSA
(CPUSA

CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA
CPUSA

'rjirniaiNiujis up ran-i

/CD'4^
Searched. . . .Indexed. ... *

Serialized. &&rr7rx

' May 3» 1962 ^
FBI- New York / /*
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NY 100-4931

International Relations
Political Activities
Legislative Activities
Domestic Administration Issues
Negro Question
Youth Matters
Cultural Activities
National Groups
Pamphlets and Publications
Education
Public Appearances of Party Leaders

No information suitable for inclusion in this
report was developed during the period 1/1/62 to 3/31/62,
concerning the following activities of the CPUSA:

Membership
Security Measures
Underground • Operations
United Nations
Colonial Matters
Nomen Matters
Farmers Matters
Veterans Matters
Religion
Attempts of CP to Infiltrate Mass Organizations
CP Interest in Puerto Rican Independence

-2-
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Routing Slip
0-7 (Rev. 10-9-61)

Date S-3-62
TO SAC: (Copies to Offices Checked)
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I . . .1 Albuquerque

[ j
Anchorage

I—

J

Atlanta
C-j Baltimore
LJ B irmlngham

Boston
I I Buffalo

Butte
L I Charlotte
i ~1

1

Chicago
t I Cincinnati
I I Cleveland
1-1 Dallas
t I Denver
LiJ Detroit
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L-J Honolulu
I—f Houston
t—

j

Indianapolis
|—

j

Jacksonville
—

j

Kansas City
|—

|

Knoxville
j-—

j

Las Vegas
Little Rock

j—

j

Los Angeles
j—

I

Louisville
j—

j

Memphis
j-—

|

Miami
I—

j

Milwaukee
j—

j

Minneapolis
I—I Mobile
I—I Newark

New Haven

^New York City_^?

Oklahoma City
l_j Omaha
j

1 Philadelphia
1—I Phoenix TO
t 1 Pittsburgh
I J Portland
I I Richmond
I I St* Louis

Salt Lake City
San Antonio

I _

j

San Diego
1-JIi San Francisco
I I San Juan
I \ Savannah

I i Seattle
1 I Springfield
1 I Tampa
I I Washington Field
I 1 Quantico

LEGAT:
\ I Bern
| | Bonn
l I London
1 l Madrid
I I Manila
1 I Mexico D* F.
I I Ottawa
t 1 Paris
I I Rome
I I Rio de Janeiro
I I Tokyo

RE: COMMUNIST PARTY,
MEMBERSHIP
IS-C

USA

Si For information d For appropriate action Surep f by

I I The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, I—J conceal
all sources, t— 1 paraphrase contents.

f I Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA
dated —

REMARKS:

X Enclosure(s)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TOs SAG, NEW YORK (100-84994) DATE?

FRQBIs SAG, CHICAGO (100=17517)

SUBJECTS GUS HALL
IS - Cl ISA OF 1950

EXTREME CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH.
ANT HANDLING OR REPORTING OF INFORMATION SET FORTH. HEREIN IN
ORDER TO .PROTECT THE IDRNTTTT OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE.

The information appearing on . the attached pages
’

was ©rally furnished ©n May 7, 1962, fey CG 5824=S*, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, to SARICHARD W.
HANSEN. This, information was reduced to writing on -.May 7,
1962, and the- original report is maintained in Chicago file
A) 134=46=7478.

CP, USA = MEMBERSHIP)
CP, USA = ORGANIZATION).
CP, USA = YOUTH)
PUBLIC APPEARANCES OF PARTY LEADERS)

(1 = 100=102320 U.S. vs. CP, USA)
t



• •

CG 100=17517

Cl = 100=38809 ‘ ®oSo », CP 9 ISA), *

Cl -= 100= ATTACKS AGA1MST THE FBI)

RWlsPlfo
ptfC29)

e=>



ISay ?6

On Sunday evening? I2iy ©e 19@S0 ©13 MM*> appeared &
i&ndel Hall? laiversity ©f Chicago,, as an invited guest of the

l s 000 people filled Eaadol E&ll to capacity and It is estimated
that 9S per cent of those present were college students or
university faculty menberso iinoag those ©©cabers of the GP
bnown to have been present at this affair- were

8

Sill EfOTSEB

Ichaired the nesting and in addition
noted as opposition speaker to ©IS MJJ*»

lilsLp who identified himself as a spokesman of the
CP8 USA? was first speaker and was given about 45 minutes

iSsCarran Act which he criticised as a f&eeist and unjust piece

Ifollowed EA&L and spoke for only a period of
ten to fifteen ninnies <> In his remarks? he noted that he wai
not nearly as pessimistic as HAMa had been in regard to the

stat©neat of HAlda0 he felt that the Russians would never fee

able to overtake the productive capacity of the Halted States,

TTisil© the audience at the affair was attentive and
there me little or no heckling involved at any stage? ' the

'

biggest and most enthusiastic resisxams© to either of the ~ sneakc
was that given te l

~
This was so ©von - thougghT

©poke for a cooperatively brief period of tine and? in fact?
made a comparatively poor presentation „

ci i o



After the meeting at Handel Sail, had adjourned at
approximately 10g30 p,e00 It gas leagued that tt&tJL vmn Incited
to an informal get-together at| L
IhiB informal ga-feharing had been arranged for by I

I of. Sew York City., a CP attorney 0 ' The

.

;
,

meeting place was the residence of I At the meeting* .a

total, of appro

; ,

- During some of HALL0s informal remar&s made at .this
time* .he criticized J. EDSAB HGQVEES head ©£ the WB%„ by
belittling the inelusion of Hr,, EO0YER°s name beside those

.

of great Americans life© JEFFERSOU and ADAI3S in connection
with courses being taught today in our publics schools 0

.

extremely hard today for anyone to be a Communists however <* if
the?© was anyone who desired to lead anything but a dull life,
he. would recommend being a. Communist as. a .good one* .

•

_r
CP was setting up a youth division and would be recruiting-
youth and in this regard* however D they..could. rest assured

.

that the Party would never disclose the names of any ‘such -

youth who might ©os© info the movement* under, assy conditions..,. -

Re fhen - noted that he had all but invited those present 'to

join the CP and he was sure that if any of those
.

present ' ' '

desired.to join the. CP. they could find some way of getting

'

.

'

. Tfhen it-was: learned that this informal gathering was •

about 'to conclude* HALL had made arrangements for] \>

to tab© him. by auto to the Sherman Hotel where-, he was then ~ -



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or

FD-306 (3-21.58)

TO; SAC, NEW YORK (100-84935)
FROM; SAC, NEWARK (100-31822) .

SUBJECT; COMINFIL RAILROAD INDUSTRY
IS - C

DATE: 5/18/62

b6
b7C
b7D

Date received

4/19/62

Method of delivery

5 in person

Received from (name or symbol number)

I I who has furnished
reliable iqfo in the past.

Received by

SA I

(check appropriate blocks)

dill by telephone I 1 by mall [X I orally 1 I recording device dD written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date

Dictated to -

Date of Report

4/19/62

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Date(s) of activity

4/17/62

Brief description of activity or material

\
’

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks;

•New York
[

J

1

3

100-83193
100-56570
100-
100-109560

1 - 100-87211
1 - 100-128821
1 - 100-128813
1 - 100-128809
1 - 100-128817

100-80638
1 - 100-89590
1 - 100-132430
1 MKH132491,
“Pittsburgh (100
-Newark
1 - inft-35S3Q

1
(PHIL BART)
"Progressive Labor

CP, USA, FACTIONALISM)
(CP, NYD, FACTIONALISM)
(CPf NYD, PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS)
(CP, NYD, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(CP, NYD, MEMBERSHIP)

(CP, USA, MEMBERSHIP)
(CP, USA, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(CP, NYD, INDUSTRIAL DIVISION)
(CP^H^BAI^^REBlpN) if
“ f iFNU,. UUP,. »BROTHER *QFpBERNIJ& KRANSB?TrwT

OAUteMg

ft

\/o-^~^oC3 & ~ \>\



<». >

NX 100-31822

EXTREME CARE SHOULD BE USED IN HANDLING THE FOLLOWING

April 19, 1962

In a conversation with
| | he mentioned

that he had been contacted last Tuesday morning (April 17, 1962)
for i from New York City and I had told

|
that the New York COMMUNIST PARTY (CP) Railroad Club

had a meeting last Thursday and another meeting is scheduled
for Thursday, April 26, 1962,

AlSO r

|

told him, it seems the
iftHeri frrm the CP,

lhad contacted
i asked BART to get

said that BART called
FFtold [that if

PHIL BART of the CP National Office and asked BART to get
, |

back in the CP, said that BART called
|and during the discussion BART told [that if

he was not in the CP, then he was against it.H |is
supposed to have told BART that the expelled railroad members
are not anti-Party j but they just don #t want to discuss the
matter any further, feeling that what ha s been done , is done,
and talking will not help.

| that
’’Progressive Labor” is still being published and the. former
members of the Railroad , Club are still doing a job in the.
railroad industry and are meeting about once eyery three weeks,

|
also said that not much is happening in the railroad

industry at the present, from a standpoint of anticipated strikes
wage discussions, etc.

I .
mentioned that

be married on Hay l,_andl lhad hnniph* ?

Plymouth or Pontiac.
| Re©P his CP ties in New Jersey.

sed ear, a
Isuggegted that

2



ED STATES GOVE

MEMORANDUM

FROM;

DIRECTOR, FBI (100=3-69)

SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS = c

DATE s i

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH
ANT HANDLING OR REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN
IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE
SINCE THE INFORMATION BY ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIFY
THIS SOURCE, IT SHOULD BE COMPLETELY PARAPHRASED IF FOUND
NECESSARY TO BE SET FORTH IN ANY REPORT FOR DISSEMINATION,,

Enclosed Suer©with for the Bnrean are two copies
of am informant 8 s statement dated toy 14-16, 1962, containing
information ©rally fTarnished on May 14, 1962, to SAs CARL N0

FREYMAN and RICHARD W D HANSEN and on May 15 and 16, 1962,
to SA RICHARD W» HANSEN n by €G 5824-S*„ who Has furnishedRICHARD W 0 HANSEN, 5824-S*, who has furnished





CG 100=33741

(1 ~ 100=26018
(1 = 100=9595
(1 = 100=
(1 = 100=89691
Cl - 100=80633
Cl - 100=87211
Cl - 100=74560

= 100=86624
1 - 100=80638

= 100=80640
- 100=80641
- 100=81675

= 100=89590
= 100=80644
- 100=102320
= 100=
= 100=
= 97=169
= 100=
= 100=
= 100=93572
- 100=
= 100=
= 100=
= 100=
= 100=
o 100=

4
100=
65=1686
100=

Cl - ioo=

LOUIS WEINSTOCK)
WILLIAM WEINSTONE)
CP, USA = BRIEF)
CP, USA = DOMESTIC ABMINISTATION ISSUES)
CP, USA = EDUCATION)
CP, USA = FACTIONALISM)
prs rfSA _

cpj USA = INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
CP, USA = MEMBERSHIP)
CP, USA = NEGRO QUESTION)
CP, USA = ORGANIZATION)
CP, USA = PAMPHLETS AND

CP, USA = STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
CP, USA = YOUTH)
US vs, CP, USA)
COMINFIL MASS ORGANIZATIONS)
NATIONAL STUDENT .UNION)

.

PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS) .

GUS HALL=BEN DAVIS DEFENSE COMMITTEE)
"I. F 0 STONE WEEKLY”)

TURN TOWARD PEACE YOUTH COUNCILS)
PYOC) • - -

"NEW HORIZONS FOR YOUTH"')
Y3

1
]

CP, EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA

CP, EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
DISTRICT = YOUTH)



CG 100-33741

6 = San Francisco (RM)
(1 - 65-1242 MICKEY LIMA)
(1 - 100-27747 CP, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

DISTRICT - ORGANIZATION)
I-

1
II oo0 CP, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

DISTRICT - YOUTH)
Ci - loo- SLATE)
Ci - ioo- EIGHTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL)
Ci - loo- THE U. S. FESTIVAL COMMITTEE)

4 = Chicago
(1 - A) 134-46-7505)
Cl - 100=18953 CP, ILLINOIS DISTRICT -

ORGANIZATION)
Cl = 100-18957 CP, ILLINOIS DISTRICT -

YOUTH)

RWHsPlb
' .475)
o*
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May 14-16 9 1962

During the period of May 10-13 9 1962, a four day
enlarged meeting of the National Executive Committee of the
Communist Party 9 USA <GP

ff
USA) and invited guests was held

at the National Headquarters of the 0P9 BSA* in New York
City, The last day°s session which was held on May 13 0

1962 9 was ©haired hy ROBERT THOMPSON,

The following individuals were presents .

• -
• . GBS HALL

1 ' ‘
‘

- - BENJAMIN J, DAVIS Jr,W JACKSON

GEORGE MEIERS

HELEN WINTER

ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG

'

PATRICK

is nabrisp

JAMES LBSTIG

WILLIAM WEINSTONE

present for the youth report only
present for the youth report only

session was opened with a main repoa
;©d by I I The essence of

ei



Ora© ©f the most central features of political reality
today in our country is the mass dissatisfaction of its young
generation with the old conditions and morality « Enormous numbers
of youth are acting and searching for new paths forward for our
country along democratic) radical and often socialist lines

«

This is the generation bred in the new epoch of mankind -
the period of socialism 9© and communism 0© continued triumphs' and
imperialism 0© disintegration. This generation grows up a product
fc* the new epoch) yet living in the stronghold of the old

Any serious political force in' our country must' base
itself on the younger elements in the population who are such an
activising force today, So much more so' is this true , of the"
Party of the youth - 'the Communist Party, Xt bases itself on
the future of the class and of society) on the long term interests
Of workers and mankind, Xt is the Party of the activists and
militants, those with the highest morality and self-sacrifice,
Xt© program represents the present and future interests of youth,
fundamental to changing the situation of the Communist Party in
'our country is the making of youth a major concentration of the
whole Party and bringing into our ranks considerable numbers of
youth to infuse new blood into the 'veins of the Party, 'Every
department and field of work, every Party organization should.

The ultra-right understands that "he 'who has the youth,
has the future” is even more true today than ever. That 'is why
it has tried to' counter the rapidly growing democratic youth move-
ment with its own youth -creations, 'lavishly financed,' Their"'
attempt© to indoctrinate youth -through the military, public schools,
etc, pose a severe threat. They attempt to win youth by claiming
there is a conservative band-wagon t© Jump on. But recognizing
it?s only a reactionary pro-monopoly organ-grinder on the v/agcsi

,

most youth avoid being made into monkeys whose tune" is' called.
Some youth, however, dissatisfied with conditions as 'they are
imvfc) i.u tty t&si© naAi&x'ia,, Q

outlook in youthful clothing in an attempt to win the younger
people. Because of its skill and a certain degree of responsive-
ness to pressure from youth and other progressive sections of the
population, many youth are misled into viewing the Administration
as theirs, ¥©t they are acting and searching for a better life.

2



There is a completely new situation among American
youth today. The turning point came with the launching of the
sit-ins in February, I960, Before that there were probings
and eyen highly significant single actions like the School Inte-
gration Youth Marches but no consistent movement by youth for
their democratic needs, Mow we have wave on wave of activity
aimed at putting America 8s practice in line with its stated
principles. An end to testing, disarmament ,

peace, end all
colonialism, hands off Cuba, full equality now, academic
freedom, abolish HUAC are its battle cries. This movement'
proceeds very unevenly, through many loose-knit organizational
forms. There are rapid ups and downs on various issues, A lack
of clarify exists on who the enemy is and who are potential
allies. Class concepts areconfused, Many illusions about the
Kennedy Administration and much misinformation about the Com-
munists still exist. As yet there is little motion on Job pro-
blems of youth, though there is great restiveness. It is pri-
marily a college student movement, though many high school
students and other sections of Negro youth are involved a But*
it is ah immensely important movement of several hundred thousand
active youth, tacitly Supported by many times that number.

This is a period of organizatisssal flux. Old- organiza-
tions are changing their character radically or losing their
stature among youth, Mew groups are coming into being.. Hew"
combinations of forces afe taking place, Generally, there is a
tendency toward uniting all groups working in a given field of
struggle and a tendency to see the interconnection of issues and
to relate them. But this state of extreme flux is not over by
any means, The resulting organizational for®®, programs,
ideologies- are far from gelling,

.

'

- Within the growth of democratic youth activity ' has
been -an increasingly strong and influential left current, " It is
itself extremely diverse and unsettled. What it has in 'common-

is a radical dissatisfaction with conditions as they are and a
growing belief that' the social system is at fault and needs'
radical overhauling. It is searching for big answers and looks
in a socialist direction for them.’ Some come from left pro-
gressive homes'. Others, as a result of militant activity, have
newly become left, A host of probing but unClear

1

left pUblica-
.

tions have come into existence, " Students for Democratic Society,
Young Peoples Socialist League and even the Trotskyites ' have
benefited from healthy new young people probing for answers,

.

Hew-Horizons for Youth and local Marxist—oriented groups loosely
associated with the Progressive Youth Organizing, Committee (PYOC)

are growing slowly. The influence and size of the Party 'among



youth have grown to scan
aider the CP a legitiraa
debate on communism and
youth come into motion?
first is the continued
conditions of life of y
tion that there are alt
example of struggles th

» extent a How, nearly all students eon**
© and necessary participant in the great
our country ff s objectIves . Why have
Two factors seem most important , The

The morality gap betwe©;
principle® are and what
force, let us consider
in which nearly all you

youth, Th® other is the growing realiza**
Ifcernafcives that can be won, Here the
throughout the world for peace, democracy,
urity and socialism have been crucial,
©em what is, what our country 0® stated

now some of the aspects of the conditions

several years the conditions of life

A sharpening of international tensions around Berlin, etc.

of the most vicious imperialist wars of all time.

been steadily cut of w
Tenth still in indnstr
security, upgrading, ©
uation of second class

among youth has been' more than double th©
years now. One to two million

'
youth have

rk with future prospects much worse.

in a sit**

needed for automation,
can youth fill their e

and double shifts, Kaay

Of course, this situation

fe training programs providing the ©kills
, each year these programs decline, 'Her
educational needs in the public schools,
of 135,000 rooms lead to overcrowding
any schools are so dilapidated and their

ies are ureaoxuny
is much worse in working class, Hegro

cities, . Together with extremely poor housing, woefully inade
qp&ise aearsa, recreation, social mm cultural programs, tua
condition© are present that guarantee continued growth of
demoralization and delinquency among youth. One reason why
delinquency has not taken a much greater, toll is the rise 'of
the youth movement struggling ' for better conditions. It give©
youth direction, hop© and inspiration of a socially beneficial

conditions of~ Hegro youth have remained

as many as 75% of Hegro youth out of work in some

substantially the same,
©rably deteriorated with
k in some cities. School

ccp



desegregation, South and Rorth, continues at a snail’s pace, .

.

with most American youth learning in an antidemocratic

,

segregated atmosphere.

Renewed efforts hare been made by ultralight and
Government- forces to clamp the lid on- youthful questioning and
activity. Activities of EBAC, the attempted barring of Com*
munists from speaking on campuses, the McCarran Act threats to
youth and others are part of this.

An adequate program to meet the needs of youth includes
the major demand© of our time, plus a number of, specific youth
requirements , 1« Peaceful coexistence, general and complete
disarmament 5 an end to all forms of colonialism. Hands off
Cuba? Reduce and completely and compulsory military service.
An end to militarization of colleges and universities,- An end
to antidemocratic indoctrination in the armed forces, .Build
an anti«imperinlist rather than profimperialist Peace Corps and
send a Freedom Corps to the South,

'

2, Full equality now for the Hegr© people in voting,
jobs, job training, education, service in public facilities,
housing,- etc. Strong governmental action to enforce this*-
Truthful teaching of the historic and cultural contributions
of the Regro people in our school system. All this applies also
to Puerto Ricans, Mexican«Americans , Indians and other national
minorities,

3, Federal, state and local public works jobs,' job
training and apprentice programs for a million youth. Add
200,000 apprentices to the roles and train additional hundreds
of thousands for jobs with a future. Pass an improved youth
conservation corps act. Assure upgrading and job security for
youth in industry. Pas© unemployment compensation for first
job seekers and state minimum wages. Reduce the-work week
without loss in pay and raise the minimum wage. This entire
program must be carried out under trade union conditions, with**
out displacing older workers, without any form of discrimina«»
tion and under the control of labor, youth, Hegr© and social
work groups.

4,

Provide federal funds for school construction,
teacher 9© salaries, etc, at all level© of education. Provide
federal scholarship© for some 200,000 or more students a year
who are unable to go to college for financial reasons. Remove
all anti«communist clauses and practices from such federal
and state programs.

5



5, Provide a, democratic atmosphere for youth to learn
and grow up in, Abolish H0AC, Repeal and refuse to apply the
MeCarran Act, Smith Act and similar legislation, Guarantee
academic freedom to student© and professors.

Provide physical fitness for youth through a pro*
gram of free health services and expanded recreational programs,
not by military drill,

7, Provide substantial funds for healthy social and
cultural activities for youth,

SUch a program can only be won by an extremely high •

level of militant and united effort of young people and by
significant support from labor and other people 8 © forces. The
giant monopolists wonH easily concede such improvements for
the lives of young people. Only by rejecting red«baiting and
other forms of division will youth fee able to build the needed

The building ©f firm Hegro<*whiie youth unity is
required if such efforts are to be crowned with major success,

in the understanding
white chauvinism and racism

and of their own ©elf*interest 'in ©radicating even its subtle
expressions. White participation in the Freedom Rides illustrates
this. However, understanding by whit© youth of the centrality
of the struggle for full ©quality to the fight for American

The sharpest threat to the needs of youth comes from
the ultra«right representatives of monopoly interests. In this
situation, unity of the widest sections of youth for their daily
democratic needs and against the ultralight becomes even more
critical. And rejection of red~baiti»g becomes crucial because
it is the chief splitting weapon in the hands of the ultras,
Youth can be a vital force, alongside labor in rebuffing the
ultralight and the tendency of other monopoly representatives
like the Kennedy Administration to move to the right and thereby

There is every reason to believe the democratic stu*
dent movement will continue t© grow and the number of those
radically dissatisfied with capitalism will grow. This latter
group will look in th® direction of socialism for answers.



Attempts by the ultra-right and others to crush out their
rebellion are met with fighting, democratic anger. At the
same time, these students often reflect the anti-communist
prejudices they were brought up with, falsely believing that
Communists are enemies of democracy and freedom. As a result
they move to the left through tortuous channels. Their under-
standing of the working class, in the absence of a highly active
working class movement, is especially weak. Unless the Com-
munists work well and are immediately present, these youth will
<skop around among various left-wing or seemingly left-wing
groups, With initiative by us their long-term direction is clear,

There will be ups and downs in organizations . and move-
ments within a general upswing. For a while one issue will come
to the fore and then another. It is apparent, however, that the
most important issue of our time, peace, has won so many active
adherents that it will be the main long term focus of activity,
Negro rights will remain a cause close to the hearts of students.
Academic freedom will be defended against all assaults and parti-
cularly the right of students to hear communists, The tendency
to combine and coordinate organizations and activities and to
reject red-baiting will probably grow,

Negro young people, students and others, have been
active at a high pitch for some time. White youth support is
increasing rapidly. These trends are likely to intensify,
become more political in their orientation and produce more
Negro young people who will move toward socialism and Marxism-
Leninism, sometimes through militant nationalist paths.

Working youth, Negro and white, faced with tremendous
job problems are looking for a way out. No one as yet has
offered them a realistic program but there are important new
actions that show mass action here is possible and not far off.
The initiative for such activity can and should come from the
Communists, Communists must he active in the organizations
of working class youth, help create new groups where needed,
project a program and pay special attention to the needs of young
trade unionists.

^

So long as the student movement remains at such a
high level and working youth are relatively inactive, work among
students will be of unusual importance. It can become a lever
to help speed large scale action among those who will become
the leaders of the youth - the working youth.



The Ceramists have important ideological contributions
to make in each field of youth struggle „ Particularly in the peace
movement, the full equality movement and among left youth is
there a groping for long term perspective and ideology

„

We also can and should project ideas for youth unity
actions and mass unity developments* In the peace field, for
instance, a national student peace strike is possible., The
building of Turn Toward Peace Youth Councils on our initiative
can help assure that the third camp philosophy is not dominant
and that special approaches are made to working class youth in
Y*s, churches and trade unions to participate in the peace move*
ment. It is now within reach that major f?„S B youth groups will
respond favorably to Festivals, Forums and other international
youth approaches

»

Another Youth March to Washington pressing for Federal
action, 2nd Emancipation Proclamation, ©to* is definitely feasi*»
ble as is a national planning conference of all youth groups
interested in the struggle for full equality *

McCarran Act.
in the fight against the

We should encourage the building of the student poll*
tical party movement and
In local areas or on indindividual campuses it is possible to build

examples of this kind*

of Youth to take stock of the conditions facing youth
quarters, a9,S, Assembly
>ns facing youth and to
eds is possible o It could

cussi
organizations like

conduct such programs * Even more are needed

come a period of action in the So
youth o This Summer it will be ar<

is a need for left and Party yout:
all these activities and initiate

tian Leadership Conference
needed o It is also a

organizations,, It has he«»

participated in by northern
i voter registration* There
> participate actively in



Most of these mass unity initiatives have been pre-
viously outlined a Seldom though have we been able to muster our
full strength to push for them. How they can and should be taken
seriously and concretely implemented because with our full
influence brought to bear every one of them can be achieved.

Our Party must fully reflect the decisiveness of the
youth for the future of our Party and cause this means a new
direction for much of our activity and resources. It means
much greater understanding of the character of the young genera-
tion, its positive and weak sides. Without that, forms of
assistance will miss the mark and be rebuffed. Above all, it
means recognition that assistance must come within the framework
of a maximum of independence and room for youth initiative.

There is much every Party body can do. An adult
community club should be, in touch with community youth groups.
It should take up their interests with community adult groups.
These include job problems, opening schools at night for recre-
ation, job training, etc. , providing recreational facilities
and programs, decent schools, opposing police brutality toward
youth, etc. A community club should seek ways of helping in the
building of left youth organizations and winning youth to the
Party by developing advanced youth contacts, referring them
to Party youth, passing on Party and left youth literature and
periodicals, helping in raising money to support such activities.

Shops and industrial clubs should pay special attention
to younger workers and their organizations like industrial sports
teams. They, the workers, and their organizations like industrial
sports teams, apprentice clubs, etc. They should take up their
demands for job security, on-the-job training and upgrading,
push the union to open it© hall© for community youth activities
and support .legislation programs of benefit to youth.-. More
advanced youth contacts should be cultivated as by community
clubs. Many other forms of youth concentration for adult clubs
can be found. Every statement and action of the Party should
reflect the highest level of youth consciousness.

The ability of the Party to carry cut mass youth tasks,
influence the mass democratic movement, aid in the building of
non-Party Marxist oriented and other left organizational forms
depends oh the size and quality of the Party youth base. This
base is quite small compared to the tasks and possibilities
[growing out of mass developments. A vigorous recruiting drive
Ifor 250 new members by December 1 is needed and possible.
Bolder, youth standard© in recruiting will be necessary. The
building of compete youth clubs and sections with all youth



coming into youth clubs will also be necessary for success. A
strong educational and cadre , training program will be needed to
consolidate and develop these youth.

Another extraordinary organization form is necessary
for this immediate period in order to give the proper - emphasis,
push and scope to youth work <*> that is the establishment of a
Youth Division of the Communist Party , Its value will be in
demonstrating to the Party and in broader circles the concern
of the Party for youth and cur insistence on the need to! make
a big change in Party work among youth. Zt will permit a much
more effective public voice for the Party among youth, aid in
defense work in this area and help give the kind of leadership
that is required by a mass youth movement that is highly inde<*>

pendent of adults and relatively clese<*knit and united. Xt is
not our- - intention to establish, in any sense, a separate Party
or additional organizational structures than already outlined.

A number of steps aimed at increasing the public .
•

voice of .the Party reaching youth are recommended that can be
extremely', helpful in Party buildings

.1. A Party Youth Division
2, A Party Youth Spokesman

- 3. A monthly newspaper, Communism and Youth or,

similar name
4. A Party Youth Program

j\
5., A Party Youth recruiting brochure s,

f>!\ Y© urge renewed vigor in the building of a •Marxist**
oriented, non«Party youth organization and urge strong Support
for a^ljedch efforts and for publications of this type.j . It is
clear /however , that in a fluid situation of movement toyth©
lef#, l^neteiaature jelling of organizational forms would l;imft\ the
possibilities. A number of transitional forms, especially .'among

student^. and Negro youth will probably emerge. Soma will. ,have
ftjzzy

,

Socialist perspectives, others will be radical, ' prpWpeace
and democracy and anti*»imperialist and anti-fascists concerned

, with’ political action, etc. but not socialist. With- time many
of th$se ‘forms will congeal and draw together with already h
Darxisf^Oriented youth on an advanced basis. • ,-v

t

In -the building of non-Party Marxist-orientM - organiza-
tion,,,' great variety of forms are emerging loosely related 'to

' the 'PYOC. ‘.The situation varies a great deal from the 'biggest'
metropolitan centers where there is a large progressive community
to the smaller centers, many industrial centers and placet^ Y^ere



the; ultra-bright is quite strong, In the larger centers, public
ilarxist-oriented groups are possible and necessary , Here there
are youth dissatisfied with lesser commitment and shopping among
various left or seemingly left groups « In this situation, therfe
must be present real alternatives, but on the basis of truely
independent youth organizations, not communist youth organiza**
tions, Great effort must be expended by such groups in learning
how to develop united front relations and yet maintain an inde*

In the smaller areas, we need to start by involving
the whole Party in building forms that will produce a Party
youth club in the shortest order ,' Also in these areas we need
to help progressive youth build left forms that are legal, that
can function publicly, even if they are not Marxist-oriented,
More advanced public forms will com® later. But' the' central
atelvure must be to build a Party group as fast as possible.

In the student field we should encourage the drawing
together of the independent campus socialist clubs. We should
also have a positive attitude of encouragement and influence
on groups of Megro intellectuals with strong nationalist leanings
who form groups that easily become interested in socialism and

In a 'number of cities we' need _t© take initiative with
other forces to unite left<*moving youth "who are hot' prepared 'to'

Join Marxist-oriented groups; A variety of organizational forms
will undoubtedly merge ‘here. Many youth feel the democratic
mass organization© do not go far enough in seeing 'the intercen*
neation of issues, Tet they are hot at all sure of socialism
and do hot wish to Join a' group even if it only "examines
socialism” when such groups are more immediately threatened by
the HcGarra® Act, A group that is left, advance on all issues
of the day, concerned with political action, anti-imperialist
etc, or containing some of these features may be the answer in
a given area.

These left unity and bridge organizations should hot
he viewed as an alternative to building Marxist"oriented youth
groups, but as an aid.



Communists have the task of furthering Marxism-
Leninism among the youth, contributing to the unity of left
youth and in so doing strengthening the unity of youth in
action for democratic needs and against the ultra-right.
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On conclusion of
discussion in which a number of
identities of such individuals are
pertinent remarks were made.

lremarks0 there was a general
individuals participated. The

set forth below and where
the essence is set forth.

BEN DAVIS

Can we get speakers into Negro colleges and is there
. Interest?

Yes 9 there is interest.

JAMES JACKSON

report registers progress on the part of the
Party in the youth field. Today youth has its patron in the
Party and in 60S. The need now is to develop a personality
of youth in spoken and written word.

HELEN WINTER

MICKEY LIMA

DANNY0 s report substantiates experiences in San
Francisco. The SLATE organisation achieved its highest
vote in the last election despite attacks upon it by S5CUA
authorities. A person who had declared himself as a Marxist
was elected. Thirty per cent of those who attended the May
Day meeting in San Francisco were students. Three hundred
students have applied to go to the Festival. Forty students
met with CDS HALL which was good.

|is correct that we can build the CP among
youth o Seventy»five to 100 recruits are possible in New York.
There has been a successful fight against the speaker ban.



In campus elections, there has been a trend in the progressive
direction, for example, Queens College has gone for the National
Student Onion, and the Chairman of the Marxist Club ran third
in this reactionary college.

DOROTHY HEALEY
?

1 still see reluctance on the part of the youth in
identifying themselves with us. What about bourgeoise mass
organizations? In the old days, they supplied forces for
progressive actions.

GPS HALL

So many positive things have been said about youth
work that a few remarks are needed to point out the negative.
One central weakness is represented in the youth cadre. It
is stuffy, starting with l I Also it is too timid, perhaps
because it is new. They need boldness and must overcome
narrowness. Keep in mind the path that the youth work has
traveled during the past year or two. It was a struggle against
wrong ideas. Until the approach and program of call groups was
rejected, we held up. There are some remnants of this in Los
Angeles. Until these ideas are rejected, we cannot build the
CP among youth.

Youth cadre has to learn how to work on two levels,
namely, one ~ socialism-Marxism, and two - united front with
broad mass organizations and movements. We must help the
youth cadre to learn this.

If we can help the youth eadre undo their timidity,
they can tackle the anti-militant sentiment. What happened'
in the Army reserve in camps recently was almost a "revolt”.
Wives picketed and the soldiers held mass meetings out of
uniform on their days off. We did not sense this at the
time and failed to take advantage of this.

Another weakness has been the failure not to
recognize that some youth were moving to the CP and Marxism.

be
h7C
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I
At this session, PHIL BART delivered the report on

"Problems of Organization and the Building of the Communist
Party." The essence of his remarks is as follows t

If has now been one year since the Supreme Court
decision on the McCarran Act. hast year, some people wanted
us to dissolve the Party, but now we are here discussing how
to build the Party.

At a recent meeting, ®J§' HALL talked to us- about the



had no public spokesmen for the Party and there is a lack of
full«time people.

Our chief problem now is an ideological ©n©o That is,
how to bring the analysis of the present day forces to the
people; how can there be peaceful c©«exi©teace? How can the
vanguard role of the Party be seen? Hot by initiating all
movements, but we can participate in mass movements that come
into being. How to make the Party people see the possibility
of success^ in this effort? All of these are ideological tasks,
first of.all

«

Our Party needs a new re^dedication'^devotioa, self^
sacrifice, struggle. This is necessary to meet the attacks
and - -to- raise the militancy off all struggles.

Our Party is involved in many mass movements; for
example , youth, Hegro, peace, Some of these mass movements
are spontaneous and have now become organisations, Where are
we? T© the degree that we strengthen these movements ideologic
caliy and organizationally, w© prove our vanguard role.

A broad left movement is growing in the United States,
Some left groupings are the ’National Guardian,” ^Monthly Review,”
”S, F, Stone Weekly,” and others. Some of ©ur own' comrades are
attracted to such papers as the ’’national ©uardiam,” Why is
this? The "Chaardiaa” i©' legal and fights for some issues that
the Communist Party does. The '’Guardian” is sometime© sectarian
but most of the time they take up issues that w© can unit®*-

In the past# either criticized the ’’national
©uardian” ©r showered praise upon it.

We should criticiz® but in a friendly way and with



We are still very backward in the field of ideology;
that is, spreading the ideology of Marxism to the masses <> At
one time we were the only exponents of Marxism, but this is not
so now. In the past, ideologists of the bourgeoisie would dis°=
miss Marx. This is not so now. There are many works and many
varieties of '’Marxism,,” C„ WEIGHT MIMWB® new book, "The
Marxists” needs study in this regard.

means that
We are

; the ©:
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are ten times as bad.



W@ must ales© concentrate ©m mattonalities for parti-
cular concentration, They can help make contacts , mailings,

Then, there is the question how to use the peace
movement or the people in it for concentration and how to reach
trade unionist©.

On the role and importance of "The Worker,” the
' '

question is how to use it practically and ideologically, ’ The
^ rf3*t *1 *3 /?* $ **>>»«* T1 *5 *0

are beginning to- increase the circulation of the Midweek
Edition in Hew York tat such ‘an increase is not steady. On
the West Coast there is an apparatus for distribution of their

JIM AH®! then followed with a report on literature.
The essence of his remarks is as follow©?

W© will give base outline© for the program of ideolog
ical literature. This report is not yet a committee report

it reflect© idea© in 0BS BhlJL 9s rep
iieratur© separate and apart from magazines, period!

pamphlets, etc. The first problem is to meet the competition
of Marxist—preten®©—publications, W© no longer ar© alone in
this field for other© print Ma.rx°e basic works but surround it
with anti-Marxism and confusion,

W© have to re-establish our publishing houses as
those which have a ccfflplot© lin® of Marxist literature. Class!©©
s®d other basic texts ar© t© bo brought into print. Also, new
ones have to to© published, w© should not put forth foreign
edition® but rather by our own professors, W© should also
put forth new compilation© and selection® of literature but not
in the imported form, should us© American language, not terms like
"political economy”-— 1"Marxian economies”—’,9a Marxist reader and

' ©sophy,” etc. We must decide what t© do with book® like
f Blarssism-ioniiai!

Mew York alone. Mow, we are short again, Y/e will publish this
and present it a© a paperback book, American made, and sell it
for no more than $3 and probably less. This must to© don© to
reach the professors and students.

In the area of "amti-Cosssaumism” writings, we must
learn how to meet this. Last week a book was published as a
textbook ©n what is Communism® s 100 questions. Her©, w® could
establish a board of experts who could present the answers and



V

A question we have is hew to broaden our circle of
contributors for our publications

.

The form we use to do things is important 6 We must
use accustomed formats. By early September, it will be possible
to release a new paperback series, that is, quality paperbacks
selling for $1 to $2, so that w© can get into the accustomed
channels of distribution. We are preparing 12 new titles. This
means new approaches to distribution with new attention and
effective treatment of those in our press, etc.

There then followed a report by Jill MJSTIG on the
question of "The Worker." The essence of his remarks is as

On the content of the paper, a few words. There is a
constant effort among those on "The Worker" staff to improve
m paper and a feel

‘

American workers. A ce
©ace, w

is reflected in the Midweek Edition of "The Worker."

The two major lags as far as "The Worker" is concerned

on w
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On May 20 there will, be a special edition of "The
Worker" on care of the aged. On July 4 there will be a bill
of rights issue and there is a peace issue in the making. In
New York there hare been assigned a couple of people to build
the circulation of the paper.

HALL;

At this point, the following motions were made:

1)' To approve report and summary presented by 60S

2) That H&U»°s report be published in pamphlet form
and 10,000 copies printed and that this report be discussed
within the Party 5

3) That the main points of 60S HAU**s report be
popularized in' our press;



At this points there was conducted a discussion with
the use of the blackboard maintained in the meeting area at which
time the following was pointed out«

The so-called June Defense Meeting initially scheduled
for June 80 9 p and 10 * 1962* has now been postponed until June
22*. 23* and 24* 1962 c It will be called a ’’National Defense
Conference” and be held under the auspices of the GBS HALL-BEN
DAVIS Defense Committee* Actually it will be an enlarged
National Committee meeting* Between 100 and 125 people are
expected to attend the meeting,. However* the various Party
Districts are being requested to pay half the traveling expenses
of the delegates to this meeting and since some will find difficulty

in doing do* the number of delegates present at the meeting
necessarily will be limited* The reason behind the postponement
of the meeting was that insufficient time existed to prepare for
the meeting as originally scheduled*

. The re-scheduled meeting will begin on the morning of
June 22* 1962* as an enlarged Negro Commission meeting and the
main conference will begin on the evening of that date* It' is
desired that all National Committee members attend this re-
scheduled meeting as well as a representative from youth* from
the Negro membership* and the heads of defense committees from
more important districts*

IRVING POTASH then carried on a discussion relating
to the new trade union magazine ’’Labor Today”* He warned
against the Party getting so close to the magazine as to
identify it as a CP* USA* publication* POTASH urged that
ail districts make an effort t© ©ell subscriptions to ’’Labor

Today” o He further suggested that the CP Districts obtain
non-Party members to act as circulation managers* Trade
unions* he noted* should be encouraged to set up' committees
popularizing ’’Labor Today” and trad© union educational
director® should be advised of the existence of this publication*

Before the meeting was finally concluded* GDS HALL
made a motion which was approved and adopted that ROBERT THOMPSON



be CP8 USA g Executive Secretary, HALL indicated that THOMPSON
would specialize in. one of three operations; Legislative,
[Industrial, or Educational.. HALL warned the meeting that ,

THOMPSON 1
' s appointment ,ajs Executive Secretary should be kept

secret for the time being.

,This concluded the four, day. enlarged meeting, of;. the
National Executive Committee.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE: \{k\ 24, 19k 2.

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - c

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH .

ANY HANDLING OR REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN.
IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE.
SINCE THE INFORMATION BY ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIFY THIS
SOURCE, IT SHOULD BE COMPLETELY PARAPHRASED IF FOUND NECESSARY
TO BE SET FORTH IN ANY REPORT FOR DISSEMINATION.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two copies of
an informant's statement dated May 14-16, 1962, containing
information orally furnished on May 14, 1962, to SAs CARL N.
FREYMAN and RICHARD W. HANSEN and on May 15 and 16, 1962, to
SA RICHARD W. HANSEN toy 'CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past • This information was reduced to writing
on May 21, 1962, and the original report is maintained in Chicago
file A) 134-46- ySoq.
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(1 - 100-2974 PATRICK TOOHEY)
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(1 - 100-129629 WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
(1 - 100-32826 JAMES ALLEN)
(1 - 100-56579 PHIL BART)
(1 - 100-25623 ERICK BERT)
(1 - 100-23825 BENJAMIN DAVIS Jr.)
(1 - 100-13483 BETTY GANNETT)
(1 - 100-84994 GUS HALL)
(1 - 100-16785 JAMES JACKSON)
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Hay 14-16 , 1982

Buying th@ period of May 10«13 , 1962, a four day
enlarged meeting of the national Executive Committee of the
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) . and Invited guests was held
at the National Headquarters, GP, USA, in New York City.
The a,sa, proceedings of Hay 10, 1962, were chaired by
BENJAMIN Jo DAVIS Jr, and the p.m, session was chaired
by GEORGE MEYERS,

The following individuals were presents

GUS HALL
ROBERT THOMPSON
JAMES ALLEN
WILLIAM ALBERTSON
WILLIAM WEINSTGNE
JACOB STACHEL
JAMES JACKSON
IRVING POTASH
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK
TOM DENNIS
DOROTHY HEALEY
MICKEY LIMA
MORRIS CHILDS
PHIL BART
HELEN WINTER
ARNOLD JOHNSON
JAMES T0R12EY
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
JAMES LTJSTIG
BETTY GANNETT
PATRICK TOOHEY
WILLIAM PATTERSON
ERICK BERT

THOMS NABRIED
A person identical with the
editor of ’’New Horizons for Youth"



Best Copy Available

GUS HALL submitted the main and opening report,
the essence of which is set forth below.

_ dominant force in ©ur time is the shift
forces* These are gravitating towards the aoclalist
colonial world* Ho m&nt^ ©@©n©a&c or political*
unaffected because of international relatione* Jl® domestic

onto
«* "

problem
of "new frentiers" bat there is no my
as the

i

States there has been decay and decline in relation to world
capitalism and socialism « The "American century” h&o turned
into decline * This is kept from the American public as a
"top secret" but for us this is important to publicise* She
cold war policies are sacrificing the national inter©at*'
Everything for financial monopolies* even if the interests
of the people must be sacrificed* Shis was true under themm and MBmmm Administrations and nos in the EM^r
Administration* The cold war policies are self*d@feating and
will lead to disaster for the people 9s interests* CfRUE E&T9E
said "The Waited States is riding for a fall by basing domestic
and foreign policy on war"* This will lead to bankruptcy* We
must show the people of the Ifetlied States that there is no
solution on the path of the cold war but rather this aggravates
problems*

a situation which makes it possible to pressure changes of
policies* We must show damage to the nation economically and
how it will develop political damage* For us it is important to show
as related to tactics 0 the people versus the Eorgan^Eockefeller
interests*

What has the cold war done to the position of the
baited States? The share of world capitalist production in
1937 was 41*3 per cent* In 1947# after the advantage of war8

this, share ®f world production rose to 58 per cent* This ms
the peak* And this was the year after CHURCHILL mad® his
EOltong Hisaowri speech at which he said the Uhlted States
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was *at the ptaa&cl© of world pm®®,* architects of the cold
war did not mderat&siel the forces of historp bad of oerli:’

' -

development* fkop started Imib® false premise'of the ©old
wp. World Hisy II had already efesiag©d the relation ©£ forces
With th® Waited .States .bad the Soviet Baida ©merging bo the '

S®st ibswerful states* -& realistic seitlement at the time based
©a peaceful ®o*onlsteao© mM M?@ benefited th© United States
dad th© world* -But iasteadp- .atomic moaopoly and e©ld war was

'

Supposed t© he the grand desire to turn the' wheals of, industry*
la 106O9 the United States''©tateLtmMei downward t© 45 per ©eats

to© hav© declined* In 1931,,. tMsr stood at 14' per ®ont§
ia W@$g 33 per coat* and in 196©* had declined to 13 per ©©at
bad th© decline eontlanes*

;'- ' In th© auto industry before „th© ©old war* the
Baited States produced @5 per e©ni ©£ all automobile© and now
'•produces only 50 per cent*-. the &&a© applies to stool® Whore we
- did produce §0 per cent* m now produce 25 per e©nt or less*
PUk® mat smcceosfui achievement of the Baited State© has been

- the Ms©l£<*4iap©D©d fel©cfead©n from the socialist world* ^h©
.

: soc&sil&t World has increased its share. ©£ production t©
32 per cent*

Cold war policies* economic and political* haw© fused
the monopolies. the ©old War policies and monopolies dominate
government* its foreign polish imperialist, expansion* Govern®

: a©nf appropriations are need hf monopolies around the worlds
,
the cold war polish has even heen. responsible for the run on gold
reserves and th© drop in. expats is due to the ©old war, Th®

\ twenty^four and ©u©<*h&lf billion dollar gold reserve is now only
-

- sixteen and ©a®®kal£‘ billion dollars*, even if it has slowed downs

While we do .-not mp that Baited .States capitalism
has reached a "dead end"* there- are processes leading to
-qualitative changes .or offsets on policies*' fhe run on the

.' gold reserve is one of these processes,' .-
-

...-.»
"

Export -of capital is another of .these, processes* monopolies
who dictate prices and wages. her© are. also beneficiaries of the
cold war * If big steel would have lost 20 per' 'cent of ' its sales*,
it still would have netted SO million dollars* even if the orders
had gone to foreign mills since the monopolies who own foreign
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steal production in foreign
ia favor ©£ ©lass interests.

f@ must publicize the argument that
of foreign competition andthe higher

reacted
Section© of the monopoly do not

always see oiass &nt@r©sts<
class are host served toy

t

the export of capital -flow© two directions . % baying
into competitive industries abroad,, all large corporations have
large overseas divisions or a part of the world cartel. ‘ isany

in competitive industry ., Eleven thousand dollars is invested
for each worker in machinery and etc. abroad 0 This foreign
investment could have supplied 4 million jobs for Edited
States workers

o

despite the United States Department of Labor9©
figure^. five million workers are permanently unemployed'. As a
result of automation# on© and ©n®«^«arter million workers have

.
been thrown out of jobs each year." One -should study ES¥SEKLIKO°s

r reports fUs report proves. that, SIS, million American© live below
poverty levels* that is, earn less 1

5

than $40 a we©k0 Another 39
' million Americans live hel&w depression levels, that is, earn
$80 a week, this is growth of mass poverty amidst boom.

• v ...
, , the third stage of the general crisis of capitalism will

lead to qualitative change. £ wonder if we grasp this fact,
’'Party of the poor”. Another factor, war production, has been

less and less effective as an economic stabiliser.

they ha'v© created no .jobs, only war profits.

government; subsidies for . over expansion,
.
continued trade blockade,

all sooner . or later will have a qualitative, effect oh' policies.-
The lilted '.States as ‘it, slips, loses its -political position -as
can be evidenced in Western ©©rahny and Praise©. Berlin has.,
brou^&t emterrassments for the ©sited States. We use the old-
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argument that the Shited build© tap Carman imperialibp and
St 'results 5,ei tla® deterioration of-SftKO* Whilo the te&ted States
position So deteriorating in the capitalist worlds they are trying
to ©©ntrol. military domination in its alliances in order to

'

retain .it* VhjUa third pt&g® development So ©©enuring in ‘peace
time* Ehe nation mad tho- people are feeing sacrificed for the
benefit @# the Ea»@p©itewli@ drain the resources ©f the ©ouatry
for the ©old war. Wt® ©old war ®®mmj work® Stool# into and.
oat .©# continuous daproosionS^ Hast Mo feeea ted for fh® -

financial empires©# fte.xffiBGUUto and tho WKlM'te been
'

ted for* tho people,®# tho nation* For-osmapl©^ the
family is. the greatest, teneficihry of tho- ©old war and haw
octroi, in all ^dainistratioas through, 'paopio like BS&l&Mg and

$W$tBByp.‘€$AY ’aM'Md COKE ” representatives
of tho. 3toti©a&l Bank* This reflects state monopoXy' capital
in the, raw* -• with a© ©ower«s-up with resulting profits for this

' interests a •tew so may been' forced
to. -sacrifice for e® few for e® long1*.

©nr e©lf<*&at©r©ot as -a people and a nation mubt hare
a. ©hang©* Caress .'are developing and pressing for a ©hang©.

'
'

fhi& is bound up h the ©old war policy « - W© must show that
.

,

history is pressing for it* W© must show the tass problem and
ask for elimination of tosses on middle and lower incomes *

1 We'

must work for 'the transfer ®f wasteful war ©sspsnditures' to •
' ! ’

peaceful us© and the ate honr day ©an besom© a reality * If
policy.,is reversed the Ifaiiod States ©an tew® favorable trade
balances* Wb need a concrete program for tho reversal ®f ©old .

war policies* *&&t ©old war fad® and -nations will tr&do'V" WO •'-•.;

must. also seek to end &*>feomfe footing* ' -We most ask for a tost
on orerseao profits* and remove ©worsen) bases* What about
international obligations? ' Snob changes would help*. Ifelted .

States capital still Ms reserves and manenworability but this
kill narrow if the ©old war continues* We haw© now reached
the point of development where we ©an teke hay-* Slow we ©an
place the interest of the nation in a way like they d© in other
countries*

„ . Mow on the domestic situation* Tk® SEililBM’ f^min£stra«»
fion stubbornly ©lings to the ©old war line* Mach stop of
implementation is the * instrument of pressure by- monopoly on

5 -



the Administration for the eold war policy. Th© ultra right
is not demanding sew policy but implementation of old policy,
each step of which loads to war *> nuclear disaster. This
cannot go, on without qualitative change. If it goes on we
face, disaster to nuclear war. South Viet Ham, nuclear tests*
continued building of armed forces, policy towards Cuba*, Taiwan,
'each are a step of implementation which feeds the ultra right.
'Paly reversal can lead to the repulse of the right wing.

duopoly supports the ultra right and wants to
destroy the forces for peace. They also want to take over. the
trade unions or destroy them. It is also for the policy of the
Administration to dictate to union© in the name of "’public
interest” . the SACB based - its decision on the Hinedill and
the conviction of ARCHIE SHOWN on the basis of ’"If you can°t
control » destroy”.

The policy of supporting forces of Fascist formation
is a part of the policy of the cold* war. The cold war climate
is good for the growth of the ultra right. CK>LB>WATER and
TRIMSM are a part of the spectrum of Fascism. Victory in the
cold war cry is a cover for nuclear war. W© must show this
otherwise it is suicide with-no way out.

Anti®Ctearauni®m is big business in the United States

4

W® should not get used to it. Like HITLER
,,
the ultra right would

lead to a monopoly Fascist state. This danger became codified
in the ISsCarran Act and legalized the ultra right. This finding
has become an expected truism for anti«Gommunism. In Louisiana,

“

one cannot enter high 'school unless he has had. a six month course'
in anti^COmmunism, ' a sours© really on the findings in the' MeCarran
Act* This anti«Obmmunism IS skin deep. In the fight we must
show that anticommunism* as is the HsGarran Act, ' are weapons
against the people and will cancel out democratic processes.
The emotional use of "foreign agent” is antidemocratic. ' We
must expose the use of this weapon by trade union leaders and
others. We are not against those who are not Communist but
against the Hitlerite antl»Communist. The ultra right is
generally dangerous but their attack had been blunted when
the people saw through the right.

^ «*»



The masses are in motion in the United States* We
must see this and should net ignore it* Bubbles is what some of
us said but they are really deep currents. If isolated and not
in the mass currents, we draw wrong conclusions on possibilities
of victory9 peace, ultra right, and etc. and develop defeatist
concepts about the role of the CP* MSA. We must learn from the
past mistakes of the forties and fifties or we will make more
mistakes* Today the youth is the most active contingent, of this
mass Wave and is the ©park on all major issues* Symbolic of this
is the student demand to hear a Communist spokesman* This is of
great magnitude and no force can ignore it*

In regard to the question of the youth* The old youth
organisation is not reacting the same as it did in the thirties.
W© must meet with the youth and we must find forms so that they
can express themselves. To get this united expression on every
level we will need a variety of forms* If the Party is an
obstacle* let°s change forms* legality is no excuse* It would
be defeatism not to get them into our Party. There is an age gap
in the Party and we must find a bridge for that gap* In speaking
of flexibility of organizations* we can us© youth divisions* youth
clubs*, youth sections* Also the forms of education should be
different*

On the Negro people®s movement* This is a second
contingent of the upsurge* If it is not as dramatic as before*
there are makings for a historic break-through in the South*
This will break the power of the Dixlecrats and will be done,
through registration and voting* This is not the period of lull
but of advance* The Negro people®© movements have enough power
to force action against the Administration together with allies
like labor and other elements* The attempted banishment and
deportation of the Negro from the South must be fought. "Funds
for South United States not South Viet Nam”.

How far can passive resistance go? Who is right* KING
or WILLIAMS? Passive resistance was the stag© that got people
off a certain level and played a definite role. WILLIAMS9 methods
expressed dissatisfaction* but KING°s movement reflects a real
stage but needs more mass action. WILLIAMS9 method is not reality*
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'She third element of the mass wave is the peace
movement. St is gathering momentum and has won support in the
organization Strike for Pease „ Tons of literature are being
distributed on pease, by dozens of organizations. Our task is
to secure more central co-ordinated action. Hegro women pressing
for this, movement ' has© been important. Getting the trade unions
into the peace movement is also important. Students now go and
speak to conferences on peace. W© are not out to capture the
peace movement and to make no expose of the socialist narrowing
of this peace movement. Peace can be the basis for the united

•' front with the socialists. Our posture for the peace struggle
: must be based on who is responsible for the tests and the
imperialist nature of the tests. We must discuss all of these
things but also must place the fact that first of all we .are for
peace generally. When this is done other things will fall into
place.. We do not always have to have the same position as other
parties. Some Soviet statements rejected their position on
Berlin and later changed again. We dropped our tactic for
"access to Berlin" but we should have held on to our position.

low on the question of the trade union movement. . Wo
othex^ class of people is more negatively affected as are the

.

workers by war, MEANIY* etc. want to continue the cold war
policy. BEtJTHEB* UC DONALD* and other trade union leaders
are tied to the Administration’s policy. They have become
less effective. The recent steel settlement was a sacrifice
for the cold war. The present Administration tries to dictate
to the trade unions. The present policy of MEAST’s "status quo"
economic concept is defeatist* and in the meanwhile* the speed-up,
the cost of living* and etc. go on. The idea that the nation
can profit from the cold war has run its course. Bow Can the
rank and file support their unions under these conditions? We
must find means to expose, the rank and file feelings and to
mobilize them around specific questions like job security*
against speed-ups 0 There is. new need for the Communist Party
and the left in the trade union movement. How to exercise such
leadership is the question. The starting point is not to prove
how lousy the trade union leadership is* the first task is to
convince the trade unions that there is a set of problems that
cannot be solved singly. The flow from the eold war* national
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interest 0 &r© net being put forth by th© Administration# '

Copying won't give u© a place in this movement. Th© thirty
hour, week is part of job security a© is nationalization ©£<
si©k industry,, and the stepping of owseas runaway shops 0 -

Th© Cossamaiot Party, and the left must become trad© union
leaders in th© real sens© .of the word*- oven if they held
no- office. On th© question of pea®©,, w© must bring this •

issue to the trad© unions and point out fh© destruction
of nuclear war and that there are no jobs in th® wasteland

.

-Instead to must show them that money for destruction can be

Blow on th® matter of shop work. We must emphasis©
and - improve,, not liquidate . We can break through with our
flexible tactics# We must look for th© arms and th© hands
to. carry through our Party policy#

Iferssisa is a legitimate body of thought but how do
w© get people to realize this# Perhaps a solution is a Efkrasist
2netitut©0 not necessarily a Party institute,, which could be
established not to teach the Iteasism of th® Archives,, not -to
re«debate what IBBH and EK€E£S debated though they did well,,
but to discuss certain questions of E&rsism that have a mss
base# We must avoid issues that have interest only to the
intellectuals# Bosons of student magazines and papers now
open up avenues that will be responsive.

In regard to the national groups 0
' th® old ones '

perpetrate old institutions like old papers. . W© have to break
this circle and must go beyond the left. They should not Just

.they .will fight for peace and for our policies..

Mm on the question of unity# We must b® the
champions for the unity of the world 0 © peoples# That we can do
.this Is shown on the response on th© Festivals the world response
of the Women for Peace „ and th® feeling of oneness of the Kegro
people# These developments have counteracted th® ultra right
-chauvinism# In the lAT© countries w© must show that the -workers
are being used against each other and form a united front of



Workers. We must stress the need for unity of world peace. .

forces and show that it is not limited to what only Communists
thihk against tests and for disarmament* etc. Xa©t the various
movements arrive at conclusions on the basis of es^erieac®..

There is need for unity among the l&rxists. This -

lank of unity has damaged th© world movement and given encourage-
meat to the forces of imperialism. The State Apartment has
concrete plans *> ”no pressure on Albania” * Th© lack of
unity of ISar^ist world forces will encourage adventurous - -

policies* Imperialists* however* have made two mistakes
by over-rating and counting too much on a split'* l«if@ has
proved the correctness of the 20th and 22nd Congresses as well
as the meeting of the @1 Workers and Communist Parties* We
need deeper understanding of. the declarations and results of
these meetings* There is no sense in agreeing that "peace is

.

the central issue” and then place other issues as being ’'bigger”
or that unity is necessary and then slander the Soviet Fnion and
its leadership* The influence of the bourgeois© nationalists
is the' source of some of these attitudes current in some Itersist
parties; W© should draw lessons from some Marxist party skipping
sthjgCs in’ the building of anew society o At the same %&m also
remember that it 1© wrong to draw general theoretical conclusions
on thg skipping of stages*

Yugoslavian* Chinese* and Cuban experience© should. he
studied; However* they should not Impose their views over the

©adorsh&p ©f other parties. % Each
d on policy* history, personnel

itorj

?onn@

r*>'«p5£i

YViyj

fiT^

discussions that affect other parties without first having had
discussions thereof* There are some signs of improvement*
Some parties are learning the cost of skipping stages* X
think that Yugoslavia is also learning that tod much de«^cehtralis
tioa is "skipping stages”* How there is complete agreement that
”disarmament is the central issue”* even among the Chinese*

On the matter of Party cadre. How do you make a' Hip
Van Winkle look alive? Those who live in the past are like
punch drunk fighters. The question is how to inject a .spirit
of sacrifice in the people. . How to develop on© who puts '

personal security and comfort last. How to instill initiative.
How not merely to instill Pavlovian refleases but rather action.
How to make the cadre feel it is a part of a comunity and are
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not freaks. How to give the eadr© a seas© of vietory, In some
districts tker© is no confidence i® the mass movement and no
sons© of fight or militancy. W&nf shy away from the river and
swim in the pools, There is endless inier*>Barty discussion and
fanciful discussion. How do w® get the new cadre to see the
new epoch-and the new tactics, Haw do we get them to see that
we can defend our Party and win? Bow do we break the circle?
Is age the problem? It is not all age* it is -partly political
weakness and .the effect of the ideological influence of the
enemy who are saying "It is hopeless" * "It is no use", "(Hive
it up". Isay can cling to Ideals hut there has been no struggle.

On the matter of the defense of our Party. If we
put up a good campaign* we can win. We have slowed the attack
against our Party. Tbe defense of 60S and BEK 'B&VtS is the key*
hut it is not our personal defense* it is defense of the Party,
The recent Bay Bay meetings were not understood and in Hew York
no literature was distributed. Be ready for qualitative changes.
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remarks, the essence thereof has feeaa set forth.

jambs jackson

• This report has b®@n a good one, well-rounded
and containing a classic coneretiz&tion of this stage of

i monopoly capital 0 Perhaps now is the time to raise the
‘ question of nationalization in some industries on a selective
basis, such as industries isolated in the eyes of public

' opinion because of some misdeeds like profiteering and etc.

; ATOONY .SECHMAREK
I-

BRICK BERT
i GEORGE BEYERS

wm DAVIS
W1I&XAB WEINSTONE
mUtUM PATTERSON

;

TOMB? DENNIS

JACK STACHEL

For the meeting planned for June 7th, there will be
8 committees working on various subjects, namely, qn< national
interests, on necessity for the Party, on "World B&rxist Review"
editorial, elections, trade union, youth, Party organization,
and on antl-Communism.

At this point, the meeting adjourned until a.m. of
Hay 11, 1962*
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May 14*16, 1962

During the period May 10*13, 1962, a fcur~day enlarged
meeting of the Rational Executive Committee of the Communist
Party, USA <€P* USA) and invited guests was held at the National
Headquarters of the CP* MSA in New York City. The second*day
sessions held on May 11, 1962, were chaired by HELEN WINTER of
Detroit.

The following individuals were presents

CMS HALL
BENJAMIN Jo . DAVIS, JR.
ROBERT THOMPSON
JAMES ALLEN
WILLIAM ALBERTSON
WILLIAM WSSNSTONE
JACOB STACHEL
JAMES JACKSON .

- IRVING POTASH
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK
TOMMY DENNIS
DOROTHY HEALEY
MICKEY LIMA
GEORGE MEYERS

. MORRIS CHILDS
ARNOLD JOHNSON
JAMES TORMEY
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG
BETTY GANNETT
PATRICK T0OHEY
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON

At the opening of this session, a motion was made and
carried to send greetings to ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN* CARL WINTER
and CLAUDE LIGHTFQOT who were unable to attend this meeting for
various reasons.
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ARNOLD JOHNSON inado the first report on the matter of
CP, BOA electoral policies. Zn this report; he stressed the
need for independent political action and for the establishment
of a new major party which would sailitantXy combat monopolies*
He noted the importance of the primary elections now being held
in many of the states throughout the country*

JOHNSON expressed the opinion that one of the major
objective© of the CP, USA should be to seek the defeat of KELSON
ROCKEFELLER in the latter individual *s campaign for re-election
as Governor of New York State,, He noted that to defeat
BOSEEFEHER in his bid for re-election to the Governorship would
effect his elimination as a candidate for the presidency of the
Halted States, a major objective.

JOHNSON noted that 39 liberal Congressmen will be in'
need of support iu the next congressional election. He pointed
out that among them were some from Philadelphia, New York, and
Boston, who could be described as "peace candidates." These
individuals should, in particular, be vigorously supported.

JOHNSON further charged that the Kennedy Administration
had completely failed in its civil rights program and felt that
should ROCKEFELLER press for an effective civil rights program,
the latter individual could conceivably win a presidential
election on that basis.

According to JOHNSON, the CP, USA electoral program
should include the issues of outlawing war, recognizing China,
the removal of tJ»S, troops from South Vietnam and 0.S. naval
units from Formosan waters, outlawing monopolies, an effective
civil rights program, nationalization of certain industries,
health insurance, effective agricultural program, income
exertions on income less than $5,000, and "other prospectives
for socialism.

"

cuesion
Following JOHNSON *s report, there was a general die*

in which the following individuals participated and
"

d favorably;

HICKEY LIMA
TOM’ DENNIS

ROBERT THOMPSON
BOROTHY HEALEY
PATRICK TOOHEY
IRVING POTASH
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JAMES TDRMEV then followed with a report on Party
defense activity., E© expressed agreement with the cements made
by CIS HALL la this individual Ss main report delivered during
the first«day sessions regarding the need for a militant mem*
borship, He noted that the Party today is not confronted with
the pressure of "the day© of McCarthy , " He called for pressures
on the Congress of the tf,S« to revoke anti-Commuaist legislation*
He stressed the need for a vigorous defense of C33S HALL and BEN
DAVISs JR, , and for legislation giving the CP the right to parti-
cipate legally in political activity*

• TONNE? then noted that the Party will have an advertise-
ment in the publication "The Nation": which will solicit funds
for the defense of HAIL and DAVIS, In this same regard, he sug-
gested advertisements be placed in other magazines and newspapers
for this same purpose*

He then noted that the Party planned to print copies
of HALL*© speeches which he had recently delivered at universities
throughout the country and also to print a speech presented by
BEN DAVIS before a Harvard University Law School alumni group*
TQRISE? pointed out that the CP lawyers are currently preparing
a digest of the McCarran Act*

following TORMEV’s report, there were favorable com-
ments made thereon by WILLIAM L* PATTERSON, MORRIS CHILDS, and
HELEN WINTER,

OEOROE METERS then spoke briefly, commenting favorably
on the electoral report of . JOHNSON,

BENJAMIN DAVIS followed and spoke on the CP electoral
program and stressed the importance of the CP making every effort
to insure the election of RALPH BUNCHE to the U,S, Senate* He
felt that the Party should now begin a campaign to appoint a
Negro as a O.S, Supreme Court Justice when the next vacancy

At this point. Just prior to the conclusion of the
session, CSUS MIL again took the floor and presented a summary
of his main report which he had presented on the preceding day*
The essence of HALL'© remarks at this time is as follows!



. .
This- meeting had problems to overcome—** discussion

gap. Some of us, have been having discussions tut others are
here for the first time in many months. The thing not to lose
sight of is the. central point of the report, the key question,.
It is a. fundamental question and if we agree, we will work out
tactics,.

.
This , is a preparatory meeting, and we will round out

the matters later.

, .
Qh specific things. In a recent ’'World Marxist Beview”

editorial, they
:
describe the ’United States as center of fascism,”

W@ do not accept this, we have our own ideas.

,

. ;
.Why

1 are we here now and. not three or six months ago?
This decision to get together follows a discussion a few weeks
back, ti was found there was a need for such a meeting based
upon the. Concept we are ’’not legal but not illegal.” There is
an ©Idmepi

\
of ’’gamble” in prediction and there may be more

2mras^meht.9:arrests , or indictments. But we felt days after the
indictment’ that w® might have a period of ’’calmness” or less
"harassment/"' We can use these weeks relatively fast to get
together/, to resolve problems. If we thought we had more time,
we 'wduldfi'h&ve called a convention. Bow, on the basis of these
deeisionj^j,: . the national Executive Committee met. But we better
work fast' las’ we don't know how long this period will last. Some
thinge in' sthe "climate” are visible, some are not.

/ L
!

( The concentration camp expose was first' raised in 1952.
At that.- time there Was ho such protest as there are now and this
is/fa sign rdf a new climate,
this /get^tOgether.

This was part of our thinking on

that

v. On trade union unity. X agree with B
^/.workers is important, but there are pr
ke ’ this unity difficult. Yet, we can ha
on contact and person-to-person contact,
basis of ceaon economic demands.

X agree with BOB that world
^

but there are practical questions
Yet, we can have limited union

—person contact. This can be done

/ 7 Bow, on the Marxist Institute and as to its direction
-center of gravity. Xt is a fact that some people, iatel-
,tuals, are interested in problems that the workers are not
ays interested in. There are certain questions that interest
Mrs^-eurrent or theoretical. Some questions, however, stand
and will attract workers, youths, Negroes, etc. Therefore,

rpper, posture is needed.

- 4 -



On the Kennedy Administrationand the ultra-right » We
will examine if we are. off balance. We must hold on to pur
position on the differentiation between the Kennedy Administra-
tion and the ultra-right ? what are the problems within that?
The Administration does follow the cold war policy and does
implement the policy of the ultra-right like South Vietnam,
etc. If this continues , that is, the cold war policy, there are
dangers. What has bothered me is how to present this problem
without creating the impression that the Kennedy Administration
has already shifted. We should not rule out that the Kennedy
Administration might shift.

Oh the united front question* The content of our united
front must always reflect the central question of a given period.
In the thirties, fascism and peace and relief were the central
questions. Today, in an anti-monopoly coalition, we put forward
the national interest. First, the interest of the workers, the
Negroes, and the farmers and' further their demands but within the
content of national interest. In every field we need to see the
national interest. We need'to recognize the new balance of
forces in the world objectively as a progressive act. The ultra-
right does not see this. In the united front, people will see this
and cement unity.

The policy of reaction is contrary to the national
interest and the people sense this. The united front' will be
based on the peace issue or for democracy of all classes, Hegro
rights, labor, youth, etc. This is the general framework of our
electoral policies. Multi-class or multi-group will join the
united front

.

We should emphasize that people can use the two-Party
system and can use it successfully if they work independently
inside and outside of both Parties; Here, a variety of farms
exist like COPE, Brotherhood Party, etc. Our task, besides
policy and outlook, is how to organize and use independent forms.
Our outlook is that candidates are not only Democrats or
Republicans but also have an independent base.

In regard to "left unity." We must spread this. Left
unity is not in a vacuum and left formations have relations with
broader movements. You cannot jump' over this "left,” and if we
try, they will become obstacles. Even a Horman Thomas influences
broader movements. We must be careful that we do not insist that
these people of the left turn around and march with us. We

5



must work together with them in whatever movements they are working.
If it is the peace movement, we want to help.

c We must get down to brass tacks on these things and eyen
assign people for work with the left. Questions on which we can
agree get bigger. The left has changed, too, because of the
reality of the present situation. There are new possibilities
also because we have changed, too, and admit mistakes. We can
afford to be big because of the world socialist movement

.

The policies of the cold war may continue. The gap
between the people and the monopolies will continue and the possi-
bilities will grow, You may have then more than one Cyrus Baton.
Mass movements will expand. If the Kennedy Administration will
continue to implement the cold war policies, the mass movement
will expand. In the trade union movement, too, people will resist
sacrifices for the cold war.

If there is an agreement to ban atomic tests or an agree*
ment on Berlin or some disarmament, then, of course, differences
will decline. But the anti-monopoly coalition is not dependent
on that. '

The internal divisions in our Party have disappeared for
the first time in many years. There are some differences, yes,
but these are all right.

As MORRIS CHILDS said, we are speaking to millions.
There are great possibilities to sell Marxist literature. When
they buy our literature, there is no argument on what they seek.

We are now in the center of stages and we use it. Our
prestige is higher, especially among the left and especially since
our policies have won over the youth and not just a few of them.
In bull sessions with youth, the discussions are chiefly around^ >

Party policies. In and around the Party there are still
questions. Some think that our tactic on the ultra-right has
"helped KENNEDY. " In reality, we hit KENNEDY and compel action
against the ultra-right. If we lift the pressures oh the ultra-
right, the Kennedy Administration moves forward. Some say that
the Communist Party should not be the force against the ultra-
right and say "let the liberals do this." If you support the
"liberal papers," it will hurt the fight. The Communist Party
should have advanced positions so liberals will not be charged
with "alliance - CP." We will support some issues in the
"liberal papers" and criticize things we do not agree with.



Now, about recruiting . DOROTHY argues from a wrong
premise, She implies that we do away with work, etc, and engage
in a massive recruiting drive. What IRVING says is right—the
thing to do is to get together and build the Party. There are
thousands of youth who place confidence in our Party. If we do
not take them, they will go to the Socialist Party or the
Troiskyites, We only want 250 youth members . Some youth won’t .

join the PYOO'but will join the Communist Party for security
reasons. Security cannot be the chief factor for not recruiting.
Political factors come first and then we use security. The.
question is, how do we take the recruits in and not why we take
them in.

One of my chief tasks is youth work, an assignment by
the Board. All districts must assign their best cadre to take
maximum advantage of recruiting youth. This is a life and death
question for. our Party. The lack of youth in our Party gave us
a pessimistic feeling. Now, we behave differently and are more
optimistic. Standards for recruits must be "youth standards."
We won’t use the word "candidates" for the Party but that’s the
idea. •

Liquidationist ideas attach themselves to "flexibility"
and forms: of organization. There has been unnecessary effacing
of the Party, liquidating the Party ns a public organization or
as a public spokesman. Some clubs had lost Party contact and that
was liquidationism. We fought against these concepts. We have
played by ear too long. We should have found ways of speaking
up. But since our indictment , we have taken up the slack and
entered a new phase of organization.

What to do with documents on the following topics:

1) International situation;

2) Elections;

3) Trade unions;

4) On youth;

5) Chi ultra-right^

6) On work with the left



* *

This is a question we will decide later.

At this points JACK STACHEL spoke briefly, stating that
no documents were available; however, reports will be carefully
edited and published in pamphlets . This will be done before the
other gathering in June. It is hoped that copies will be avail*
able in two weeks. In regard to this June conference, there
were eight subcommittees, six of which have met. The Negro
Commission met once last week. Specifically, we will decide
on the nature of some of the documents later.

At this point, HALL commented that if documents were
not ready, to use "my report" as the basis.

This ended the second-day session of this meeting.

* S r
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NX 100-46498

May 1, 1962

There was a "PROGRESSIVS LABOR" party given on
April 21. 1962 in an apartment located aid

J

rwas located under the apartment of

I J^s said that|
|

planned to. marry this girl
1, 1962*

About 100 to 150 people were present at this party
and ^he apartmrmt was miite crowded finma nf fthnssa rv^gort*
were I

WILBUR BROMS
,

white male
| approximately

[ ]5 f§" to 5*9",
blond hair, wore blue .leans and weighed 135 to 140 pounds.
This individual
was very talentecTI

He

Some one was overheard saying that earlier in the
party, a person named I

An unidentified white male from Pennsylvania was
introduced by|

I I This man spoke on the split in the left wing
movement and said that this split should not interfere with
the struggle against the main enemy. He spoke with a country
accent , wore a blue shirt, no tie and unpressed trousers*
He was

| I
years old, 5*7**, 180 pounds, grey receding

hair ana
-

! \

I I spoke and introduced himself as the
editor of "PROGRESSIVE LABOR" and he said I

was a writer for "PROGRESSIVE LABOR", I spoke on the
need for socialism and said that four issues of "PROGRESSIVE
LABOR" had been printed and that there were about 200
subscribers to ’'PROGRESSIVE LABOR",

- 2 -
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May 1, 1962

New York, Present at this meeting were

home

been on a CBS newsreel that night having been interviewed
by newsmen as he was picketing somewhere. He apparently
lives in | [

This meeting was centered around the publication
called "Progressive Labor "« There is no name yet for this
group but it is orientated around "Progressive Labor" and
it was described as a group to improve the lot of the trade
union worker in America by using Marxist theory. The group,
judging from the conversation during this meeting, is much
bigger than the number present at this meeting and is scattered
throughout the east* Judging from what I

Isaid

,

he and ! Ihave bean attending
central meetings for this group. These meetings: consisted
of representatives from the entire group who seemed to form
something like a sustaining committee to coordinate the entire
group. I I said he had been too busy to keep going
to these meetings so I ~lsaid they would
continue to attend on their own*

| I said that this
group is starting a new political party but as yet they have
no name for themselves. They are supposed to meet once every
two weeks and the next meeting is scheduled to be held at

I beginning at 8:00 P.M. , Thursday,
May 10, 1962.

A budget of $10,000 000 is suppposed to have been
set for "Progressive Labor” but this amount has not been
raised. "Progressive Labor" is being printed on someone fs
lithograph at a place near. 42nd Street by someone who is
giving them a reduction on the paper used by the group who
hope to print "Progressive Labor" for themselves at sometime
in the future.

I

~| asked the members
status was with the COMMUNIST PARTY (CP)

.

what their
advised

2 *•



NK 100-46498
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them that he considered himself to still be a member of the
CP and he was getting himself active in the CP in New Jersey.
The answer I I got was that those present were out of
the Party but they said they had no objection to I Ibeing
a member of the Party and a member of their group,
said that WILBUR BKOMS will not meet with this group ana ne
said that "we lost^_him_=*_h2_ is in a west side club".
not known whether

It is
meant that BROMS was in a west

side CP club or possibly in a west side group of expelled
members from the CP.

I I appears to be in the CP
because she left the apartment during the meeting, saying
she was going to a peace meeting upstairs and in the con-
versation that developed, she addressed the group with the
statement that "that is why you guys can't get along" which
referred to their argument with the CP*

It was mentioned at this meeting that some man who
-distributes magazines has guaranteed to put "Progressive
Labor" on 300 stands in New York City for a charge of $45 per
issue. After some discussion it was decided to accept this
offer.

The meeting discussed the election of a president
of the group but nothing was decided. The group appears
interested in getting anyone into its membership who was ever
in the CP, is presently in the CP or is progressive minded.

- 3 -
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*

-i

|

1
$4.00 for past CP dues and $1.00 for

the fund drive.

I I also told l I that there was going to be a
meeting on 6/ll|/62 . She .said that this is to be a meeting of
Soainish speaking people and is to be held at Adelphi Hall,
NYC at 8:00 PM* She said that the 'CP is trying to organize-;
a .Soainish "left-wing" paper in New York* She said that if I I

knows of anyono who is Snainish speaking to have them attend this
meeting. She sold that they need waiters and other people interested
in newspaper work*

* i

J 1 that he should not disoass this with
I
because then the "Progressive Labor" group might

try tp pack the meeting with their nipple 0 ^ J
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NX 100-428432

Hay 16 , 1962

There was a meeting of the state leadership of the
New Jersey COMMUNIST PASTY fCP) at the home ofl I

19627 There were [

,
„ night. May 14,

Jeopl© present at this meeting:

bo
b7C
b7D

FAT TOOHEY-announced that the reason for his
testimonial dinner was to provide an umbrella for the real
purpose of the gathering~=*na®ely, to call together as many
loyal CP people in New Jersey as possible to discuss and bring
up to date information on what has happened to the CF in the
past year regarding the Supreme Court Decision., A second
reason for the gathering is to gather funds for the GPo FAT
said that for some time there have been only sporadic club
meetings, with no regular dues collections,, fund gatherings,
etc,, but the large gathering at his testimonial dinner will
help correct this situation by bringing everyone together.
Those who come will learn that the OF is still alive and
operating, TOOHEY said that each county delegate should
determine how many from his county will attend and report
this number , | | said that he expected slag to eight
people from his county, Bfe said thatl laereed
to attend this dinner? but when he heard that GUS HAIL from the
CP National Office would speak, he threw up an argument of
security, saying he would not attend the dinner, but he was

b6
b7C

2



from Patera

club.

w.
| |

reported that
mild attend the dinner*
about fifteen Puerto Ricans

further stated that he had
a , and three of the egg farmers
moon® to watch over their
three mM attend from her

four would attend from his
five would attend from her

dinner* It was
organiser from
PAT TGOHY in ‘

was said ,that a Negro male who

e main speaker for the
CP National Office will
ed to be present at the
who is a district
instrumental in getting

Ad that on
other hand

eight or ten
CP's refusal

,1 now the CP has
ie hand the picture
i© CP can move ahead*
Lssing among them-
comrades would be
to obey the Supreme
been arrested~-namely

,

,t this time he would
! more arrests, but he
regarding his belief
felt this way because
Act have been formed.

against them some day* BART said the people
t the CP could well be directed
the people in these groups
for peace* BART referred
t year have spoken to about
m colleges* BART said that
©fore, and it is a good
i BA¥2S had spoken to a group
n pressured by their school
md hired a hall in order
rred to GBS HAU* 9s speeches
at with such demonstrations
reactionaries have not been
s they would like, and the
to attack the CP* BART

takes and that it was
akes, but he said "we the
where to improve the clubs,
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tho collection of dues, th© fund drives, etc. BABT said that
many of os ar© eld and can m longer do all that w© would life®
to do, so th© National Committee has discussed the possibility
of getting younger comrades and having young leaders under old
CP direction. BAS? said the national also felt the CP could
still recruit.

remarked on BAR7*s talk. She said
that despite the fact that her club had recruited two people,
BAET's remarks about recruitment were full of wind. She said
many people were reluctant to join; they would join other
organizations but not the CP.

talk:
node several remarks concerning BABT’s

1. I Imentioned the reluctance of the rank and
file to attend regular meetings, referring to comrades in his
club who would not attend meetings, especially one who never
rofusod to attend a mooting but alGO_Bad£L_&ll sorts of excuses
why he was not present at aaaetings. I Isaid this comrade
was one of th® factors in causing I [club to meet
irregularly. Be said this comrade also had the dues records
which he had destroyed, thereby prohibiting an accurate account
of dues. I 1estimated that the members of his club are sin
months behind in dues.

2.
| |

referred to youth in th® CP and referred
to one comrade who quit several tines but always recontacted
the Party and r©surc2d some form of activity because she did not
know any other group like th© CP. I 1 said this comrade
would not work with older comrades but preferred working with
two young people she knows, because the atmosphere is more
friendly and ©he enjoys them.

LEW g)fiDSSB remarked about the situation in Essex
County and primarily in the State Secretariat, saying that
ho now holds several jobs and he cannot get help on them.
H>£0ZN said he approached several people for help or to let
thee take over ©one of these jobs, but all he got was a shrug.
HJEDZE said if there is a letter to be written he does it
and any other activities to perform h@ does them. Ho said
that many counties have been neglected because there is no
guidance from the state leadership, and he said Hudson County
was on® such county. NOE0ZD felt that something must be
don© in this respect. Es said h© could no longer held these
various jobs because he oust get a full tic® job caking a
living. E35EDZE proposed that his problem be discussed by th®



Natioaal Office and that a group com to Hew Jersey and sit

I Isaid that now that her daughter is Harried
she can take a »ie active part in -state work*

PHIL- BAR? made some more remarks* He said that many
of these gripes had some up in the past, six or eight months
ago, and he felt that these gripes were nothing new* He said
that we oannot do everything because we wind up by doing nothing*
He said we must choose one job, one goal, and achieve it, even
though other goals may suffer* He said that in the 1030s the
Party set one goal of working in Harlem* He said the Harlem
work was a concentration of effort in which the CP shifted forces
to Harlem and went out for recruiting and thereby got results,
even though other aspects of Party work suffered*

Before the meeting adjourned, another meeting of the
state leadership, was scheduled for May 28, 1008, at the home of
IdEW H0B0ZB. Hie agenda for the meeting: will he a further
discussion of organisation*
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Date(s) of activity

5/25/62

Testimonial Dinner for PAT TOOHEY

Remarks:

ll-New York (RM)
(1-97-169 PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS* INC*)
(1-100-84275 WILLIAM PATTERSON)
(1-100-84995 GXJS HALL)
(1-100-16785 JAMES JACKSON)
(1-100-9595 WILLIAM WEINSTONE)
(1-100-559 JESUS COLON)
(1-100-74560 CP* USA. FtINDS)

^(1-100-134384 I I

^Xl?100-80638 CP, USA* MEMBERSHIP)
(1-100-147907 I

2-Sen Juan . (RM) 31 •

~
(1-100- r I

5-Philadelphia (RM)
(1-65-1686 TOM NABRIED)
(1-100- I

(1-100-

F0R PAT TOOHEY*
NEWARK* N.J.,
5/25/62)

LBS.* MEMBER OF CP IN
PUERTO RICO WHO ATTENDED
TESTIMONIAL DINNER FOR PAT
TOOHEY IN NEWARK* N.J.*
5/25/62)

(COPIES CON'T ON PAGE la)

QAC:aas
(37)

(1-100-

'

V ^

PRESENT AT TOOHEY*

S

TESTIMONIAL 5/25/62

ACCOMPANIED W/F ABOVE]

sXt'U I
SEARCHEQ INDEXED

,

;
/
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May 29, 1962

A testimonial dinner was given for PAT TOCHEY on
Friday ,' May 25, 1962, at the Ukrainian Home, 723$ South 14th
Street, Newark, New Jersey. The dinner got underway about
8s 00 p„m» There were about 200 people present at this meeting,
based on an estimate of the number standing and counting ten
people per table. In the beginning it was not apparent that
the COMMUNIST PARTY (CP) had an interest in the dinner, but as
the activities, introductions, and speeches progressed, it was
obvious that many CP members were present and were honoring
one of their fellow members. Those present clapped heartily
for most all of the talks and testimonials. Some present in
the audience gave testimonials from the floor. Free copies
of "The Worker" were given out and everyone present was
encouraged to read "The Worker". One of the speakers, WILLIAM
PATTERSON, announced that if all readers of "The Worker" got
At least one new subscriber to "The Worker", the new subscrip-
tions would guarantee "The Worker's" continued existence. About
$1,070 was collected at the dinner, an amount realized in
addition to the sale of tickets. It is believed that the $1,070
west to "The Worker".

The first activity was the dinner itself, after which
LEW H0R0ZE, of the New Jersey CP, acted as chairman of the
gathering and introduced the speakers. The following people
from New York were recognized;

GUS HALL, one of the main speakers who was introduced
by LEW MQROZE. HALL received a big hand from the audience. He
addressed the audience as "Comrades and Friends" when making his
speech

,

WILLIAM PATTERSON, from the National Office of the
GP, USA, who also spoke.

JAMES JACKSON, from the National Office of the CP,
USA, who was introduced by LEW M0R0ZE as Editor of "The Worker"

.

JACKSON sent a telegram to the dinner but showed up also.

WILLIAM WEXNSTQNE, from the National Office of the CP,
USA, who spoke briefly.

JESUS COLON, who gave a short talk and also introduced
a CP member from Puerto Rico. The individual from Puerto Rico
who was introduced by COLON wasg

2
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peace and predicted that the Puerto Rican people would one day
he free and independent. He invited PAT TOOHEY to Puerto Rico,
saying that TOOHEY would always have a home there.

Some people from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, who
attended were s

‘

TOM NABRXED, a colored male and CP organizer. NABRXED
spoke about TOOHEY 5 s CP service in the Philadelphia area years
ago, and he said that TOOHEY served there without pay from the
CP. NABRXED gave TOOHEY a gift.

e was overheard taiKing
e progressive movement was in 'Philadelphia, but she said

there were new youth groups going in the Haverford section and at
the University of Pennsylvania. This girl apparently came with
the unidentified white male listed next. She sat with him all
evening holding his hand and hugging and kissing him.

apparently cai

above. He wo:

sort of a you
design of two
other and str

e with the unidentified white female immediately
e several buttons on his coat, of which one was some
h button, color blue and white, round, with a center
inverted Y’s, one partially superimposed over the
tching from top to bottom of the button. \

The following individuals from New Jersey were recognised:

PAT TOOHEY, of the New Jersey CP.

LEW MOROZE, of the New Jersey" CP.

I of the New Jersey CP.

3
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accompanied by her husband. ^
\ from Essex County » New Jersey

.

I from Hudson County , New Jersey.
|

read a prepared speech, saying he was talking for northern
New Jersey in praising PAT TOCHEY.

I President of the Newark Branch of
the NEGRO AMERICAN LABOR COUNCIL, who was brought by| 1

was introduced as chief cook<

members o

of the New Jersey CP.

£ the New Jersey CP.

songs like "Talking Union". » He sat with
apparently a friend o£|

and was
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Everyone present gave some money. LEV MOROZE gave
a collection speech. L I gave about $240 for people
she said could not come. There appeared to be no pledges -

everyone either gave cash or wrote a check.

Following the supper, when LEW MOROZE called the
group to order, (mentioned above) gave a biography on
TOOHEY. Then the unidentified man from the farm area (mentioned
above) gave his comments. Then I I read his speech,
and so on. GUS HALL reviewed personal anecdotes from TOOHEY*

s

life. WILLIAM PATTERSON spoke about how TOOHEY had fought for
Negro rights in the 1930*s and Ijow TOOHEY was one of the founders
of the old Negro Labor Committee.

PAT TOOHEY reviewed how his testimonial dinner came
about, recalling how h® was leaving a funeral one day and someone
remarked how bad it was that people had to wait until they die
before being honored. Thus, TOOHEY is being honored now while
he is living. TOOHEY paid honor to his wife, saying that without
his wife’s help, he could not have done the things he did. TOOHEY
gave a long talk. He reviewed the position of the CP in the world
today, saying that one day the Party would win back those -people

who had left it.

Following TOOHEY*s talk, the gathering ended. Telegrams
from California, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and other places were
received by the testimonial dinner.

described as

June 15, 1962

vidiml in the photograph of a white male
is identical to the unidentified

TOOHEY on May 25, 1962 at the Ukrainian Home,
Street, Newark, New Jersey.

Informant identified the photo of
|

I

(NK 100-46529) as one of the unidentified people from New jersey.
A statement on this identification was taken and is included in
this memo.

5
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Informant also tentatively identified on 6/15/62 photos
of I I apd as

| |
No statements . on these identi-

fications were taken because informant was not sure of the
identifications

.

k

it is requested that a 100-dead file be opened on fc

| | SM - C, as a repository for current and possible >

future references on this person . Informant advised that I

was unperturbed at being at a communist gathering , and informant
said that I dedicated he had been present at other communist
gatherings, although informant could not positively make this
statement.

It is requested that a 100 file be opened on UNSUB;
|

~|



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, BALTIMORE DATE: 6/31/62

SUBJECT: INFORMATION FURNISHED BY SI

The documentation for this information is as follows:

Identity
of
Source

Date of Activity
and/or Description
of Information

5/6/62

Date
Furnished Agent Location

5/15/62

( Written )

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THIS
INFORMATION IN ORDER THAT THE IDENTITY
OF THE INFORMANT MAY BE FULLY PROTECTED.

The text of the informant's statement is as follows:

"Baltimore, Maryland
May 8, 1962

11At approximately 3:00 p.m., Sunday, May 6, 1962,
1 Communist Party Youth, picked up.

I C. P. Youth representing Progressive Youth
Organizing Committee (P.Y.O.C.) in the Baltimore-
Washington District, at the Greyhound Bus Terminal
at Howard and Centre Streets. The two comrades pro-
ceeded to I Icar which was used to carry them
to the home of GEORGE MEYERS, C.P. district chairman.
Upon arriving at the MEYERS' home they were met fry

GEORGE and his family. After hellos, GEORGE
,|

and
|

~|sat down to talk.

*

1 | told about her spending the entire day Saturday
Jsc's: /• 1

fB>- New York (RMb/ 100-18684
|w 100- | |

100-12076 GEORGE MEYERS
100- ^-PYOC 100-12412 I

ioo^^^&SJWERship 100-8306
;iC0l CP YOUTH 100-22115
100-

I I
100-20768

1 “ WP0
\

{m) J
100-

I I
lOO^imiz^taBERSOTt
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May 5, 1962 in Washington, D.C. with,
a friend of GEORGES. She told about hearing orr^heW .

,

]rally held in Washington on Friday night

and of unpleasant reports sbout the Student Peace Union

convention held at Antioch College recently. She said

that her purpose in coming south was to visit Washington
and Baltimore to see how things are shaping up.j_ |

said that he had spoken to I b

nothing could be arranged for Youth on that particular
dav. He said that he had contacted] I

and

,
who wanted to talk to

he had no luck with
He said that

wEo stood him up every
lie lidvji liV lUVh. W 4.VU) K S£

time they made an appointment to see each other*
| |

said that there wasn’t too much Youth activity as far as

the Party goes because of his working the evening shift

all the time and of the difficulties in meeting with
Vovi-hh vsT»y qften . He said that he communicated with

quite often, but I I
were hard to

He said that he was still working on

] to get some Youth from East Baltimore

.

get a hoia~of.

"When GEORGE asked
York, she told of P.Y.O.C.'s

b6
b7C

lhow things were going in New
.C.'s expanding as an independent

organization in leftist circles. She said that the

organization was receiving quite a bit of publicity as

a coordinating group. She said that P.Y.O.C. publicity

was showing it as an independent group and not actually

-an—organ of the Communist Party. 1 1

I
|
being groomed as a speaker at colleges and

universities as a Communist Youth. She said that this

was in response to requests for C.P. Youth speakers on

the campuses. T T asked GEORGE if there were any new

prospects of recruits for the Party. GEORGE said that

several people had asked if the Party could give them

any security in the event that they joined and were re-

quired to sign a loyalty oath. GEORGE explained that

there was nothing the Party could do about exposure or

difficulties encountered by members of the Party. He

said that he had asked about such situations in New York,

but received no answers . He said that he would .ask again

when he goes up next Thursday for the meeting.
|

asked GEORGE if he had heard about the Party's new
recruitment program. GEORGE said that he had heard

mentions of it, but did not know the provisions of it.

J ssaid that the Party wanted to recruit 300 Youths in the

next six months. She said that anyone was acceptable

-2-
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whose mentality would not cause disruptions and who was
not an agent or informer. I ~l said that he felt that
anyone who willingly wished to join the Party should he
aware of the repercussions that could result from informers
and through loyalty oaths, and if such is the case, let them
join. I I continued to talke about the growing interest
in the Party and Marxism. She told about an open Party
Youth group that will study Marxism and have a mimeographed
publication. She said that the group will be openly
identified as C.P. Youth and new recruits would be expected
from the Youth attracted to the group. I l

and GEORGE
then began to talk about Washington and the people they
knew there and the potential for Youth organization. GEORGE
told about the I I meeting being upset by the Nazis
and the Trotskyites. The three comrades talked until
dinner was served. ”

This memo has been compared with the informant’s original state-
ment and it is accurate in substance.
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F0-306 (3-21-58) flB

PROM:

Date received Hanalim il f.n— l-ome or symbol number)

6/12/60 I
who has furnished

' Reliable info in the past-
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) ,

SAC, NSW YORK (100-139834)

SAC, NEWARK (100-44823)

COMINFIL NALC
IS - C

DATE: 7/3/62

Received by

6/12/62

in person by telephone by mail GS&ally recording device written by Informant

orally furnished qnd reduced to writing by Agent:

Dictated

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant -

Brief description of activity or material

Date of'Repprt

6/12/62

Date(s) of activity

6/W62

[File where original is located if not atta

New York RH
1 - 100-136084
1 - 100-84275
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
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100- I
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(CP, NYD, Industrial Division)
(CP, NYD, Negro Question),
(CP, USA, NegrO Question)

3 - Newark
1 - 100-35539
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PATTERSON was chairman of the meeting. He had
a copy of a memorandum by A. PHILIP RANDOLPH, President of
the NALC, which was sent; out to members of the NALC,
National Executive Board, encouraging them to step a newsletter
of the New York Chapter of the NALC; this newsletter apparently
called ’’New YOrk Chapter NALC Newsletter." PATTERSON also
had a copy of this newsletter . He read the memorandum, a
three-page affair, which criticized two articles in the
newsletter. One article, concerned the steel workers*
settlement and the other article concerned trade unions* in Africa
•.and was critical of I

United States named
Africa to sabotage
association.

1 for . talking, to a man from, the
jwho was described as having gone : to

_ the organization of an African trade ;union
RANDOLPH said in. his memorandum that the articles

were communist propaganda and before RANDOLPH permits the NALC
to become a tool of the CP, he will disband the NALC. He said
the first article concerning the steel settlement was a series
of lies and the writer had no basis for evaluating* the steel
settlement. Regarding the . other articles . RANDOLPH said that
there was no proof that] I had sold out the African
trade unions and the article did not know what it 'was talking
about. RANDOLPHS memorandum said. that those, individuals

ngwsetter had been .kicked out of , the NALC
;© set down the principles

the NALC was. not organized to be a
not-evaluate*-- labor contracts, and furthermore

responsible for
and RANDOLPH'S .memorandum went on
of the NALS,
trade, union
RANDOLPH said that
friend. ] the. :’st©el workers* leader, was.his

When finishing his discussion of the memorandum,
PATTERSON asked for comments, and a lot of discussion, followed.

|
|stated .he.;felt - that RANDOLPH was right in his

memorandum and he felt the articles should have- never been
printed :in the newsletter. Everyone .agreed witfc|

I

PATTERSON said this was the second time a situation like this
happened, in the NALC. He said that once before RANDOLPH had
accused the CP of .hurting the NALC and PATTERSON said he wrote
to RANDOLPH that the CP was not hurting the NALC and that the
.CP had -instructed its members, in. the NALC to support RANDOLPH’S
policies. PATTERSON said that he' .and BEN DAVIE of the CP,
National Office,' will write another letter, t RANDOLPH to assure
.him that. the newsletter was not CP inspired and PATTERSON felt
fthis' letter should be given .as. .much publicity as possible.
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During,the discussion -of this meeting PATTERSON
Mentioned .that I

I and a- woman -named l 1 who worked
j

ittt tfa®
,

KAL(3‘ w©3P0^ ©xp®ll®d f^csa^th© CP as* was |

I
and h© said that RANDOM had fixed

|

'

J and' a map- namedl I At one time
PATTERSON seemed to speak of I I as - though he were a CP
member and at- other- times as /though he were not- a CP member.
PATTERSON said the New. York .State OP Committee told PATTERSON
««n „ |becauge

| I had.beea dropped .from the
. CP hut. his wire.-remained a member of the CP. It was said that
I K the Negro caucus. had not been- expelled. from the CPaSonaOeea- iffivit©d to this :but wbb tmable- to appoair*

There were. further discussions ; of the troubles of
the NAM and apparently; there, has

.

been a- big shakeup of the
NA14# in Saw York. In/ the discussions, at this, meeting/ it was
said that

I [had been Chairman of , the NA1C Entertainm^t
Committee and that $8,000 profit had been ,made by the NAIiC on
a snow they gave, but there wests no -persons . accounting.for the
money and no one kncE®what happened to it. Inference is alsomade to the NAM headquarters.' in Brooklyn, and -it' -was 'said- nojane
knows how-much rent- is paid for these headquarters, or Why it is
being retained when" the NALC is. going. broke. I lwa«

.
placed

temporarily in charge of. the NAM in Brooklyn .until" electionscan -he ..held and permanent leaders elected. I Imade the
gtatement that- she was, not -invited to "the National- Executive
Board meetings of the NAM- and-'©sese. meetings- have been -held

support A
PATTERSON said that the Negro caucus

in the

s., program in the

comes up at the -next

US' should
NAM, and. they
ilng CP influence

part of the

Ls . meeting to -select - a- -hotel
*. to. hold.' its next convention,
d that the. caucus would try
>nth and - later on - perhaps
>re' collected at: this.' meeting,
for a $1.50. minimum wap was



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) DATE: ^ x.

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECTS CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - c
(00 s NY)

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH
ANY HANDLING OR REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN
IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE.
SINCE THE INFORMATION BY ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO. IDENTIFY THIS
SOURCE, IT SHOULD BE COMPLETELY PARAPHRASED IF FOUND NECESSARY
TO BE SET FORTH IN ANY REPORT FOR DISSEMINATION.

The information appearing on the attached pages was
orally furnished on June 28, 1962, by CG 5824-S*, who has fur-
nished reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN
and Stenographer ! 1 This information .was reduced
to writing, on June 29, 1962, and. the original report is maintained
in CGfile A) 134-46=7587.

16-New York (RM)
(2-100-80641.
(1-100-56579
(1-100-13483
(1-100-16785
(1=100=16021
(1-100-1158
(1-100-48033
(1-100-128255

(CP, USA - Organization)
(PHIL BART)
(BETTY. GANNETT)
(JAMES JACKSON)
(ARNOLD. JOHNSON)
(JAMES .LUSTIG) „

(IRVING.POTASH)

b6
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RWHsMDW
(see page ii for
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: June 20, 1962

SA ROBERT C. NORTON

SUBJECT: INFORMATION FURNISHED
BY SECURITY INFORMANT

The documentation for this information is as follows:

Identity
of
Source

1 - Los At

Date of Activity
and/or Description
of Information

5/21/62

Date
Furn Agent Location

5/23/62 ROBERT C.
NORTON
(Written)

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THIS
INFORMATION IN ORDER THAT THE IDENTITY
OF THE INFORMANT MAY BE FULLY PROTECTED

The text of the informants statement is as follows:

(REGISTERED MAIL) 100-18684
1 .• 100-20082

§8- New York (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION, CfUTUSA
YOUTH MATTERSJT
GUS HALL jr
MEMBERSHIP^
HERBERT APTHEKER

100-12464
100-4267
100-12510
100-22557
100-12459

ORGANIZATION
COMINFIL USWA
STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY
MCDR
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

CORGE MEYERS ^ 3 Ti
> /

JUU 3)962— NOT

/9s/

RCN:dfm^/



"Baltimore, Maryland
May 23, 1962

"On May 21, 1962, Maryland - D. C. Communist Party (CP)

District Board members drove to Washington, D. C. from

Baltimore, Maryland, in MEYERS 1 automobile. On route they

discussed CP matters as follows: b6

,

' b7C
They left Baltimore at about p.ni*

MEYERS expressed concern that the Maryland CP Steel

Caucuses had been inactive and was of the opinion that the

cause of it was ! I
Chairman of one of the

caucuses. He said that people had been coming to him and

indicating that they did not trust | 1

MEYERS said that it was his personal observation that^
| |was trying to play one CP official against the other

and he had heard rumors to the effect thatl

playing Negro steelworkers against the whites and vice

versa.

| had never come to him except

with general criticism or Party policies.

He then added that even in the District Board there were

a lot of things done that he did not agree with.

I I complained that MEYERS was making decisions without

consulting the District Board and on many occasions acting

as a dictator. MEYERS replied that this was perhaps true

but he was under pressure from CP Headquarters in New York.

MEYERS again complained about the lack of activity on the

nart of steel caucuses and pointed out that caucus
_ _

members I I
and

I l
had eeasea a11

activity.

|
|then pointed out that the reasonIZZ^^had^quit^

was because he was receiving The Worker openly through

the mail after requesting!^ to stop sending It in 'that

manner. He also pointed put that I I

wh°
*.

to. have been contacted by I I and MEYERS, naa naa no contact

from either of them in a long time.

Ithen pointed out that while MEYERS was in the Soviet

-2 -
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Union last Fall, he, I I
had arranged for a Joint

steel meeting but so far as he knew, none had been held

since.

]then suggested that that he

ana no vimui i

contact CP Steel members 1

MEYERS then said that he wanted all the Steel Caucus

members brought together in the meeting and after

discussion it wa s decided that the meeting would be helddiscussion it wa s decided tnat
June 3, 1962, at | Hhome.

MEYERS then stated that at the recent National Executive

Committee meeting in New York, GUS HALL, CP General

Secretary, was made responsible for bringing 2500 CP youth

members into the Par£y. He said the recruitment in the

districts would be handled by District Organizers and

locally f I
would be responsible.

Ithen said tv, ?t ** unaw nothing about youth and
| I so far as he knew wasreminded them that ,

still responsible for the recruitment of youth and

organization of youth locally. He said that he knew there

was criticism of I
lack of organization but this

could traced hack to the failure of the District Board

to help

1 then said that there were some other things

being done locally that he did not approve of, one of them

being the fact that the Maryland Committee for Democratic
Rip-hfrs VivrcinR.) was sponsoring a public supper fozL —I

[ the national representative of the National
_T - » » 1 rt /Mrt 1

Committee"* which was opposed to the House Committee on Un-

American Activities (HCUA) . |
Isaid that as he under-

stood it, the evening of May 26, 1962, |

|would be

at Wilson's Restaurant at Pennsylvania and North Avenue in

and
Baltimore in the company of the Executive Board of the

MCDR, along with other people interested in I—^ J

his ideas. I I said he felt such a public affair might

frighten people away.

Chairman of the MCDR,fehen said that

b6
hi

bad arranged for the supper.

MEYERS then expressed great interest in the supper asking how

-3-



it had "been organized, how many people would attend, and
whether reservations had been made. | I

said he couldn’t
answer any of the questions.

MEYERS then stated that he disapproved of the supper
and said that I Iwill be coming to his,
MEYERS’, house to supper that night instead.

Upon inquiry from MEYERS, I I on
May 26, 1962, would be coming from Washington, D. C. by
train arriving about 6:00 p.m. and would be picked up at
the station by the Executive Board of the MCDR.

MEYERS again objected to
it was too public. I I

I I idea.

such an arrangement s

replied that this was
I

that

Upon inquiry from MEYERS, I I then reviewed the names
of the CP members who were on the Executive Board of the
MCDR and attending MCDR meetings. MEYERS then asked whether
the CP members met prior t o the MCDR regular or Executive
Board meetings. When

| \
said no, MEYERS sharply

criticizedl Istating that 95 per cent of the policies
set by the MCDR should be determined by CP members prior
to the MCDR meetings and that CP members should be ready
in advance of any MCDR meeting to act according to
Party policies. MEYERS said if the operation wasn’t carried
out in that manner, they might as well get out of the MCDR.,

MEYERS stated that the MCDR would never have beeh setup
except for the CP and that the CP is responsible for it
and had to keep it going and under control.

MEYERS then asked I Iwhy the MCDR could no longer hold
meetings at 601 West 40th Street, Baltimore. | |

said that
all he knew was that some woman’s association in that
area claimed that during the affair at which HERBERT
APTHEKER spoke, it was announced that he was a communist,
and secondly, the association stated that I I

was an atheist and lastly, they objected to the large
number of Negroes coming to the meetings.

MEYERS askedawhat he had done to counteract this attack.
|
said he had done nothing.

MEYERS then congratulated lupon his political activities

-4-
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in the 4th City District and asked|
I
if the time was

right for the CP to openly move in the New Frontiers
Democratic Club and try t o pass out and obtain subscriptions

for "The Worker." I replied that it was too soon and

that he would make the move at the time he thought best

.

MEYERS agreed with him and left it up to | \

The three arrived in Washington, D. C. about 8:50 p.m."

This memo has been compared with the informant's
original statement and it is accurate in substance.

-5 -
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6/7/62

There was a testimonial dinner given for PAT
TOOHEf on Friday, 5/25/62 , at the Ukrainian Hall,
723§ South 14th Street, Newark, New Jersey. There were
130 or more people present at this dinner, including ten
Negroes. Some of those recognised at this dinner were:

PAT TOO

three from the National Office
CP, USA)

(CP organizer from Philadelphia)

A male individual described as a
CP leader from Puerto Rico

.

2
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LEW MOROZE was Master of Ceremonies, He made
various introductions and gave an opening talk addressing
f&e group as ladies and gentlemen and saying "We" are here
to honor one. of our people who gave his life to socialism
and the fight for civil rights, -and spent years in -'the Trade
Union Movement and was a fighter for peace. M0R6ZE said
this person was PAT TOOHEY and he said "PAT TOOHEY is a- man we
will' never forget, neither shall he be forgotten by the Party."
He described TOOHEY 'as someone who had been Jailed for his
ideas, and for his fight in the Trade Union Movement. He said
that in all of - TOOHEY’s troubles and trials with the
reactionaries, TODHEY’s wife and family stood by him.

' Prom his introduction of TOOHEY, MOROZE thennade an
appeal for funds for "The Worker » " He addressed those present
as "Friends" and went on to say that in order to keep "our
paper" going,- and to keep those present well informed, it
was necessary to collect funds for the paper. He went on to
say that "our paper" is Just as important as "the Party" for
it is part of "fche Party" and it is "the organ of the Party."
He said that fund collectors would pass among those present
and he asked that everyone ©pen his heart and give generously.
Following the collection M01GZ1 announced that $1074 had been
collected and he said this money would be turned over to JAMES

There were communications from Puerto Rico, California,
Detroit, Chicago, and Cuba, sending well wishes to TOOHEY.

JESUS COLON was introduced fey MOROZE as "one of
our people" who is a fighter for peace, for socialism-, and who
opposes the Me Carran Act. COION spoke addressing those present
as My Companeros and he said he was glad to be present to honor
a man like PAT TOOHEY who is the fighter for socialism and
for the CP. COION also said that he was against the Me Carran
Act and he hoped that people in the--Party would succeed in getting
this illegal act repealed and he ended by saying, "Long live
the Communist Party."

There were remarks by LEW MOROZE in which he said
that many years ago. Spanish conquerors sailed from Spain"
in search of new territories for the King of Spain and one
of these areas was Cuba. He said the Spaniards landed and

3
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PATTERSON comgratulated TOOHEY and the people gathered,
and he recalled the days when he worked with TOOHEY in the
CIVIL RIGHTS CONGRESS

«

There was a youth from Philadelphia present who
played a guitar and provided some entertainment. He sang
the Paerto Rican National Anthem and he sang seme trade

No files are maintained on PAT TOOHEY 9s relatives;
therefore, no dissemination is being done on these people
and their names are not being indexed.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO : SAG (100-31723) DATE:
,
7/10/62

PROM : SA
|

~

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On 6/29/62, who has furnished reliable inform
mation in the bast, personally provided a written statement to

I This statement is maintained ini I
SAf

T
2

2

6

15 -

Baltimore (REGISTERED mil,)
1 -

I

- 100-12076
]

1 - 100-12076 (GEORGE MEYERS)
Boston (REGISTERED MAIL)

'

1 7 (CPUSA-FUNDS )

1 - f |

Ghicago(REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - (CPUSA-FACTIONALISM

)

1 - (CPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION.)
1 - 61-867 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
1 -

1 -

1 -
- Cleveland (REGISTERS) MAIL )

1 -
]

(HOUSE COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERIGAN ACTIVITIES)
- Detroit (REGISTERED MAIL) * '

1 - (TOM DENNIS )

1 - I

1 -
- Los Angeles (REGISTERED MAIL)

1 -
- Milwaukee (REGISTERED MAIL)

1 - (CPUSA-YOUTH MATTERS)
“| / tni 1* run11

*. i-^T ft *rrv V 1

1 - [

PREP BLAIR

New York(REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - (CPUSA-DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES)
1 -

. (CPUSA-LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES) A ^
(SEE PAGE 1A) . |

« u

CJW : rde

.
?o

^ [
8EARCHEd£^^|MOEXE[p.

IA Iserim^ed FILEOl_ C/.
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<T3X!I^w York (Cont’d)

1 - IOO-56579
1 - 100-145816
1 - 100-135304
1 - 100-23825
1 -

1 - 100-13483
1 - 100-84994
1 - IOO-I6785
1 - 100-16021
1 -

1 - 100-142371
1 -

1 - 100-84275
1 - 100-48033

CPUSA-MEMBERSHIP

)

CPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION)
CPUSA-ORGANIZATION

)

CPUSA-PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS)
CPUSA-STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
CPUSA-YOUTH MATTERS)
PYOC )

'PHIL BART)

[BETTY GANNETT)
GUS HALL)
JAMES JACKSON

)

[ARNOLD JOHNSON)

[JIM LUSTIG)
[WILLIAM PATTERSON)
fTmrrm.

100-18065

- 100-19430

JACK STACHEL)

.BOB THOMPSON)
[PAT TOOHEY)
[JIM TORMEY)
[WILLIAM WEINSTONE

)

Newark(REGISTERED
1 - IOO-I9491 I

Pittsburgh]
San Francisco (REG]
1 -

I

1 -
I

1 -
-

I

MAIL)
PAT TOOHEY)

|(REGISTERED MAIL)
ISTERED MAIL)
CPUSA-LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES

)

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)
U.3„ TO. CPUSA)

1(1 - SF 158-14? 1
DOROTHY HKItIEY)

- SF 61-398)

(SEE PAGE IB)
- 1A
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"The Sat. morning session of the Communist Party of U.S
got under way at 10:00 AM. at 853 Broadway.

w
3jfhe agenda was’ discussion on GUS HALL’S report and his
pamphlet on ’End The Cold War.’

"The following comrades were present:

"1. GUS HALL
2. BEN DAVIS
3. PHIL BART

TOM NABRIED

7 - JIM LUSTIG
8 - JAMES JACKSON
9 - BOB THOMPSON

10. JAGK SATCHEL
11. irvingTotash
12 - BETTY GANNETT
13 -r
14 -

l§.
16 -

17.
18
19“-

_

20 TOM NABRIED
21T r
22.
23. L
24. GEORGE MEYERS
25..
26 .

27 -

28 .

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36 -

37 - PAT TOOHEY
38. r

GEORGE MEYERS
TOM DENNIS

hmfaivMiMkWi

IMI

PAT TOOHEY



’’Let me say that it is hard to give a description of all
the$e people, as this reporter was not close, since it
was a very large room and got the names when they came
to the stand to speak.

’’The Sat. morning session was chaired in the morning by'
GEORGE MEYERS and. in the afternoon by from Calif.

’’The Saturday session was devoted entirely to discussion,
based on HALL’S Friday night speech.

1 I was the first speaker. He said, qpute,
'Activity in Ohio very high.. We have what is called “TSe
Buzz-Saw Operation .

v We have been able to get 66 - churches
in Cleveland to adopt resolution against House Un-American
Activity Committee. We have enlisted the aid of 275
churches in Northern Ohio.’

- 3 -
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” sComrades_ the masses are against HUAC. The hearings
recently held in Ohio were a good thing, in as much as
it exposed a number of informers. This was good, be-
eause if it continues, the garty will have the aid of
HUAC, aiding them in exposing and getting rid of im-
portant and dangerous enemies of our £arty._^

!I

'An atmosphere was created where the informer felt
they were doing something wrong by working witK the
Committee." Even the F.B.X. was angry because they
were not consulted in the using of the Informers

” ’This pinpoints the leadership being given by the £arty
and the morale is very high in Ohio.

1

* unqoute

.

“BOB ;THOMPSGNs BOB THOMPSON ‘said the party’s role in
relationship" to Trade Union, should he one of fighting
for a shorter work week, now, that MEANT and others have
taken a stand. He called for the1 party' and the Left
to become a factor in establishing an important ’Left
Trend’ in the Trade Union Movement.

“DOT HEALETj_ California. DOROXHT dealt with an analysis
of ttye recently held Primaries in California. She said
the role of the party in the primary and its role’ in the
coming elections were^

”1. Defeat the Ultra Eight
'

2 - Increase Negro and Mexican American Representation.
3. Increase activity in Congress around the issues of

Civil rights’, peace and ect .

J

“FRED BLAIRj^ Wisconsin. BLAIR said the "possibility of
recruiting students jwas great . He lashed out however_
against the dojnothlng policy of the Communist Party
members in the, area. He called for the Party to start
a campaign on haturlisatioh in Wisconsin. He said this-
was easy since"" the' state^ hmed the land. He said, how-
ever, emphasis must be placed on state to utilise land
in the interest of the people.

“ARNOLD JOHNSON. He called for a higher level of peace
movement. He called for better use of peace literature.
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nWM. PATTERSON: He said the economic phase of OUS

'

speech must he placed in the hands of as many trade
unions, students and Professors as possible „ He
scolded the U.S. Government, saying" that the Legisla-
tive Branch of the government block Civil Rights
legislation that would implement the Supreme Courts
on desegregation of schools in 1954, He said the
Administration branch was making Promises, but not
asking for implementations. He called for a demand
to be made upon Pres. KENNEDY to issue a second
Emancipation. The session than adjourned for lunch.

"It reconvened around 2:00 p.m.

I I of California was Chairman.

was the first speaker. He said qoute s

” 'Comrades_ the youth have printed its program and
its outlook. We will have some printed for the sec-
tions and districts.^

I

!l

'There are a number of problems facing-party youth.
In the first plaee_ there is not enough youth oonsinece
on the part of the adults in the party

.J_

" ’Every club still does not have relationship with
youth. A large part of the party is still unaware of
youth activity

" 'There are new currents within the youth movement,
and they're on the move. The young people of this na-
tion are questioning this capitalist System. They-'
want to know if our .party has the answer, and_ coin-
rades_ we must have it.J.

” 'We must build Marxists orientated youth groups, ,

there must be more youth clubs and divisions . We are
now discussing building larger non-party Marxist youth
groqps.

U|We had a FYGC meeting last week end and we had the
best representation from all over"

'

“'There are two (2) kinds of resistance to youth plan,
(1) rigidity, in recruiting and an attempt to head off
the mass recruiting effort on part of youth, using fear

- 5
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“for security as the reason. These things must stop.*

IRVING POTASH spoke next. He called for an organized
Left in the Trade Union Movement. He said unless this
was done, there could he no break through.-

\ He said the party was not func-
tioning in Mass. He said this was due In the main to a
lack of no full_time person. He said_ however_ the peaee
sentiment is high. We were able to raise $2,000 toward
the $3M Worker qouta and $1169.00 toward a $2000 goal for
Defense.

"CLAUDE LIGHTFOOTE said the main problem facing our party
is how to. rebuild party In the Negro Community. On one
hand_ he said__ there’s the tendency to liquidate party,
while others say you really cant build party at this
period. Both measures must go. He hit out at Negro
leaders who have red-baited, saying qoute ;

1

"’One of the first pre-reqeste is' to let the masses know,
our role today, our ideological concepts^ We must do'
battle with. An example is, Negroes who say__ "How can ,

we have the burden of" being Red, when we have the burden
of being Black_"_ unqoute .

"CLAUDE received a warm applause^ ho went on to say, the
Negro could not win its fight in the U.S, without a
strong Communist Party, In Sept, he said, he, JAMES
JACKSON, BEN DAVIS and WM. PATTERSON were coming to every
district to help recruit and rebuild the party in the-
Negro Community.

|
|, Took exception with the question raised

by IRVING POTASH, caiLling'for re-establing of left forces
within the trade union movement. He called for a re-
examination of this question. This brought applause of
approval from the audience.

1 I called for a strong fight
against the outlawing of the party.

I said there were 77*000,000 people
in poverty in. this country, most of them in low_paying
Jobs. He felt the party should concentrate on these
people.
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I
|- Youth from Hew York - called for strong

youth organizations all over the country. She said
the youth movement in H. York was growing^ she
said a large number of youth have been recruited in
H.Y.

1 I
spoke, also disagreeing with POTASH

on left groups within the Trade Unions.

“it was now 5; 45 - and there was to be a reception
for

| |at 8:00. The meeting was adjourned
until Sun. morning 10:00 A.M,

"All the people were invited to the reeeption_ There
was about^ 100 delegates to the conference.

* * * * *
o

Agent 1 s Comments

:

On 6/29/62,|
was held on Saturday, 6/23/62.

advised the OP Conference above
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
ORGANIZATION
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A source , who has furnished reliable information
in the past, in late June, 1962, advised as follows;

A three day conference of National Communist Party
COP) leader© was held in New York City oh June 22*24, 1962,
The sessions of the national CP leader© conference were held
under the none of the Gus Hall * Boa Davis Defense Committee*,
Am enlarged meeting of the CP, USA National Negro Commission
was also hold in conjunction with the national CP leaders
conference with those meetings being held on June 22 and 25,
1962, The report of these meetings follows.

On Friday, June 22, 1962, beginning at 10 a.au

,

there was an enlarged meeting of the CP, USA National Negro
Ocfflissioa hold in the Board Room of CP Headquarters, West
26th Street., third floor. Representatives from various
parts of the country were present for this meeting. The
following person© were observed in attendances

Jim Jackson
Claude Lightfoot
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Res COMMUNIST PARTY
s USA -

ORGANIZATION

Ton tennis, fgoa Detroit;
b6

William Patterson •

b7

Gus Hall
Betty Gannett
Jack Stachel
Arnold 3nhn«jy»

Tom Nabried

wniiam Patterson* the Chairman* was not present at that
time so tbs meeting was opened toy Claud© Lightfoot

„

Lightfoot indicated that there would to© only one point
on the agenda

ff
namely „ the report which would toe given

toy him, H© said that the remaining period would toe
given over to a discussion <, Lightfoot also indicated
that the proposed discussion could not to® concluded on
that day, so that it would to® necessary to hold an additional
meeting of this group on Monday morning CJua© 25* 1962) 0

Mo notes were taken on Lightfoot ®s report inasmuch
as this report will toe published in a few days,; At that
time, it will to© available in its entirety <>

Lightfoot 9s report essentially attempted to bring
to the Party a now estimate of the Negro situation in
America,, It consisted of approximately 32 pages* and the
concluding portion of the report outlined five concrete

eOITTXBUfTIAL
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st$ps or demands for action to be raised toy th© Party in
th§ icoaing poriod „ Those five points were 3

'* 1> An Essecutiv© Order calling for th© abolition
of discrimination in housing §-

2 0 An Esiecutiv© Order calling for the abolition
of discrimination in all phases of American
life?

3, Action against Congressional representatires
elected in Jim Crow areas under illegal
ballot conditions?

4k „ Action to implement th© "Tennessee Supreme
Court Decision"?

S* Calling for th® appointment of a Negro to the
Cabinet without waiting for the creation of a
Cabinet post„

Lightfoot indicated that an important portion of
the report bad not been written out but said that be would
reader this section verbally and la editing his report (for
publication)

, it would be added 0 This section dealt with
the building of the Party* Mo stated that he has had to
contend with actions to liquidate the Part$ with that action
coming from member© of the Party as well a© force© ©xistipg
outside the Party 0 M© stated that w© would not be able to
build a mass Party under the present conditions, but that
conditions exist for making significant gains throughout
the country, especially in the Negro community*

Lightfoot stated that it was not terror or fear
that impelled the Negro people to leave the Party, but
rather our inability to effectively answer the question •*>«•
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”Biat assets does th® Paifty offer?”

,
feigfetfoot stated that the Negro people tended to

raise tfe© question which had boon poj®ct®d several years
ago by Walt Whit© and other Negro leader^, that w© cannot
add to tli© burden of being black* tfe® burden of being red#
and that unless w@ ©an effectively provide a logical and
convincing answer to this# wo would not make gains in the
Negspo community® Continuing* fee said that the indispensable
Foie ofjjtfee Pasty in tfee fight for Negro rights must b®>
emphasised®

tion of tfee rngasin© ’’Freedom Ways” be given central
consideration*

Immediately after feigfetfoot’s report* this meeting
was open to discussion from those present® Tfee following
persons spoke at tfeis times

„„ Jackson dealt at great length witfe tfee magasine
Freedom Ways” explaining it© value as a cultural arms as

a aon»!arxiot publication wfeiefe had a .great deal of popular
appeal in .offering to tfee Negro articles ' of various typos
by some outstanding spokesmen in tfee Negro Movement® He
said it dealt witfe tfe© Question of tfee ^economic plight of
tfee Negro in America® i

Jackson next dealt* at great length* on another
subject reporting statistic© from various sources wfeiefe
showed t&ai approximately 11 million people in America
exist on substandard wages and under depressed conditions.
He pointed out that tfee bulk of these people live in tfee
South and of tfeis number* a major proportion are Negroes®

CUNFIUENTIMr
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Jackson. called attention to the fact that a
recent bools by heals horns published by Harp©r Brothers

. quoted froia a "Freedo® Ways 9” article deallag with t&®
National Association for the Advancesont of Colored
People CNAACP) 0

On the question of building the Party p Jackson
pointed out that it was the mrgin of insecurity among
the Negro people which rendered then wdnerabl© to attack
and„ therefor© a cautiousj he pointed ©ut„ however p that
this certainly was sot the reason for their not Joining
the Party o 1® said that his feeling about ®ur failure in
this direction wm primarily du© to the fact that w@ have
not been orientated in the past toward taking a direct and
syat©Emil© appeal to the Negro people to Join the CP0

Seorg® stated that he agrees essentially
Lightfoot °s report except for the references mad©

reference would be deleted P h© was in accord *

around the B
Rout®, 40 for
gave the gath<
the Balticor©

Baltimore area @apha@issi:
»r integration of the pub
thering a picture of the
re area.

I said that she felt that Lightfoot °©
report was an excellent on©„ Sh® said sh© was particularly
happy with the manor in which h© coupled the econonic
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developnsmt of the South with the Northern industrial areas.She pointed to the existence of anti-communists amongst theNegro people and indicated that if we were going to mak© any
Jf®6^ the Negro Movement , we were going to have toshow the Negro people the extent to which the CP is an assetto the Negro Freedom Movement.'

wtk« mmU : '

indicated that there were a number of individuals^o we^. making significant contributions to the Negro Move-ment, but' that their centristions were not reflected ingain© for the Party because our method of operating doe©hot make knows the earttent to which the' Party is a factor
I

t ,
Itheif offered criticism of the Party’sattitude toward the Negro Question stating that we sayeontimwosly that the N©gr<jS> Question is the key questionin the United States, but vp do not demonstrate that we hbelieve that. She said theft Lightfoot 0© report seemingly J

burden of building the Negro-Labor Alliance bnth| Negro people rather U(kn on the Party, where it correctly

J also dihalt with the question of White
Lng to tie fact that it was significant
been mentioned anywhere in. Lightfoot °s
fta© a growing tendency in the Party to© this

s
Tompson stated that on the question' of the new

22f Sf
allia“®® between labor and the Negro people, there

5“®%®® a responsiveness to the demands of the Negro
f
movements. He stated that there was general apathyin the labor movement towards the problems of the Negropeople. This is demonstrated in the slowness with whichthe labor movement responds/ to the Negro people’s demandsfor greater representation J





I I
opok© yifh groat ©notion and fervor, He

indicated that y© aro in the business of building socialism
in this country and ©aid that in our approach to th© Negro
Question , y@ Bust remain cognisant of that fact, S® indicated
that it v;as hie fisn belief that y© ar© going to recruit
Negroes into tfeo Party in larger numbers than over before,

] referring to the section of bightfoot 9s
report dealing yifh the Muslim Movement 9 indicated that it
©as his feeling that not everything the Muslims are doing
is srong« He said that yhil© ye disagree yith their basic
philosophical position t it must be pointed out that they
are giving to the Negro people a sense of dignity and they
ar©

v
feullding their movement on a sound economic basis by

profiling innumerable jobs* building schools and other
civic and community institutions., He indicated that if
y© are going to make any inroads info the Negro Movement ,
ye have got to stop living on our past laurels and begin
to demonstrate fo the Negro people our ability to solve

I I indicated that he felt that Lighffoof *s
report ms a good on© and that it brings us up to date,;
He said that he was not too sure that y© had handled the
Williams case correctly Cfhe Williams case referred to is
the case of the Negro NAACP leader in South Carolina sho
indicated that if might be necessary for Negroes fo resort
to the us© of arms in defease of their rights) J i -

indicated some vagueness or lack of understanding regarding
Claudels Suggestion of a government subsidy to aid in the

i©a of the Souths He said that it yas his feeling
that Negro people are already in the midst of a depression
and raised the question , "Can the job problem of the Negro
b© solved solely yifhin th© framayork of the fight against
Jim Cray?'9 The essence of this concept being that sine© th©
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United State© 1© in a state of general crisis and since
there are not enough jobs for white Americans, how would
the solution of the Negro problem create new jobs. The-
logic of this position is that only through socialism could
any workable solution to the Negro problem in America come
about

•

Continuing, he indicated that there is no
organisation tackling the unemployment problem this way,
H© poii&todl out fusftl&oi? ttaai 'fcho Muslims foav© && economic
program and in spite of what w@ may think of other aspects
of their program -and philosophy , there is very little
negative that can be said about this program.

_ . L |
also spoke on the economic aspects of

Lightfoot °s report, and indicated that wears not at all
conscious of the economic plight of the bulk of the Negro
people, H© quoted statistics to show the median wage of
the Negro people as- opposed to that of white Americans;
the percentage of unemployed amongst Negroes as opposed
to that amongst white Americans* - He indicated that most
Negro communities throughout the Unlted-Sfa±m&_mmr© In a ~

sever© state of financial
. I [stated that

that our concept of the Negro as a nation, Which was
held in the 1930 °s, was a sound concept and that we have"
failed to keep abreast of reality*

CBofore
| 1 spoke, Claude Lightfoot intro*

duced him to the gathering, drawing references to his father,
pointing out that his father was an outstanding communist*
known to most of the old-timers within the movement*)
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I Ispoke ob tli© question of recruiting
Negroes into the Party stating that ho felt that car failure
in this area was duo primarily to our inability to set up a

program* ISO indicated that ho felt that . there van
' '

‘

soisgthing peculiar. about Negro youths and that w© needed
to understand these peculiarities in order to attract Negro
Youths * 'Ma pointed out that ih® Muslims sot up schools and

. educational standards and had a constant cadre policy*
I I also mde reference to the Question of white
Chauvinism and referred specifically to the Question of
the Youth Festival indicating that a number of Negro
youths, oho had worked diligently and, .oere- deserving of
the opportunity to attend the Festival.,, were not given
the opportunity to attend this Festivals They were not
given a chance,, He said he felt that there was a great
deal of paternalist towards Negroes within the Party

*

I I also tools exception to several
aspects of Lightfoot °s report* For example, he felt that
Claudels handling of the Brown Supreme Court Decision was
not quit© accurate or complete* Also, he said he disagreed
completely with his economic program and him appeal for -a-
government subsidy for industrialisation of the South*

Is&ld that he felt there was m groat: *-*Md for
organising the unorganised in the North as there' was in
the South* 1C stated that the inferred concept that as
you industrall^o the South, things will get better is Just

I indicated that youth have an interest in
strategy and la learning and knowing Marxism* She said
that on the questions of sit-ins, she felt that if was tier
opinion that it' was not sufficient to lujsf weit in44

* She

10
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felt that ih©r© mast be an approach to organinatIons so b6

that whan yon sit in 9 .
you talk to th@ waitresses and to b7c

the posters and to the people around you and make some
effort toward' leaving an impression*

| said that she.
felt that there a- great need for more left ' forms

j

nore left vehicles" through which youth can struggle and
stake contributions* -She .felt that there was a need for
store constant* organised educational programs* She stated
that the left forms need not be in opposition to the PYOC 9
the current Party youth fora* She felt that .the youth
have not ' been influenced by Me Carthyls&i to the decree'
that the adult movement 'has 8 . and she felt that’ the adult
movement needs to give the youth movement more information
about what is going on in order that they may coordinate
their efforts* •

• *
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. * 4
I I pointed out that ©he Of the teaser criticisms

of 3y,ghtfcot 5e report could he the fact that it dealt with
general concepts which were pretty teach accepted and® there*
Stare* dM little tear© than put into writing and into one
pas^hlet* a audher of facts which had been dettemstr&ted in
life and wiews which were held by a majority of Party
members* On the question of &ightfoot®s appeal for a governteent
subsidy to assist the industrialisation of the gouthd i

pointed cut that there were ©any pitfalls that had to be
considered* Itar ©nas^l#* he stated that if you made an
appeal for industrialising the South* the unions ©f the North 4

would iftm this as competition* he pointed to the euasapl© •

of a twine aill in Chicago around which a major struggle was

the South* He indicated that since we accept the concept that
the met majority of the s©gr® comsalties in the nation

mw®wm®m subsidies m aid m %m of these areas
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l&lso felt Mm finitely that we' could recfuit
' Baa that we could build the Party if we took up the
.
problems of tho people*

Bent Davis spoke very highly of Ligh$£©ot*s report
indicating that this ’report was,. the result of collective
effort* stated that the discussion hnd the report
gate us the base for snaking a much needed turns a turn

. in the direction of a correct policy and action*
_

We must

'

-.have a correct* concise struggle against white chauvinism*

'it is true that white chauvinism has taken on more subtle
,J*'—“ In recent years.

' ' ' * '
'

also felt that contribution on the
economic picture and hi© reservations on LIghtfoot*s
Question of industrialisation of the south was good and
felt that we needed to give this natter a great deal
more thought and discussion* . .

On the question, Ben stated that we have
the beginnings of a breakthrough in the Negro movement

'

’in the struggle for peace and that it is incumbent on
;

the Party to find a form that will consider the struggle
for peace within the context of the struggle for freedom*

.
. Se stated that- we should be aware that the Negro -people

in America hay© chosen constitutional means In their,
effort© to acquire their right's* '1phis‘ explains their 1

rejection of the Williams approach.' Davis also stated
, that the Muslim movement is doomed to. failure. (It is
not recalled whether or not Davis 'related the two approaches
or whether he concluded that the Muslim movement is doomed
to failure because it has chosen unconstitutional means.)

P&vi© stated that we have to find ways of work-
ing in some area© with the Muslim movement* however (the
word areas in this instance does not refer to geographical
divisions, but rather to areas of effort wherein the slogan
or program of the Muslims runs parallel to ours).

eOMFIDEHTIAL

b6
b7C
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the essence of.
a very excellent meeting aim m
the togre in its cerre
wstional Ifegro tolmssion need©
basis with more discussion m %

~| statement was that this was
3»at m have begun to place-
eat imrepectiv© ami that 'the
m to function on a day $e day
local issues*

I l&tated that 61aude Mghtfooh 6© report was m
excellent. mp®$t aim he dealt at great length on the subjeet
Of nationalism,attehptl»g to give an explanation atm defini*
Men etf hew it works* i Isnois© of what he- called
^slimiem*1 atm the nationalist development in America*
iadieatii^ that there is a tremendous upsurge of nationalist
thinking. amongst, the Hegm people and that net all 0$ it
wae negative^, he -maid that a great deal Of it had a positive
directions that -ttorirwa© a striving for dignity? striving
for recognition and striving for pride in cultural heritage*

'

Archie stated that car forty needed to Ieoh in this direction*

I I also dealt with the $s©stien of whit©
chauvinism and stated that chauvinism -was- taking a new direct
tioa in the fwty« to stated that the '"black intelligentsia'**
is developing and .also there mM& to to a special approach to
•Mwste yenth* to said that ear approach to togpo youth

" r

was $mt ail t$eag fe to said that w© are failing' to recognise
tto motors* M$m that m® indigenous to. togye youths such
a form is iass* to indicated that he felt that attempting
to attract toir© youth to folk singing was iust ridiculous.*,
to said that no togre youth wild ever to appealed to oh the
basis of a htotenanny or a ©spar© dance and that until we
resort, to the forms that are 'more popular amongst the togre
youth0 we would sot attract them*

15
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*

-MfM stated that, tie felt .that the report was

.

#» e&oeitest @2i# &ad ttdte it laid the basis £07 a groat
tel of d£®$fegj|@n 'that rnmid he beneficial to the programM growth of the Party* lb dealt at length with the
daeetioh of depressed areas and. to the economic states
02 the Uegro ®mp%® in various industrial areas*
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him felt that Claud© JL)igfotfaot cs report
spoke on tb® subject of whit© youth.

is steadily
find those

.iuers and tb© organisation of youths on
and noted the many contributions that

making toward the struggle for Negro rights

•

that the gap between Negro and whit© youths
and that in tb® struggle for Jobs, we must

proposals that link Negro and whit© youths together..
VO,

in the

approach on the part of
also that there ar© no truly
struggle and called for more

comrades o He
d organisations
action programs

»

on the
'
question of recruiting and

1 felt that in this area of activity
s@lf~critici®m 0 He said that he felt
12a© mstyv primarily because we have

'

»® relied to© heavily on the past®
people who ''participate in a program of

•you cannot b® in a position to recruit
o If you do

d that we have te carry the burden
the Party but ar© still

o w^ibio; h&m^ Party., Many of these people

a;

though they are no longer in - the Party

to move vi® a new way
raised the -

* question of how $|8b© Party^cais- beginWAOA «tAA * .
f8 jm *» jffil ^ /V ... til r Al _into a level

various-.

of leadership
It up

?
'She also

action program *

in ms

of the
did not

much to"!
gave a detailed

$ ,

oM'ior.
•

lose role
9 lt'1 just gave
3 'political -

Xlocjil situation
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stated that he thought that the report
Should fe® modified and should .become the basis Jos? further
liscus^&osrj is ail of the areas* -He pointed out what he

considered to to some of ; the weaknesses in the report?- on©.

’was the failur® m the part of labor* which needs .to fee -

,

SneHad out ©ere ©Ae&rXy and sharply* So stated that there as

so whit© organisation ©eared to the fight to ©ad racism An
.

v Iffi the area of programmatic action* letterson

cited the instances of police brutality throughout the country $

calling special attention to the situation in San ZFrsncAsc©<»

S© stated that this wav© of police terror is a reflection
of oar government

n

Also is the field of culture » Patterson said ho
felt that our inability to apply proper cultural forms to

skttvnot tto Megpo g@®gi© ft refloctioa of * He

said 'that we should mho the struggle to achieve cultural
©quality an Inseparable part of the general struggle* CIt

wight to pointed out that the term cultural ©quality applies *

in this instance » to the struggle to obtain Negro commentators*

newscaster©* and for tetter parts for Negroes in motion
pictures and other activities which give the Negroes an
opportunity to demonstrate their excellence in the field of
cultural endeavor «)

1 the final speaker* said that he joined

with those who liked the report* H© said that this was a
^turning to” eur work with a new quality a a new fervor 0 a

revolutionary teaocracy are possible* The Negro Sreedom Riders

are teaching iteerica lessons which we as Marxist© must learn#

^.^tic-piwg fr l Istated that on the question of

whit© chawinic»d a thoroughgoing study is needed# There is.
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together with the most tremendous advances being made* a revival
or the most belligerent forms of chauvinism*

Claude Lightfoot

Claude Lightfoot nest took the floor and spoke again
on the subject of building the Party* He stated that the
discussion which had taken place pointed up the need for a
special section of the report which would deal specifically
With the issue of building the Party* He therefore suggested
that a subcommittee consisting of Tommie Dennis from Detroit*

~
\ be b

f
designated to prepare a memoranda or the rough draft of a b7 '

memoranda to be presented at the beginning of the session to
take place on Monday <Juae 35* 1963;*

IMs motion was introduced and accepted and those
three named were instructed to begin work on the memoranda*

The meeting then adjourned at approximately 5 s 50 PM
and those present were instructed to get ready for the evening
meeting* the beginning of the conference* at which Gas Sfeill

would reader his report*

€QNPIDBNTI&fcr

;
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first session of ft three-aday conference of
Pftrty i$8$ leaders# who mt under the mm

of the mm B&wis Bsfense Committee# fesg&ft &t
a»o&A«tely mis m m June 22* 1962* Mi sessions ©f this

wlmo® m* held in ft hail a* sss i&oadway# New Jtorfc#

Slew Yorh« i%&e conference consisted of meetings ©a Wd||
evening ©nd dftily sessions ©ft Saturday end Sunday# tfua© 23#

rn$ «ruft© 24# 10^0

Appressimtely 129 people w?« in attendance ft* this

©cmfersnc© mut various parts ©f the nation Bu© t© the

large number of persons attending this conference# it is
Ami^esAfel# to state specifically which persons attended the

individual e©ssi#s© ©f the conferences however# those person®
listed at the conclusion of IMs report we observed in
ftttendniie© at oft© or more sessions of this conference during;

the period Jaw® &MM# 1962#

ms a

, o$ the meeting was called to order at
. fey Jim Termey# who indic&ted that this

. ©u® Ml*3&nfiavi® l^fOns©
-

Cossaittss* £L

proposed chairman for th© evening#

Elizabeth ©urley Flynn stated that the agenda would
‘

i ©as Ml address# which would fee the only point
t&s that ©veniag» She said that the meeting

and would reconvene on Saturday at 10S00 M
* m*A. H. A . fe dt_. _ . > *ft ^ 111

^ontinuisg# Flynn said that the meeting would
reconvene at 10 s00 AH on dune 24* 1902* at which time there
would fee a report on a program of action and discussion until

2{00 HL At that time there will he a report and summation

fey ©us Bail*

Flynn then introduced ©us Hall#
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Bepar.t by Gas Hall

3ML began his remarks by string that the simple
shot that 15# are here is is itself a source of inspiration*
it proves that w© are an indestructible force* Nothing trill
ever destroy this movement# So stated that John Aht states )

that the democratic forces in our land are beginning to under-*
Stand how fortunate it is that the P&riy made the historic
decision to fight hack? that the Party rejected the advice
of many that we should dissolve# We also rejected the idea
that We should Just stead pat dad wait to see what happens*
We made a decision that was not abstracts it was a decision
to fight bach and we recognised that it was necessary to fi^it
for our organisation* we can review this year and a month
with a sense of satisfaction* The legal fight has been
conducted ©a a very high plane# There is nothing in our history
which compares to our historic necessary fight bach which we
have waged* He pointed ©at- that a »umfc@r of very significant
things have happened in the course of the period of this -

Struggle!

1) The Party has welded an inner unify*

ft) ’Piere are no divisions in the ranks of the Party*

3) The m?$y isolated .said destroyed the last
remnants of the left*

4) w# have spoken fo more people during this period
than in my other period in our history#

5) The Party has a new and higher status in broad
circles of the country*

d) We are now a factor in the growing erystaliaation
of the leftg in the trade unions and Wegro
peopled movement#

7) W© have broken down the ring of isolation that
existed around the Party*

—CONFIDENTTAT i _
Cfrmoniiw U It I rj Iwmiw«.ii, juau



0) ifc wgkkm tol in toiroyiag the

9$ a© Party in not only defending itself hut it is
g na&t* & whol%and is slowly gm&ag*

$31 of 'this promos that the line m& policy h®M co»s?eet* & stated that the fceet forces to any <sw '-.

.

teewtis institutions eye onto nttads to© this^
.

" — * "am i* . . * 4 a “
J* "a .

of tli© monopoly
©an he used in e

u

$h© Mo Carrae and Sfcaith Acts
# the cold war* toy so?©

of the people in toon of
fhey are tools of the ©old
as soil., Is most espial

necessary to
tli© ‘interestsw which
son© of the

lit this point Hall referred to the pamphlet which

tsas tti© festst&ci Joy this discttssioho fhis pstep&ist is _

«ina flie Cold tar’s ©opies of this pamphlet Wes?© av&il&M©

mu stated that the pamphlet did not deal with the

question of trade anions# ' .the question of youth0 03? with the

Megre people's struggle,. Be said there will he specie!

meetings
f

e& these points and otherpamphlets will fee issued

which- will eeve? those points,*

Ball then pointed out five points in. which he felt

m should 0,11 egress

1) Tmt the cold war is an evil, grand design- to
Mods mid turn the course of history*

progressive elements of the country have Mocked
its eftotiweaess*

COMF1DBMIAL
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8) failure of tins coldw policies lias brought
©a act? probiesas for the goreraaeat*

4) Tfe© cold war feas been ©srbreaaely profitable for
the moaepoliets*

5) ifeese failures fear© reaefeed a stage mere tfeey
mil work for nor© basic ^ualltatir© ebsages*

. , .
l$ll stated ttet tfees© policies fear© been so

detrjaoatal tfe&t tfesy fear© led to a deciitm is baited states
SSS^S^* f© fct nothing fess happened sise© tfe© initial
rendering of this report $ wfeiefe is now two or tlteo© weeiss old*
Jg » otog© ia Its policy or lias* m stated thatw© s^saaer ia wfeiefe tfe© stool* narwt is juiapiag up ©ad down
mused feisa to fee worried that fey tbs time fee was able to
dgliwr bis talfe tfeere would Mrs to fee a mol© a©w ©valuatioa
of tfee situationA Be stated tfe&t there arc ©ey©& Croats
waim mm t$&m place mica should fee pointed out* ‘ thesemmm U,mU0® ttm §s*@i crisis of tfe© baited States
mpitgstoi qmmmj,

Tim first ms tfee mmml feefaarior of the stock
8**®®* mad it %m m min point that fee stated fee mn afraidw tfet stock sa^stef would mt mtwv stable until after thfrfr

*dpopt»
' “

tfe© seecnd point is tbs two attempts at settiag off
aueter fesafes im space*

_ _ W>s tfeird is tbs slight of oar President m feis fcaeee
peaiteatly begging; for forgiveness for feis actions of sis
weeks as®*

’

Tk® fourth l© tte action of the Attorney deaeralmo «s started aefie% ©a tfee instructions of Sresidsst'
Efeiutedy#. ea a revised section of the saitfe Act*

Fifth is tbo lamsioa of tb&il&ad by baited states
troops*

these five underscore tte seriousaees of tfe© saoyes&eat *.

-PMITIIMT1AL-
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' thB ©i&th Is the settlement of the haos nnd Algerian
y. dispute*

ft® seventh is the psimxf elections in several .-states*

He stated th&&" the invasion and - the two attempts at
nwole® bonibs in outer space are very ^ingeyoue. steps ?$ad Which
brand this Administration as aggressive aud irresponsible*
$tioy lire orfestal &nd lawless and gamble with life itself#
tfhlie Smv® always said that there is a danger of w? frsm
iMUdeatg et®*# m must' sow add the Irreeponsifeil1ty of this
Admtasts^tlea as a serious factor in the danger of war*
W© must a« become more effective in ©assessing the aggressive#
irresj^nsible role that this country plays*

Hsferring to the unclear disarmament conference*
hail stated that every competent socialist ioure© in the world
Clearly states that there is no question of inspection? that
this- issue of Inspections which is generally raised by the
United states is phony4 immoral ana false since it is
impossible to mplode a nuclear bomb without detection * $he
united states has maw jn?©s©nteda~^ disfissssasiit*

'

"

and the United States Is the main obstacle to ending nuclear
testing and to disarm* fhi$ we must mahe clear to the American
people* ' The level of our struggle for peace is not high enough*
Tm people are ready for experiences which we are not giving
tfc®a* Ea stated that many mass organisations discuss these
problems reipslarly* He then quoted free a mugssine called
"the tosa©si^©lK e issue of Hay 18# 1903* and from another
periodical issued by the Students for democratic Society* Ha
stated that we arc not fulfilling our role in raising the more
basic questions in the struggle for peace in the language
of the people*

in the life of this Administration# it has acted
as if it was on probation* the whole Cabinet has. been begging
for forgiveness from the monopolists* He raised the question#
**Po we need to change our basic estimate of this Administration?
Hunt W© now give UP Ideas that 'our , Struggles can change this.

jsoiriBMTiar
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Administration? The answer to both of the®© question® is
n©« ©ur original estimate was correct

*

On the economic development©* Hall stated that the
Wall Street banker® have not reached the dead end* They are
a®t yet jumping out ©f windows^ hist a large number of
Cadillac® have ran ©at of gm$ W© have not given battle to

united state© * The dogmatic theories are not and never have
heen Marxist o It is to© early to drat? conclusions from the
stock market developments* The stock market tumble was not

long and sfeort-rang® Implication® 0 The basic problem® of the
stock market development® were, long-range* They represent
the "total signal” of the end of the past war* After the,end
of World War II the capitalist world was in a state of >

devastation* The rest ©f the world would not have recovered

•rw' wcm v mat
^ \*\\^ „

s

* We must ©2sp©be’\ -

the military*/' Ther©;
f

on® and w© must iweld
the movement against the ultra-right <» W© have evidencedi have evidenced-; L >.v

:
.

'

work* Th©y ;

are';\| %\,
mm in ©ur movem^tV/ -

„ < *V ‘V 0-

*4 f
action® contradict their expressed ideas* They agree - the\’
general idea that there should feas and that there is ^

'

fors left unity but they are against left progressive 'yp^|h|;
organisation® or youth elute in the Party* la the fieldyot-V *

peace w@ have cadre® which agree with the idea of a fight £pr-
peace but are against left coordinated peace committee®*';..- Iu\\ ,

%

but are against caucuses and', commit
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la the m science the Mg M££ieulty Aft act ia
the sources a£ eui&gy hut hew to tad

ut&Sifte tkm$ the Bm® applies v&th * we have
im &m& tte gsrefttfcp the- iti&k spea&ia® .-

to the ftftseee Mthia th© mntu^t #i the ismdeystauSiag of
t&M* ppoMetas* Wo h&ve SNM&tftil out ft better* Meaver*.
fhftfpes?' policy* Wo can ft&gr with ft am sense 01 eonfidftftcemm tm h&ve ft winning with ft Muhins jH&iiey ana

itt ft wiuaitig oaose*

At this point Gaft HftU ended Me preseatatioa
wwi wan given ft thunderous ovation# Those preseat were0&m tetruetioias to ar#ftpMMaM ftt losoft M $N»u da* 1962>
um the nesting m® sM&a*m&*
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This session of the meeting began at approximately
10gl& &3 m& wb called to order by Elizabeth Gurley Eiytm,
She indicated that there ms a proposal that George Slayers
msm m CSs&irmn for the day and there war© a© objections
m& m further sawimtioas* Keyers m& elected Chairman#
'Tk&ti meeting bQgm vkth. comments from the various persons
ppewnt* The following comments were noted

s

inthcar Brctesrefe 3&om OMo

srcimr©fc ©poke at groat length on the visit of
the Activities Committee to Cleveland$ indicating
the mgmm in which the churches* the Amerioaa Civil
liberties iMen m& ether cosmuaity orgteizatioas mobilized
against this ®©mitt©e

ff
bringing strong community pressure

against the action of the Da-American Activities Committee*
la stated that during the visit of the committee* or prior
to the visit of the eewaittee to Cleveland^ name® of witnesses
soteduXed to appearm released to

-

the n©fspp©ro» This
created a psltn for the committee and they vex® forced to
face a situation of general hostility. Thor© sere instances
of government witnesses who refused to testify g on the other
bans a number of government informers earn© forth and exposed

appearssie© in Cleveland resulted in very poor publicity for
them and ec^tltuted a victory for the Party* He stated that
at Just about that time Gus Hall and Arnold Johnson visited
Cleveland and contributed much to the general sense of victory

Thompson e&s given the floor for a special report
on trad© union work* The report Thompson rendered was not
Witten hut m® rendered extemporaneously* Thompson stated
there &r© ft© concepts in our approach to trade union work
that ted to he reviewedi on© ms the idea of more and hotter
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union work and th® other was the concept of "Mels; to the
gooo 03,0 day® 5

*, if <m m<& to have any impact on the trad©
unionEovemeat w© must overhaul and modern&gs© our programm& ©us- method and tactics a

»

this field®
'

^ Ca the subject of the states? work week* Thompson
Stated that th© winning of the shorter work week An basic
ihdustyy will b© a difficult t&sk* We must have a tactical
outlook towards this struggle. He stated that the 9330«40^60"
movement has a strong base in aut© 9 however e this movement
must sot he approached m m instrument to bring about a change

phe auto leadership,* He stated that we must strive to
achieve an alliance between the trade union movement and the

a movement on a,new basis. Within this content fee
said that. iwhrijiftHnfn mg© fight is a struggle that will unite
labor and the Negro people* •

L I ipw« sn extensive dissertation on the primaryeiemons in miftwaia* She stated tfc&t ae a result of these
no simple g©a©rsii^ations are possible.® Her feeling

255 8®?* WPtoWPiea strengthened the hand of the ultralight
closed primaries 8 were utilised for the first time® $>h®

stated that in these elections the p&rty had three main'
objtctivesi am was to defeat the ultrf^iiht* The second wasto increase %m> Negro representation and the third was to

quality of th@ {tagsessimi representation* She
ginten that the right—^lag registered a large vote* but added
that in a closed Republican primary this is not necessarily
Significant nor is it necessarily g reflection of the popular
appeal of right-wing candidates® She said that there was 'an
unprecedented upsurge in Negro end Henican«>^aericaa votes®

’

»he stated that a Negro won the Democratic nomination for
congress in a prete£i?§a!htly Negro district and this is
tantssaouat to ©lection® She slated also that a Messiean
candidate also won nomination®
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Slit
. Aitoftsm Ato* . ffl#w , totijfe

Bill Altoytoott to#M to say dfeout tba Rwr fork
#to#tte 9 Ha gt&toi toftt to# eontiemtitoti

gti*t*M to to euft to ti&toal £&yit$.tU&& tossy# 4s & gsr#at
<GW£vM tto* will tos#iti#*#feiy etenaMr* so ef&toti
tost iwois «*s toe.«#fcitoti of to# «iw*r&gfet ^ to#
!#&&*? eieatictit* will# so titofet* still aaorg#
90 ttoir irt^ipt Mfeoftoos* towi mutim®® to#
*#JUs eti to© ,f^towteei Ba*ty* toltiii Mf sot $*&$» tiled*

«

m toe

<t?

lister Mlt st leagto with to# iitoM'gsa oleotios#
eg tote to# roiafitr# *©*lte of ceatiltitctes tie* owwhw** i

ki to t£ewtog tes$$ of to# oestotowiies# of toMuiti foiokg

to# IMaigsm ttoi# ^mstltotioasi cm&mtitM# totitosttog
I Itiotig toti imti# a elgeitiitiant eostoifeattos to tola
wmtim dtite* tewtog fe##s# tileetoti to too f#e# of HetfMmits
.% totojwgMiiseti oaMdga to Meet &to% wtoto* ssto

site?

tbit tbo toilosttoto or# row toai You»g will fee elected
to too state togiatotwe^

Blais? 4$totetf ton# on the qnewtion of $#*ty ©rgaRissatios
too tt&teal ysmetooe is to took #©c$s?ityj to to &©toi»g s B©
stotM tost m Mb m& talk m& talk mtti ssototog is toto*
Ho mM tost to agrees with to# tactics cufltoeti #Sti stoto#
forto©* to&ti too y#to#»to ootibltketi wito frotsfeyitos
m& oitmv phmf lifeerale promulgate a lot of ewaytifleaa Which
coskfas© too piotosro* to#y <3e»y tto tieage* frcss to# isito&«rigfet
tied ptme yesposslfeil&iy tin* we* or to® llfcewdlie* Blais?

went os to disacss too 4oe#tioa of gvoueti rests* H© soiti ttot
w# tot?© toes felaak or toe tooue of%3?©o&$ roots”
tinti w# fgileti to mcognim toe infiwe®ee os oe* eooacmy fey toe
sjoittotssiioa of toe aedetlee of wat to a lasted
#yipt#esrmt* IDs etototi toet eetoit'iy is italics So os# really
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the tad? those m®m& it p&f seat in the fpyja of
t&$©e iw s&fesidies <q2 an® £esn& eg? saothey to the goveynaeat
m* %&m other foyee having title*

MmMJohmm
,

doheson stated that &m pyeseatfttfsn e&s the
*ww»t of a ifeat deal of collective effort on the part ofnmmm of the i«d* 21© ea^ressed regret that the jcssrohlet
JEnd The Cold Way 8* had not keen ready fey distrihoties*; prior
to the rendition of his £sail%) speech* E© said that it had
ten wedded to have it districted hefoye Eall% speech*
?fe_stated that the psmsAOttt tm mm feeing mailed to 1*600

s;»^ LllwPflw
ase of the pease literature

a
t;

1

o
lifeara

the active p&m#
feitee of the $y&
Sfegro people on in
©eatess* He ©aid

n'.a
gave a

placing
on of Hegro ’ youths* He

' stated" that ' the
onion movement to make the program of th
seal part of their progrm is. a feasie
ftt ^hen t?e place the iregro Question sepa
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to e®to to ©Mto- toMjwogMJtoJg
fsto e^ttoto & Mtoto off. Mi Mott tot

Ml Rspfcjr SSS&S&M M to $to© $u©sst&G& jm® Qff& Ha
i Ito'M'ttlSI Jfi3ft,l to to* *

a®wlL *08W» f? & ^
WuWt sk&mM fof 4&tot& tasIM awl

pillow mmrnw^* mimmm *to to} .to
#£ ttes to towwww Me le itself tottMtofe*}

Me gMafe tto© Me § «mmi ftww tew&stt? Mp ia&ofo#

W& SftoSSSP©*® A flipM&L VOpto- «* I

»«M ww& 99 M4Mtip $am WWW vmm »* eww*
.-8te gtstoS totMm *®to£jto*WJS»l w i- te^a^w^pt

S atoigte ©£ to mmm ©lass* toto.toto tot
toee it? to «* 4$mMM*i8

to spftgtot 4©vei0p£&g& ©toggle ®e* to
cMeto «& to Esaaady lsto*^0tog©»to ta&MMn*

E3 «$m tot in to ©toggle to stoto to9? m
sawl irepiiSt tS© ®©a^s©at fi&fc this ©&a foe ®a*3T

towto 2©g£©iati©&* *Sbmr@ ®m foe a© toMtop &a m$
&$©£© SMacyssy im2.©ss9 it $m ©a a &M&MK& level *

$& tMa $©iat toto. to& Mto Mtt* a totgtot
s$&i@ trap B$fo $fo«sp3®a ia wkieh fhoiapsea it&tl ©t&}©4 t&at tfo^e

mss & fionew eatotos eitoa to» ito toto to© totos
MqA}& mm 4® «aaea totor*e ©«»s* to tot tosw
il Hs?$e$M Mtb Mob leftofagto 9©«I«*

tkt ttooy t&bt. atotof^i# e$uew& &© #w%toii M
I®- wfls ts^eagb it* It is ©taietiiS? aoiittien?*® ©sat®®#
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organised tor heather# mesipslated h$ R©u$h@r and used tar
Reamer for at mntz&l of the ^uto Union * ,

'

.. „ J&i© speaker iadieated that they mw struggling
**5*5 ^ doing heat t&th tiftgfe they Srndo Re
.st^pi ttet there is m Stikl*Wm Earty mgw-tmg that the

ffce^e $w J&roieed staoft entirely in defending its©:
fpw* raising $wm» m stated that t&eeo is & lot of pesos
Jelmeni in $tett Ragland ind that the oheeeMve situation ih<
is most hopeful*

' '

Hig&tm&t wm given the floor to a sseeisl
'

newt on ih© Negro Question* 3& stated that the major wofcies
!*gtowj us tns the geowtao of hot to -rebuild -our ae^rty* .m .

'

stated %st thee© were $00 areas in which the B&rty ea» make
®^J!S1^S* ady«e&» she first xm with the youth and the eecowp mth the Ifegro sa&sses* Mgftttoot stated that if bid bees,
geiisted out in the Mirations of the Negro Cossiaaion that
ifegroes hay© not left the seriy boeaus# of fear ana it is not
fps* Jhat top& them mt of the Party* He miM that it is
that they «!© not identify the Party with the struggles which
Sw.ftrp waging® He stated that w meat work to pwe the
theeio that if is $s$pc^ibie for the Negro to win hie rights

«B wr#

I4gbi$eet stated that there is no person worthy of
the mo Commit who mm®t probe into the ranse of any -

organisation m4 identify iMmaiif with those persona Mo -

seen to he moving toward left positions* Re urged the opening
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up of a discussion ©an a broad basis on whore th© Negro movement
is going « E© urged also the building of committees and forums
where discussions can take place.

that left
for thAS

took sharp issue with the statements of
the question of left caucuses in the trade

stated that Potash just did not know what
trad© union movement, T if —\ he felt
©uld be built or were a correct tactic

at this time.

stated that he was very happy to see an
and felt that that was a marked

Mma spoke at great length on the California
elections but had very little else of significance to say.

.Bert
.
Prom the State of Washington

Bert addressed himself to the economic phase of the
report and stated that the AFL-CIO leadership had set up labor
councils in several areas because union officers had failed
to carry out th© policies of the Committee on Political
Education (COPE),

I Ispoke on the question of aati-Communism and
urged an approach of talking to people on the basis ©f their
willingness to listen and to understand. He spoke of the
motion picture "Judgment At Nuremberg" and indicated that a
leaflet had been issued drawing a parallel between th©
He Carran Act and th© amti-Communism of Bitler-CSermamy . He
stated that on the question of the shorter work week, the
demand has to fee raised in conjunction with local issues.

CONEIDENTIAIr
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"

I I
said that he agreed with the content of Bob '

Thompson 0 s report on labor but stated that most of our comrades
are on the outside of the labor movement looking in# He stated
that you can influence the workers and the union by working
in the areas where you live or work# Be spoke at length of
the ©lections in Maryland and of the bitter electoral
struggles in the primaries. H© stated that a Negro woman
had been nominated for the State Senate.

I
I spoke on the need for building a Marxist

orientated youth organisation v/hich need not conflict with
the current Party youth set-up. She stated that there is no
youth organization which fights against anti-Communisro.
Throughout the country every organization -is trying to win
youth. I spoke 'extensively of the activities of the
Progressive Youth Organizing Committee (PYGC$. She stated
that they have been attending every major conference that is
held throughout the country. She reported on the Washington
Peace Mobilization which was attended by 8, 000 young people
which was organized mostly by left initiative.

I I stated that Wisconsin produced Me Carthy but
it also has a Governor who spoke against the Un-American
Activities Committee and a Congressman who voted against

.

the Un-American Activities Committee.' He stated that, the
Birches started a program to completely indoctrinate Wisconsin.
He stated that the Party started a program to abolish the
Un-American Activities Committee. He stated that they have
distributed 100,000 copies of James Roosevelt °s speeches and
that they are girded for a clash with the Birches.



The content of her speech could loot b© determined*

spoke oS the role of the Party in various

mass organisations , however, the esseoce of his remarks also

had something to say about fighting the

symptoms of

he ascertained
Act, more
meant that

disease rather than fighting the disease
full significance of her statement could not

> | |
also stated that sine© the H© Carram

have joined the Party, ^Apparently she
13c Carran Act Decision, more youths

}

At this point, this session of the meeting was
and all of the people present were invited jfcSL

* «. special reception which was being given for

lat a restaurant on Bast 26th Street#
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Session Held Sunday, June 24, 1962

,

The Sunday session of this meeting began at be
approximately 10?00 All with

|
as Chairman 0 b7c

f Jim Tormey

! Tormey was the first speaker at this session .

Tormey is believed to function as the Executive Secretary i

of the Gus Hall-Ean Davis Defense Committee . Tormey gave
a lengthy report on the work of the committee, which
culminated in the presentation of four points @r of
slogans around which the Party should fight the Me Carran
Acts

1) The fight to quash the indictments

.

2) To half all proceedings under the Act »

3) The building of civil liberties committees
on a national scale.

4) To repeal the Act.

Tormey spoke at great length on the building of
civil liberties committees, stating that he felt that these
committees had a possibility of embracing all stratas of the

i

Elizabeth

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn was introduced by Jim Tormey
and she then stated that it was a matter of pride and sorrow,
that after a long life dedicated to the working class movement,
she now found herself in a position of having to accept the
chairmanship of a committee to defend the Party. She stated
that there is no such CP as that described in the Me Carran Act.
She stated that w© have to make it clear that we cann’ot, and
will not, register because to do so would be to plead guilty

CONFIDElfKAir—
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: . to $h® lying*, vicious ©tearge^of being agents of a foreign
7, government <> She urged that conferences be bold in -all..cities

-to acquaint the people with the details of the He -Carrae Act
'

’and how it works 6 She stated further that legal defense
'

; fakes money and that w© now hare to dedicate ourselves to the •

Jackson stated that there was need of more precise
studies and measurements of the economic crisis „ He stated
that capitalism is like an old tree standing in the middle
of the highway ©f oar people 9 s progress « Be gave a detailed
account of "The Worker” campaign against the Me Carran Act
and of nTfa® Worker 9s” activities in defending itself against
the He Carran Act*

I spoke about the fight against the !*aadrm-
Qrlffia Biii & stating that this fight is tied to the fight
against the Me Garran Act and that antiwCompaisa has become
a big business in the Waited States e I Istated that also
w@ have to clarify ©or position against the Kennedy
Administration o Be said that we were, very fuzzy on this issue
and that our fuzziness leads to great confusion among
the masses

o

to Kennedy and
right and reasonable
see the need for

dealt with the question of his letters
and said that he felt that it was

that these letters be sent and did not
the furor that they had created

*

references to
wherein someone

Ben Davis started his talk with a discussion of the
of the Kennedy Administration*, He..drew specific
question of Geraldyme J»ightfooted funeral

stole the guest register from the funeral
Aft fOAA _* - *

compiwmsr
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attended the funeral and as a result a number of editorials
had appeared in newspapers all over the country in protest
of this type of inhuman action. He stated that it had always

. been a concept that there is nothing worse than an old fool
but he felt that there was one possible exception - that being
a young fool. He then stated that Bob Kennedy is a young fool,

Davis stated that we have slowed the pace of
harassment. We caught the Administration red-handed on the
question of concentration camps because for a long time the
Kennedy Administration had denied the existence of these
camps until some spokesman of the Administration had been
boxed into exposing their existence. He said that people will
now feel that if the government will lie about one thing, they
will lie about other things,

Davis said that he felt that the youth reaction
was heartening and referred specifically to their refusal
to accept censorship of their right to hear controversial
speeches, drawing reference to the fight on a number of
universities which resulted in invitations being extended to
himself and Gus Hall and other Communist speakers. He said
that through their actions, the youth have modified the
Me Carran Act, He spoke of the victory of Phil Bart and
"The Worker”, Davis said that these are things achieved by
struggle. He also told of an amendment to the Me Carran Act
which he stated was "passed in the dark of night” and signed
by President Kennedy "in the dark of the night", and said
that this was an effort to make the Act work. He referred
specifically to that section of the Me Carran Act which dealt
with the requirement of the government to publish a list of
defense plants where workers whose names appeared on any of
the membership lists of suspect organizations would not be
permitted to work, Davis stated that the government
recognized that to publish such a list would be to expose
the location of defense plants. The- amendment to the Me Carran
Act eliminated the necessity for publication of the list.

He stated that we need to emphasize the moral aspects
of the competition between the United States and the Soviet

CONFIDENTIAL
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Union# He also spssk© of tte work of the pacifists urging
closer ties* yet opposition to their philosophical position which
makes It impossible for them to mobilise against the forces
which make war#

©n th© Hfegro Qas©stioa P Ben Baris stated that os©
©f th© new things is th© legr© liberation wmomsnt is th©
break-through ©n th© subject of peace #

At this tins Mil interrupted th© proceedings
to state that th© tins© ted grows lai© and that many people
ted to leave and it was unfortunate that all of th© psople
who wanted to speals did not hare an opportunity to do so.
das tell was then given th© platform for th© purpose of making

Clas Hall

family get-together after a long separation# H© said that
there should be further studies so that th® basis of the
terty^s policies would to© clear# E© said that the stock
market slump has brought out many economic theories# Hall
stated that tooth of th® major parties agreed, they want to
hide th© real causes of th© economic problems! therefor©

,

th© task is ©urs to do th© job of educating th© masses#

tell stated that while w© have no d©sir© to saw©
capitalism is America > we also have no desir© to so© the
people impoverished and that offering a solution to th©
present crisis will in no way lengthen th© life of this sick
capitalistic economy#

1) A 3© or 3«§ hour work week without a decrease In
wages.

2) A minissue wag© of $2#SO p©r hour
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3> That the Administration declare a moratorium on
interest payments on th© national dabt and that
this money b© used on projects at home and abroad

«

4) Elimination of income tames up to $10,000*00*

5$ Have an Increase in world .trade*

0) A sharp cut of monopoly controlled prices*

7) A© immediate program to nationalise subsidised

the seed for clarification of our policy"towards the Kennedy
Administration, Hall said that this approach is "fussy” a©

f Brown and that this is true and will continue
is no need for a basic change in our policyto be true

@b tto AfeiEistr^tiong w® &gr®® that It ts hig
business but that it is not a fascist government and that it

has relations with the ultra-right *

Referring to the trade union movement, Hall stated
that to have a sort of generalised approach in the youth
field and that it applies to other fields including the
trade union movement * He said that there is an upsurge with
many and varied forms of organisation * It would he a mistaiie

to force any preconceived notion* CHere Hall drew a .parallel

as an ©sample* He spoh© ©f the farmers approach to planting
wherein many many more seeds are planted than can be
accommodated by a given piece of land but as the seed grows, and

as the plants grow they are thinned out until only the sturdy

and best plants are left to grow for the harvest, and so
with left forms « there will be many left forms initiated,

and they will not be the same forms g they will vary according
to different situations and ultimately to will emerge with the

correct form*)

CONFIDENTIAL—
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We must make it clear to the trade unions that we
have but one purpose* the best interests of the workers and
the best interests of the union* Each left formation must
reflect the level of the plant* (Here again he referred to
his parallel of the farmer; that is, to influence a situation
you must be their vehicles, plans* etc*)

On the question of our relationships with the
socialist world* Hall stated that the ’*big lie” is
Question number one in the minds of most non~Communists * He
stated that it has been his experience that on the various
campuses youth will not accept a simple denial* Invariably
he* Hall, would be asked about the United States Communist
Party’s allegiance to the Soviet Union* He said that his
answer is that as Americans who are partisans we have a point
of view; we have a science* and that the Soviet Union uses the
same science* Any approach to cover up our partisan socialist •

viewpoint will not be accepted*

On the Question of nuclear testing* we are against
all tests and we must give due consideration to the question
of what forced the Soviet Union to resume testing*

lletters* HallChi the question of th©|
stated that certainly the letters had weaknesses but that
certainly they were not as big a deal or as big an issue as ,

some people have tried to make them* (It might be noted that
when Ben Davis was speaking* he also made references to I I

I 1 letters to Khrushchev and Kennedy and stated categorical*
lv that there was nothing for him to say other than that

was Just wrong*)

Gus Hall went on to say that there is an unprecedented
demand for Marxist literature * He stated that the basic and
fundamental change is the understanding of the role of our press
and he urged support for the campaign for a million signatures
on the petition being circulated by the Women’s Strike for
Peace* He urged that the people attending this conference
report hack to their districts in detail and initiate

CONFIDENT-SAL
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d&scussions and Miad©d all that it is necessary to convince

the Party that m can recruit.

At this point ih© platform was given over to Jack
Stachel, who introduced a number of motions .which werfi carried.
These were;

1) That we endorse the report and summary,

2) That we pledge to bring the pamphlet ("End The
Cold War’8

) to the widest circulation,

3) That all Party bodies and commissions review
their work in the light of the Hail report, x

4) That m approve the Tormey report, (The Tormey
\ report was that wherein there was outlined a

program of demands around which the Party hopes
to base its fight against the Me Carran Act,

As noted previously, approximately 120 persons were

in attendance at the various sessions of this three day conference

of national CP leaders. The following persons were present

during on© or more sessions of this three day conference,

however, due to the large number of persons attending the conference

it' is impossible to state specifically which persons attended

which' sessions of the conferences

William Albertson
James Allen
Phil Bart

Ben Davis

Tom Dennis
Lou Diskin

Elisabeth Gurley Flynn
Betty Gannett

<*» 42
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On Monday morning , Jane 25, 1962 , there was the
reconvening ot the enlarged meeting of the CP p USA National
Negro Commission which had previously been held on June 22,
1962 0 This meeting was held in the Board Room of- CP Head-
quarters , west 26th Street, New York City., At the enlarged
Negro Commission meeting which was held on June 22, 1962,
representative© were present from various parts of the
country} however, for this meeting only approximately 10 to
12 persons, were present since most of the others who had
attended the first session had already returned to their

The meeting was opened by Claude Lightfoot who
indicated that there were only two main points requiring
further attention of the Negro Commission.. These points
were Cl) further discussion on the phase of his report - - -

dealing with the industrialisation of the South; C2) the
report- of the

_

special committee dealing with building the
Party o (This ’ special committee was appointed by Lightfoot
at the meeting held on June 22, 1962, > Lightfoot stated
that the report ef the special committee would he rendered

b6
b7C

The meeting was then opened to comments and
discussion on. these two points by those present. The
following persons spoke during this meetings

Jim Jackson

Jackson spoke at great length on the subject of
industrialisation of the South, In essence, Jackson
approved of the idea, tmf in his usually scholarly manner
dealt, with statistics, many of which were taken from a
pamphlet called ’’Poverty and Depravation in the United States .**

Jackson also urged extending the concept Cot

'

industrialisation of the South) to include not only the
major depressed areas of the South but also the major
depressed areas of the whole country* He ©aid he felt that
we should . initiate the idea and that w© should seek trade
Union sponsorship to give it the public image.

/

/

u %
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I |
raised the question of who would benefit from

such a
1 program and would we not be asking the government

to sut&idize big business./ Then he raised the question of
whether we could get the trade unions to raise this question
and; td wage the fight within the context of guaranteeing
that, the money would' be put into industries -which would
benefit the workers.

Jml Tormey

Tormey stated that the question has to, be tied
np with the beginnings of the demands for nationalization*
Re said that the question would have to guarantee that the
newly established industries would not become "runaway”
industries which would serve to weaken , rather than
Strengthen, the labor movement. Labor has to be convinced
that such a program is not going to be destructive to it
(labor)

,

Tom Bfabried

Nabried felt that we were discussing the question
under somewhat adverse conditions* (The remainder of
Rabried'f remarks could not be heard*)

William Patterson
‘ '

1

> •

. . . , d A

.. Patterson raised the question of whether this '

proposal increases or lessens the contradictions of
American capitalism* He said that it was his feeling that
it would increase them* He stated that therefore even]
though it was seemingly benefiting the capitalist class
it was' benefiting the working people infinitely more. He
added that such a program would force organized labor to go
info the South*
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| | said that he, felt that th© proposal was a
good

f
one and would b© , workable if it was given a mbr'e

generalised approach which weald recognise that the tfhst

majority of the northern industrial areas wibere Negro people
lire could also be considered depressed are^s and. if it
also took into consideration the fact of the great
migration® that haw® taken place since the end of World
War II„ These migrations would include the migrations from
both the rural and urban areas of the South to the large
industrial cities of the North.

I stated that such a program needs to be
considered for the entire country and added that within
that content there would certainly be a basis for emphasis
on the South because the South is the least organised and

At this point Claude Lightfoot took the floor
and proposed that this proposal be deleted from the
report (Lightfoot ®s report which had been delivered on
June 22 , 1962 1 to this gathering) at this time and that at
a later date the Board be asked to discuss it in detail and
review the whole economic plight, of the N©gro .fn",America
in order to com© up with an economic program. \

The nent item taken up at this meeting was the
rendering of th© report of the special committee which had
been set up at Claude Lightfoot 8© proposal on June 22* 1962 9

to prepare a report- or memorandum on building the Party.
This report was delivered by I

I stated that the building of the 'CP in the
rank© of the Negro people is a matter of historical
importance. It is comparable to the situation which pre«
vailed in the days preceding the second great revolution
in our country *«* the Civil War *»*» which made necessary
the poplariaation and building of the Republican Party.

—

C
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The Republican Party wan the instrument of a
clash which found slavery a barrier to its own progress
and only incidental to the growth and progress of the
Nation,. ,The task of the CP is infinitely greater. It
cannot be accomplished without the participation of the
people* of which the Negro people are an inseparable
and significant part.

The CP will lead in saving the Nation from those
who have for centuries used monstrous attacks upon black
Americans as a means of diluting the content of our
democracy and defeating its logical national growth and
development by the people until it reflected the interest
of all.

Continuing, stated that our Party will
make the decisive contributions to the fight for peace

,

in which Negroes will play a significant role.

Our Party will bring to white Americans a greater
understanding of the shame and dehumanising effects of
racism.

To the Negro, the Party is a beam guiding the
way to a harbor where equality and opportunity are
guaranteed by the suppression of all opportunities for
mad to oppress his fellow man.

I I
next outlined why we must build the Party

add stated that the Negro movement doe© not have an anti~
imperialist or class orientation. Only the CP can give
it this. There is no other major philosophical current
within this movement % therefore, there must be a multiplying
of those forces which have a class orientation in order to
give direction, meaning and purpose to the movement.

The Party ranks have been badly depleted by the
vicious attacks of imperialist forces. If has suffered
losses through death* and many of its key cadre have aged
to the point where they can no longer function as in the
past.
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The Negro movement has been harmed by the declining
role of the Party. The nationalists of this movement failed
to function when prodded by the Party . \ .

/ Continuing a I |outlined how to build the
Farty ajad stated that no other organization has/

‘a- program
for -.achieving complete freedom for the Negro people. We
believe that the Negro people will want to Join the Party
if they are made to understand this simple fact.

I Istated that the Negro movement, as it exists
. today does not have a program for the ultimate solution of
the Negro problem.' The CP not only has answers for the
solution of this problem but offers a basic solution to
the problems of youth, the trade unions and all other,
segments of our society. The CP recognizes the economic
basis for Negro exploitation and discrimination.

- There are many liberals and progressives who
will fight for Negro rights and will struggle around

s

specific issues but they have no real understanding of the
problem and hence cannot achieve real and lasting solutions.

I I added that it must be pointed out that in
no country where the CP is in power is their any. discrimination
against 'anyone.

Over the years the Party has demonstrated its
'

ability to give .impetus » direction and content to the' Negro
movement

. It was the ’ CP which' fought
;
for the consciousness

within' the Negro movement’ of 'the relationship between the
fight for Negro freedom and the fight for peace. It is

'

the CP which has prodded and pushed labor into playing an
active role, in the fight fpr Negro freedoms It was the :

CP which made the world conscious of the Negro problem
in America.

The CP member who seeks to recruit from aitfe&n
the Negro movement must, of necessity, he an integral part
of this movement. He must be actively working in one or

- 48 -
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more. of the key organizations which are in daily; contact
with

.
the problems of the Negro people * Hemust work* in

such a way as to win the respect and admiration of those -
with whom he deals; even those who disagree with his
position 0 A communist must be the best worker for the
program of the organization of which he is a part. He
must work in such a way as to develop organizational and
social ties. From those can be built political ties and
relationships. It does not require any unusual or
special talent to single out from the ranks of any given
organization those individuals who seem to take positions
Which are in advance of the general trends and through
the introduction of carefully selected literature influence
or accelerate growth in Marxist understanding ?

Continuing, jstated that there is a wealth
of Marxist orientated material on Negro history available

j;
added that the next logical step is

organizational; through careful follow-ups, the individual
who has been nurtured through timely discussion and
significant literature is invited to a forum, a social
gathering or a meeting of some type where a Marxist point
of view is being projected. When understanding and
acceptance of the Marxist approach is indicated the task
of recruiting is simple.

Party organization must be mindful of the
necessity and/or careful planning of programs for new
recruits. Th® recruit who comes In contact with a dis°»
organized, undisciplined, poorly functioning Party club,
scon becomes disillusioned and discouraged.

I

[
stated that white comrades working in

Negro organizations , in white organizations and in
integrated organizations must concentrate on recruiting
white forces into the Party, thus guaranteeing advanced
and enlightened cadre who would he in support of the
Negro movement. He pointed out that this does not negate
the possibilities of white comrades recruiting Negro workers.
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In concluding » | |
stated that in order to

guarantee immediate and rapid expansion of the Party's
influence within the Negro movement the committee
recommended the adoption of a quota of new members 1 to be
recruited by the end of December, 1962, and also that
systematic well planned membership drives be instituted to
guarantee future continuous expansion.

Immediately after the rendition of the report
of the special committee there was a series of criticisms
of it raised by various people. The following comments
were noted during this periods

William A. Patterson
V

Patterson stated that he felt that a document oip

this type has to explain the meaning of the struggle
against white chauvinism. He felt that the document did
not sound like a document directed at the Party for
building the Party but rather sounded like a document
directed to the Negro people. He felt further that the
document failed to deal with Negro cadre.

Patterson also advanced the theory that we must
emphasise the role of labor and the menace of anti~
communism.

I Istated that he felt that the document
failed to explain or

,
to list any approach toward the

recruiting of any Negro youth and that it needs to set
forth an approach to a standardized educational program within
the Party.

"Negro problem;
stated that he took exception to the term
»

CONFIDENTIAL
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I \ aaid that she felt that we needed to be
more self-critical about our loss of cadre and that we
needed to give more emphasis to the question of Negro
women*.

,

Ben Davis •

Ben Davis added a few comments at that time. His
first point was on the economic question and he stated that he
felt the report 'failed . to, give sufficient consideration
to the economic roots of the problem and that he felt that
the central problem was not that of a lack of a line.
The problem was the question of what do we do with the
lines that we have?

/

Davis said that he felt that the document dealing
with building the Party had many positive points but felt,
however, that it was a bit too negative and needed re-

I |
stated that the Negro movement ist

objectively an antifimperialist movement and that "whether
subjectively .dr .not' they are aware of this it nevertheless
remains ' and the manner in which it is placed in the
document leaves questions for some doubt

.

Staefael said that' he felt that the document should
be d|s,cussed and then sent to the Board for approval.

Claude Lightfoot
1

Claude Lightfoot immediately took violent
exception to this approach and stated that he was tired of
spending countless hours in preparation of a document
which had to b© "blueprinted” by a bunch of people who

s

—CQNPIDENTIALr
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hillS
*;odo with in the first place,, Lightfoot

himgel?°ysed th!r,t an «*rt*iting committee constating of
to^SvisJ * —J w I 1 be authorized
h?« S f t

?
is document and make it an integral part of

and ^hat ** then be submitted to aco®m£^t®® in the National Center <of the CP)consisting of Ben Davis, William Patterson, and JimJacfesom who would have the final say and responsibilityfor guaranteeing the immediate publication of the document,

4“ho
^he gathering supported Lightfoot °s position andthe motion which he had made was passed.

T©«i Ra«am4.*
@ar th

? ?“** ^b® discussion at this meeting
Iff into the room and sat quietly listening to

After living listened to the discussion
niio5

1
S«J?S

tlaff
£

Bass®tt suddenly exclaimed
, "How in thunder

2l
i0

?4a?
Ml

f*
SU

f?
* as took place last Friday f une®S P at whica time the first meeting of this enlarged

withmvf
0f

J
h
J National Negro Commission was held)be ]•* b®1”« notified?" Bassett appeared to be very

'

that n* }*±m to him down p stating*®*$ that it wm ®utXy through &*& ovorsiefht ansomeone s part that Bassett was not made aware of the FridavSSk ^Jshtfoot added that he was certain that William
7

thought that Bassett knew about the meeting
ttoat h@ « was very important to °have

i® order to discuss the coming^ Ks°^\f???“ti2aJs
?h?dule<i for «» «rst seek of

also thought it was important
®d stated that he had considered
>d to propose that a

. « II 1 and himself.
liven the responsibility for

coming convention and wanted
set up consisting <*f

|

Bassett} with
| being gi*

activity of this committee.

m *s t° b® noted that apparently for securitv
S^22

B
eS5f

B
?5

t bad tb® Eam© NAACP and the names
m«*m!

i®di
Y
iduals to serve on the proposed committee on the

baing^held.
located iffi the Board room where the meeting was

COALb lUMIAb—
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ji
®ass©tt also said that he f@lt it was accessary, to

i SlraVi?cus!i2n on onv CQF) policy and program for thenaagf National Convention 0

,„ BffllBOa,
Wghtfoot replied that he felt that point had beendiscussed at the earlier meeting and therefore did not thinkit was necessary to discuss it at this pointo

E®n 5K*8 said h@ thought that there should be a
Si fS?

1 n
S* that hVLt that this meeting shoulda® adjourned and that the discussion foe held at a later

discussion on when this point
®r„ someone mad® a motion that the

' people who were
they should look

proposed and accepted that all persons
1 to their respective districts 8 instruct
to attend the NAACP National Convention'
for Isester Davis at the NAACP National
n under the instructions of Davis and

Some of those present were then observed
names ©f persons & who they anticipated would attend

Davis at
»# to Davis o ,

this time were William Patterson and Ben

d giving
d the NAACP
names over to

> Davis o

to work in con:
» this meeting

val of the setting up of the
on with the NAACP National
concluded

o
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Careful consideration has been given and the
source concealed only where absolutely necessary

.

The New York Office has advised that there is
no Bureau approved subversive organization characterization
available on the Gus Hall - Ben Davis Committee.

By separate communications offices having individuals

are being requested to furnish photographs of
those individuals to the Chicago Office for exhibition
to I I so that he- may properly identify them as
being in attendance at this CP meeting.

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been
classified confidential inasmuch as it contain
which could reasonably result in the identification of
the above confidential source who is of continuing
value and compromise his future effectiveness, which would
adversely affect the national defense interest of the
United States. In addition, this letterhead memorandum
has been set forth as having been made at Washington, D. C

See page 3 and subsequent pages for copies.
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